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Crack! came a shot from a musket and Dick's horse fell, throwing him headlong. As he pitched
forward into the snow three evil-looking men came from the brush. one with
a smoking musket Jn his hands.
)~
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THE LIBERTY BOYS' COMBINATION
OUT WITH THREE GREAT GENERALS
By HARRY MOORE
r an off howling and were quickly out
The two buli :
sight.'
" Got rid of him, Jack?"
DICK AN D THE GENERAL.
" Yes, Dick."
The two boys now joined the young girl, who had disA young girl wea ri ng a warm cloak and hood, thick woolen
skirt and a pair of stout shoes was riding along a road near mounted and stood holiling her horse at t he si de of t he road.
"You're t he mea nest, most contemptible cowards in t he.
the Black RiYcr in the Kingstree district in Sout~ Carolina
world," she cried indignantly. " You are nothing but sneak:;,
one day in J an uary of the year 1781.
The ground was covered with snow, the t r ees were bare mea n, cowa rdly sneaks!"
"You can't mean us, surely, miss?" sa id the boy whom
and the sky was dull and leaden.
Although this was in the South, the winters were apt to Jack Warren had called Dick.
" You?" ,cried the girl, looking up. "No, indeed, not you,
be severe at times, although the springs were earlier than
but those cowar dly sneaks that you thr ashed. "
in the North.
" It was indeed con temptible," said Dick. " We were not
As the girl was r iding along at an easy pace a number of
in time to prevent their cowa rdly act."
rough-lookin~, half-grown boys suddenly sprang out of the
"No, but you gave it to them good and hard , and I wish
brush alongside the road and with loud shouts began to pelt
it had been wor se and that you had licked all of them."
the girl and her horse . with snowballs.
" Well, we ~oli shed off the two we did get hold of in very
"Give it to ther rebel, let her have it!" they yt.illed.
fashion, ' laughed J a ck.
"Hi, ther P.'s a good un !" bawled one of the boys, nearly a good
" Call me rebel, a nd take me by surprise, t he sneaks !" the
hlan in stat ure.
girl broke out, explosively. " So I am a rebel, and I wouldn 't
He ha d thrown a frozen snowball with such good aim that be anything else, t he cowards!"
it struck ' the horse on the neck, causing him to plunge and
"That's right ," said Dick admiringly. "You're on the best
nearly throw his rider.
side, and it's su re to win in the end."
"Whoa!" the girl cried, holding her seat firmly and tight"You're rebels yourselves, aren't y1:m ?" the girl asked.
ening the reins.
"We call ourselves patriots," said Dick.
him
struck
ice,
half
snowba11
another
He dashed ahead as
" That's all r ight, so do I, but I get so used to being called
1
snoes.
his
in the flank, and then cast one of
a r ebel that I often use the word myself. I'd sooner be a
Two boys wearing the Continental uniform and mounted rebel than a sneak any time."
on fine, Nothern-bred horses, had come in sight around a
"You'r e quite r ight, but your horse has cast a shoe a nd
bend in the road just befor e this.
needs attention."
They had seen the whole affair , therefore.
"There's a blacksmith's shop not far distan t," said J ack to
As the girl quickly reined in her horse to prevent his go- the girl, "and if you will take my mare we will go there with
ing lame or otherwise injuring himself, they dashed forward. you."
The young rascals had not noticed them.
"Certainly," sa id Dick.
"But z.ou'll have to walk your horses," sa id the girl.
The big. boy, who seemed to be the leader of the party, was
"That s better t han walking our selves," said the ~y.
about to throw a snowball at the girl herself.
"How far is it?"
Then one -of the newcomers, who wore a captain's uniform
"Not more than a qua rter of a mile, l don 't believe."
and rode a magnificent coal-black horse, leaped from the
"Well, that's all right t hen," and the girl allowed Jack to
saddle.
He sprang at the young ruffian, tore the snowball from put her in the saddle again.
"You boys are soldiers ?" she asked as they started on.
his grasp, and, crushing it in his hand, forced it between the
"Yes. That is Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Bo~.
bully's :neck and shirt band.
The other boy, who rode a fine bay mare, had seized an- You may have heard of him."
·
"Yes, indeed, and of the brave work you have been doing
other of the bullies.
in the cause of independence."
This one was in the act of making a snowball.
"We're bound to do what we can t o make it win," said
The boy quickly took it from him and r ubbed it all over
Jack.
his face.
"And you are one of the Liberty Boys, too?"
This rendered it much cleaner than before, but caused
"Yes, I am Jack Wa r ren. I live in N ew J er sey. Most
the bully to howl, for Jack Warren had no gentle touch.
The other bullies now fled, fearing to receive the same of the Liberty Boys are from New Yor k , but we have them
."
rough treatment which had been accorded to their comrades. from all over. Some are from the Southcountry,
and I hope
"You are doing splendid work fo r the
"Now clear out as fast as you can go," said the young cap·
tain, after giving the bully an energetic shaking, ending by you will win."
"We expect to/' said J ack.
hurling him headfirst into a snowdrif t.
He was a dashy, jolly sor t of fellow, but his bravery was
Jack Warren had &"Otten rid of his bully with a well-diunquestioned.
rected kick.
CHAPTE R I.
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He bad not been with the Liberty Boys from the beginning,
but he was thoroughly liked by all.
"And these young scoundrels whose faees we waflhed?" continued Jack. "They are Tories, of course?"
"Yes, and sneaks and cowards to boot. That big one is
Otis Monk; the one you washep the face of is Sam Slicer, and
then there were Ike Spratts, Josh Jones, Abe Moser--"
"That's enough of those fellows. Who are you? I'm a good
deal more interested in knowing that."
"Oh, I'm Mary Allen," the girl said. '" My father and
brother are in the army and mother and us girls are running
our place."
"Then you are not the only daughter?"
"No, but I'm the youngest. 'i'here are Martha, Rebecca and
Susan, all older than I am."
"And none of you very old at that," laughed Jack.
"No, but these silly Tories call us old maids because we are
not afraid of work."
"And they are afraid of it, by the looks of the hulking bullies," said Jack.
In a short time they arrived at the blacksmith's forge.
The smith and his men were hard at work when Dick
Slater and Jack Warren came up.
They wer e not shoeing horses, however.
They were fashioning rude broadswords from saws.
"Have you time to shoe a horse for a good patriot, John
Smith?" a sked Dick.
"I donno but what I have, captain," said the smith, a big,
robust man who wore his sleeves rolled up to the elbows and
his shirt open at the neck, despite the cold. "ls it yours?"
"No, but this young lady's."
"Shoe a hoss fur one o' Allen's gals? Well, I reckoi;i yes.
Mornin', llfi1>s Mary."
. "Good morning, John Smith."
"Who will have the swords you are making. Smith?" askEJ.d
Jack, leading- the horse forward and helping Mary dismount.
"Them ? The.m's fur Marion's men. I've heerd tell o'
turnin' swords into plowshares, but we're tui-nin' saws inter
swords instead," with a laugh.
"But I guess there will be some p~owing into the British
ranks with them, for all that," dryly.
"Yas, I reckon there will be. Huh! that's putty good," and
the smith laughed again.
At this moment a short, slightly-built man, bronzed and
wearing a somewhat shabby uniform, came riding up to the
.
smithy.
Dick doffed his hat at once and said:
".Jack, take off your hat to General Marion."

CHAPTER II.
AMBUSHED.

"Good morning to you, Caotain Slater," said the newcomer,
t\'ho was General Francis Marion, celebrated all through the
South as the "Swamp Fox." and proud of the title. "Are the
Liberty Boys in thP. neighborhood?"
"Yes, general, and ready to join yourself, Greene and
Sumter in puni shing the redcoats."
"That's a ~trong combination, gin'ral!" roared the smith.
"With the Liberty Boys?" smiled Marion. "Yes. indeed."
"And without them, general," said Dick. "The Liberty
Boys are proud to join such a combination.''
"And I am glad to have you." was Marion'1' reply. "I know
the Liberty Boys and know what they can do."
"We are ready to do what we can at all times, general."
"I know it. Were you going to my camp?"
"Yes.''
"Then I will see you shortly. How are you coming on with
the work?" to thf' ~rn ith .
"Fine! Every forge in the Kingstree deestrict is workin'
hard, gin'ral."
"Good! I will tell you where to send · them. Good-dn.y, captain; good-day, miss," and then the little genernl rode away
swiftly.
"He loses no time. does he?" laughed .Jack.
"He never does," was Dick's answer. "He may be miles
a.way when next you hear of him."
"'fhet's jest lik~ Gein'ral Marion,'' said the smith, busy at
Mary's horse. "Yer never know where ter find him, an'
sometimes folks do when they don't wanter."
'"!'he redcoats, for example," said Jack..

f

COM:BINATION.

Mary's horse being shod, the girl mounted and said to
Dick:
"I'm -obliged to you, Captain Slater. I suppose you're in a
hurry now, but any time that you are near our house, we'll be
glad to see you."
'"Thank you," said Dick. "I shal\ be glad to s_top in. The
invitation extends to Jack, I suppose?"
"It extends to all the Liberty Boys," answered Mary.
Then she went off in Qne direction, while the boys took another.
"Quite a lively girl, isn't she, Jack?" asked Dick; as they
·
rode away.
"Yes, very much so, and she's a patriot, which m akes it
better still."
"There are evidently plenty of T ories in the n eighborhood."
"Well, they won't bother us, for we won't b e here long."
"But, if they are here, they are probably elsewhere, and
they give information to the enemy."
"Yes, and the greater part of them are sneaks and cowards
like these we met just now."
·
"They were only boys, Jack."
"Meybe so, but you'll find that their parents are just like
them, only worse."
"Very true."
"If your father and mine had been Tories, it is very likely
that we would have been such."
"It does not always follow."
"Perhaps not, but it is the rule. These boys are all sneaks,
and if ycu met their fathers you would no doubt find them to
be the same."
"Very likely, Jack."
Reaching the camp of the Liberty Boys, two or thl·ee miles
distant, near the river, a number of the boys came forward to
meet them as they rode in.
"Well, Dick, any news?" asked a handsome young fellow in
a lieutenant's uniforn1. "You generally bring it."
"Yes, Bob, I met General Marion.''
"But I thought he was on the Pedee," answered the other,
who was Bob Estabrook, first lieutenant of the Liberty Boy11
and Dick Slater's warmest friend. ·
"One never knows where General Marion is," was Dick's
_
r Pply, as he dismounted and went away with Bob.
"Any adventures, Jack?" asked another of the Liberty
Boys.
He was MarK. Morrison, the second lieutenant, and one or
the bravest and most trusted of the Liberty Boys.
Mark and Jack were close friends and had shared many a
.
danger and many a nleasant time together.
As Dick Slater seldom wlmt away from the camp without
having an adventure of some sort, Mark's question was a very
natural one.
"Yes, we had one, besides meeting General Marion.''
"Did yez have anny fun, Jack, my bhy?" asked a i·osycheeked, pug~nosed, freckle-faced Irish lad, one of the L iberty

Bot~is was Patsy Brannigan, the company cook, and the life
·
of the camp.
"Why, yes. Patsy, we had some, but we did not meet any
redcoats, if that's wha,t you mean."
"Batsy was t'ought dot killing dose redgoats wa s been fun,
""
Shi>ck," said a fat German boy.
h d d por ids and his name was
He weighed auite two un re
Carl Gookenspieler.
"Well. we didn't shoot any redcoats, Carl.''
· "Shure dhin yez had no fun at all, at all.''
"Howe you was lig-e to been shooted you rselluf, Batsy ?
You don'd was t'ought dot was some fun, I bet me."
"Well, av Oi was as big as yersilf, Cookyspiller, Oi'd expect
to be shot anny minyute. Yez do be such a f oine mark dh at I
wondher yez haven't been killed twinty toimes.''
"How I was got killed more as a irouple off dimes?" asked
Carl. "Did you t'ought I was ein cat mit dose 11ine lifes ?"
"If you fellows keep on talking, we'll never hear J•'s
story,'' laughed Ben Spurlock, one of the liveliest and j olliest
of the Liberty Boys.
"I never knew anything that would stop th eir talking, unless it was eating," declared Sam Sanderson.
"Or going to sleep," added Arthur Mackay.
"Even that doesn't stop Patsy," laughed H arry Th ur ber,
"for he talks in his sleep.''
"Shure an' Oi don't see dhat anny av yez do be givin'
Masther Jack anny betther chance t o tell hlii shtory nor mesilf, bhys," laughed Patsy.
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"Now, then," said Dick, "what have you got to con,iplain
about?"
"Yer licked my boy Ote an' I don't let nobody lick him
. .
,
'cept me, just as my pop useter lick me."
"You were brought up like a brute and you ~e bn!1gmg up
your boy like one. He's a sneak and coward JUSt like yourself."
.
Jed Monk glared at Dick, but did not move.
i "You shciot behind one's back and your soi: ann.oys girls
and gets a dozen other sneaks and cowards like himself to
help him."
" Don't let ther rebel talk to yer like thet, Jed," said Bud
Slicer;
"Now clear out, the lot of you," said Dick. "If you are not
gone by the time I count three, one of y0· will get hurt.
One-"
They did not wait for Dick to count any more, but fled in
the greatest haste.
As the horse lay right in the middle of the road, where
someone might ride over it in the dark and get a bad fall 1
Dick speedily summoned a number of the Libel'ty Boys anCl
had it buried.
I They also carried away the two muskets, although they
.
were not good for much.
"Those Tory scoundrels won't shoot at anyone else with
them behind their backs, at any rate," declared J ack Warren.
· On the way back to camp they met Mary A en on horse.
. .
.
i back.
"There's a lot of those Tones wa1tmg for you m a cut not
.
I far ahead," she said.
. ,,
"Many of them?" asked Dick:
thirty of them, old and youn g.
or
"Yes, there's twenty~five
"And there's only about a doien of us. They should have
.
.
had more," dryly.
"There's Jed Monk and Ote and Bud Sheer and his son and
ll th boys that bothered me this morning and as many
'
,, e
a
a brave lot," muttered Jack. ''How did you find
ev~Crack!" came a shot from th& brush and Dick's horse fell I ~~;.hey're
' it out, Mary?" •
'
h' h dl
·
th rowmg
some of them talking of how they meant to
overheard
"I
I
.
.
.
~m ea ong.
As he pitched forward mto t~1e snow, ~hree ev1l-lo.okm.g waylay you and then I saw a lot of them s~eaking alonO' the
"
men came from the brush, one with a smokmg musket m his r oad t owax·d th e place ."
.
hands
1
lock,
Spur
Ben
sked
a
Dick?"
do,
to
goi~:
you
are
"What
and
buckskin
of
garb
backwoods
in
dressed
was
Thi~ man
coons~in cap, the others we.aring ordinary homespun of coarse _ whDi~a~i::3e~!J~e fe~ %·oments.
. 1 "I don't believe in exposing any of you unnecessarily," he
.
material a~d rough appearance.
One carried an. old musket and wore a big muffler about his said. "This is an ambush and a sudden dash upon them would
do us no good, for they are protected."
.
.
/ head to protect him from the cold.
"Can't we get around them in some way and take them in
Th~ three me!'! now came forward as pick got upon his feet
·
the rear?" asked Jack.
.
•
?"
an,1 '1!1cked up his hat.
"I'll tell you how you can draw their fire and then rush In
. Did you. shoot Jl!Y horse. h~ as~ed of the man m buckskm,
on them " said Mary.
with the still smokmg musket m his hand.
::Yuss, I did, an' ther next ~hing Id,~ will be te_r shoot.yu." · "Wen?" with a s~ile from Dick.
"The cut is just beyond the top of a steep hill."
" What have you got agamst ,}lle? asked Dick, quietly.
"Y ?"
Who are you, m the first place?
"C!~;t you put your hats and greatcoats on top of your
'.'I'm J~d ~<!nk, tha;'s who I be, an' t!other fellers air Bud
muskets and creep up the hill t,o the top?"
.
Sheer an Izi~ Sp:att.
"I'll see."
. "Well?" said. Dick, remembermg that Mary Allen had men"They will fire as soon as they see what they take to be
boned names hke these.
"Wull, yer licked my boy fur nuthin', an' I shot yer boss your heads"
"Very g~od I"
so's I cud /fit bolt on yer ter give yer er good thrashin' ter
"Th7 can only fire once without reloading "
pay fur l!t.
.
. ' t er h e1P ,.im do et ," snar1ed th e
"Yu~sh an ' we ' re ergom
clever plan,
"An then we can dash in on them. A very
my girl "
man wit the muffler.
"Jov~, :you ought to have been a boy, Mary, and been one
"Not if I know it!" cried _Dick, suddenly drawing a brace
of us," cried Jack, admiringly.
of pistols.
"If your sisters are as clever as you, they're a fine lbt of
'
girls," added Ben.
"The idea is a good one," said Dick, "and we will put it In
CHAPTER III.
practice at once."
Halfway up the_ hill they dismounted and took off their
A. BB.AVE GmL's RUSE.
hats and greatcoats.
Putting these upon their muskets and raising them, they
"Now, rou coward who shoots from the brush and behind
trees," said Dick, "we are better matched. Throw down your crept forward on their hands and knees.
As they near.ed the crest of the hill they waited anxiously
musket."
for the enemy's fire.
"Won't do et,'' snarled the backwoods man.
At last there came a rattle of musketry.
"Throw it aown or I'll fire."
Several of the cocked hats were perforated with bullets and
"Won't!"
half a dozen of the coats were hit.
"Crack I"
Then they heard a chorus of yells and the sound of hurryA bullet cut off the tail of the man's coonskin cap.
in~ footsteps coming toward them.
He dropped his musket in great haste.
'Up with you!" cried Dick.
"Now, throw yours down," t,o the fellow with the big mufUp rose the dozen boys and down went the coats and such
fier.
'
of the hats that had not been sent ftyini.
He obeyed without the sliihtest hesitation.
There was a roar at this, the talking ceased and Jack had
a chance to tell of his and Dick's adv.,mure with the young
Tory bullies.
Meanwhile Dick had gone to his tent with Bob.
"There will be an active campaign before long, Bob," said
Dick. "Marion is getting ready for it and Sumter and Greene
will not be far behind."
"It will be a fine combination for the Liberty Boys, if we
'
get in with three great generals like that."
"Yes, Sumter will be in the field before long, Greene is here
and Marion can always be depended upon."
General Thomas Sumter, known as the "Carolina Gamecock," was one of the most active patriot commanders in the
South, and the Liberty Boys considered it a great honor to be
with him.
They had already fought under General Greene, and to be
in combiJiation with three such generals was indeed something to be proud of.
The Liberty Boys had expected to join Marion at his camp
at Snow's Island at the junction of Lynch's Creek and the
Pedee River.
Having see:q. Marion himself, Dick determined to go on the
march almost at once unless other orders came.
This might easily happen, as Marion was such a restless
general, flying from place to place with little or no warning.
Some time later Dick took another horse, leaving behind
Major, his magnificent black, and set off along the snow-covered road.
There was a great deal of bruoh along the road which here
'
and there cut through great sa;;'dbanks.
At such times it was diflkµlt to see much of ¥Ything except straight ahead.
Dick was riding along at a good speed when he entered one
of these cuts with high banks on both sides of him.
·
·
It. was JUSt the place foi: ~n enemy to hide.
Dick Slater had no susmcion of danger as he rode on, how-
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"Becos Oi do be always saysick on dhe wather, Cooky,.
A score of Tories, backwoodsmen, farmers and idlers were
spiller."
:oming up the hill.
"But dot don'd was der ocean."
"Fire!" shouted Dick.
"It's wather," said Patsy, 'an' dhat's enuff.''
Crack--crack-b ang!
At once a volley rang out and several of the scoundrels ·
vere seen to stagger.
..
"Fire!" cried Dick again.
CHAPTER IV.
Then the gallant boys whipped out their pistol.i and fired a
·attling volley at the Tories.
BOTHERING THE BRITISH.
Not all of them had fired at the first vollev when their fire
•
iad been drawn.
General Greene had planned the expedition which Marion
Seeing the Liberty Boys advancing upon them and pouring
Boys.
In an apparently unceasing fire, these now took to their heels. was no:w undertaking with the assistance of the Liberty
The object was to harass the British and keep• Cornwallis
They did not fire a single shot, but ran away as fast as
out of Virginia until a sufficiently large force to oppose him
they could go.
And now, at the other end of the cut, there appeared a could be collected in the Carolinas.
"Now, then, ~iberty Boys," said Dick, "this is ne of the
small-sized man in a shabby uniform, riding a h_orse and. folrapid mcwe« fr · mhich bodies like ours are famous, and we
'
lowed by a dozen mounted men.
must make it tell."
At once this person gave the word to charge and fire.
They i·ocle iapidly, and mile after mile was left behind
It was General Marion at the head of a small party of his
them.
men.
The boys were in the .best of spirits, for they knew that
The Tories, finding themselves suddenly caught between
two fires, dove headlong into the brush, scurried away be- much was expected of them and did not mean to disappoint
tween the sandhills and were out of sight in a few moments. Dick.
The British post was to be attacked at two points.
Then the Liberty Boys resumed . their hats and coats, got
There was a garrison of two hundred in the fort and the
upon their horses and rode fon'lard to meet Marion.
"Having a brush with the Tories, were you, Captain works were strong, but General Greene did not despair of
success.
Slater?" asked the general.
By rapid marching, Dick and the Liberty Boys reached
"Y es 1 general. They were too many for us to handle, and
Georgetown at night.
so we arew their fire first and then charged them."
The boat party anived at very nearly the same time.
"Very good. I heard the shots, svspected what it meant
Dick saw General Marion and plans were matle to attack
and came up."
"This is the young lady who suggested the plan," said Dick, the town and fortifications at midnight.
The attacking party had no cannon, but they were strong
indicating Mary.
numbel"S, were well-armed and their bravery was unquesin
smile.
a
with
Marion
said
"You ought to have been a boy,"
tioned.
repl;ed
help,"
to
"Well. ~ I am not, I can do something
Shortly before midnight Dick and the Liberty Boys apMary, blushing.
the fort.
proached
among
you
like
"I should say you could. There are manyThey were dismounted and advanced rapidly and with very
our patriot Wives and daughters. Stay just as you ar e, for little
noise. '
then some good fellow will have a fine wife one of these days."
Suddenly the report of firearms was heard.
Mary laughed and blushed once rr ore, and Ben Spurlock
This was the signal for the attack.
said teasingTy to Jack:
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" shouted Dick.
"He means you, my boy.''
On rushed the brave boys with a cheer.
"How do you know that he does not mean you?" dryly.
They had battering rams with them, these ronsisting of
"Oh, I've got a girl of my own, and you haven't."
great fogs, with which to batter down the stockade ga'es.
"How do you know?" with a chuckle.
They rushed at these and began battering at them with th
"Why, you never talk of her.''
utmost vigor.
nothing.''
that's
Well,
me?
heh.ind
left
I
girl
the
"Of
Crack-crack-c rack!
Ben could get nothing more out of Jack, and so desis'ed.
The garrison, mounted on the stoc~ade,.. opened fire upon
Two or three of the boys went home with Mary, thinking them.
that she might be annoyed by the Tories if she were alone.
Bang-bang-ba ng!
Before they left Dick gave Mary a pistol and some amThe Liberty Boys returned the fire with interest.
said:
munition and
Mark Morrison Jed the party with tlje battering rams.
"When those young Tory bullies annoy you ag-ain, just show
"Now. boys, down with them!" he shouted.
•
them this. I don't think you will have to use it."
Boom!
"Thank you, Captain Slater," said Mary. "I don't believe
The rams pounded upon the gates with a sound like thunI will, but I shall be glad to have it, just the same."
der.
Jack and Ben were with the party that saw Mary home, but
"One more!" shouted Mark.
there was one boy who paid the girl much more attention than
"Now, then, boys, down with 'em!" cried Jack, who had
either of them.
charge of one of the rams.
Boom!
General Marion and his party hurried away as soon as the
"That's it! Once again, now!"
Tories had fled, and then Dick and the Liberty Boys recovCrack-crack-c rack!
ered their hats and coats and went on more leisurely to their
Muskets rattled and bullets flew all around them.
own camp.
"Once more!" yelfed Mark.
Dick determined to go on the march in the morning and
"Now. my boys!" cried Jack.
made many of his preparations over night, so as to lose no
Boom!
time.
Crash!
They made an early start, marched rapidly and by noon
Down went the gates and in dashed the brave boys with a
had covered man·y miles.
Reaching Marion's camp, they rested until th~ arrival of rush.
I Muskets rat,tled, pistols cracked and brave boys shouted.
·
the general.
Then an order came from General Greene to proceed down I The stockade was carried, but now the works were to be
the Pedee and make a demonstration against the British post assailed.
Torches flashed here and there and fires lighted up !he
at Georgetown.
Dick wa« eager to set out, and all the Liberty Boys shared weird scene.
The Liberty Boys rnshed in at one point, while Marion and
,
.
. . .
this feeling.
At last they set out, one d1v1s1on p1·oceP.dmg by boats and his men were making an attack at another.
Suddenlv a ~<'<"'"E' of redcoats dashed at Dick.
the other by land.
"That's ·Dick Slater, capture him!" cried the leader.
The Liberty Boys mounted their horses and set off down
The redcoats leaped forward, so- as to surround Dick.
the river.
"To the rescue, Liberty Boys!" shouted Bob, seein~ Dick's
~' Oi'm glad Oi am not in wan av dhim ·,oats," said Patsy,
I peril.
as they were riding along".
4 ""Baek with 'em!" echoed Mark.
"For why was dot?" asked Carl.
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J ack, Ben, Sam, Patsy, Carl and a dozen others answered 1 There was quite a steep bank j ust where Carl was sitting
Mark's call.
and the log was on the very edge of it.
H arry, Arthur, Will F reeman, George Brewster, Phil
Pretty soon Carl got a fish on his hook.
Waters, Ned Knowlton, Harry Judson a nd a srore ·more
He gave it a tug and brought 1t out of the wat.er.
r ushed forward at Bob's command.
Then Pat sy put his foot against the log and pushed with
Crack--crack--cr ackl
all his might.
Rat tle-rat tle-bang!
Carl got up, the better to haul in his fish .
Zip-zip !
Then Patsy gave the log another good shove with both
Pistols ran g out shar ply, muskets rattled and sabers whis- hands.
tled.
It began to roll at once and took Carl in the heels.
There were many br eaks in the ranks of the redcoats, and
Carl sat down, but t he log went right on rolling.
they fled to theil' works.
Carl rolled with it, for he could not catch his balance.
Dick Slater was not captured, but Marion made a prisoner
Down the steep bank rolled the log and Carl went on his
of the commandant.
back.
Patsy, Carl, t he Swede and Oddy captured half a dozen
Then he slid the rest of t he way and struck the water with
1
privates between t hem and marched them off in triumph.
1 his feet.
Then such a fire was opened upon them from the works
There was a t remendous splash, and t hen Carl disappeared.
t hat Dick gave the 't>r der to fall back.
When. he came up he saw P a tsy standing on the bank,
Then ca me t he or d to retreat from Marion himself.
laughing upr oariously.
T he Liber ty Boys fell back in good order , mounted their
" What you was doed ?" he asked.
horses a nd were ready to dash a wa y at a moment's notice.
"Shur e an' didn't Oi tell yez Oi wud give yez somethin' av
The attack ha d. been an a udacious one, and beyond its yez caught dhe forst fish ?" he roared.
slight success, was bound t o have a great influence upon the
" Vhell, vat you was gave me?" asked Carl, paddling f or
enemy in the South.
the bank.
It showed t he deter mination of the Americans and ~he ; "Oi gave yez a duckin', begorrah," and Patsy roared again.
sturdy pluck o t heir leaders, and this was sure to have its
" Off I was got hold off you I was gife you two off dose
effect.
duckings, I bet me," sputtered Carl.
A shor t time after the Liber ty Boys were mounted word
He chased after Patsy, trying to catch him, all the way
was sent to Dick. .
back to camp , ana so escaped getting chilled.
He was to push on toward the Santee River and there
Then in a shor t time Marion arrived and the expedition
await t he general's coming.
was ready to star t.
Dick at once gave the wor d, and away dashed the brave
boys.
Reaching the nor th bank of the Santee, Dick formed a temCHAPTER V.
porary camp and wait ed fo r Marion.
"Well, me bhys, dhat was a foine bit av fun," said Patsy,
TH E BOOT ON THE OTHER LEG.
as he sat on a log, eat ing and drinking, "but dhere wasn't
enough av it."
·
Mariop's purpose was to proceed to Nelson's Ferry and sur"If you're patient," 'S aid Jack, "you'll have more of it."
pr ise Colonel Watson, who was posted there.
"Dhat's all roight, J ack , me bhy; Oi'll wait till afther Qi
They moved rapidly forward, but upon nearing Nelson's
h ave me breakfast, annyJ::i,ow."
F errv"found that Watson had lear ned of their approach and
" Den off you was killed, you don'd was dieded mit ein had fled .
empty shtummick, I bet me," la ughed Carl.
"Tories," muttered Bob. "We saw some of them on the
"Dhat's phwat Oi wor thinkin' av mysilf," laughed Patsy, road."
" an' so Qi med shure av havin' somethin'."
"And they have notified Watson of our coming," added
"Den I bets me you was been avraid 'off dose fighds blenty Mark.
.
.
off dimes,'' laughed Carl.
Watson ha~ left a strong fore~ at the fort bearrng Ins
"An' phwy do yez t'ink so, Cookyspiller ?" asked Patsy.
name. five miles farther up the nver, and ha d fled toward
"For cause you was always eating been, dot was for why C~!11de~.
.
. ,,
alretty," and Carl let out another laugh in which the rest
Well have to ir1ve tJ:em another thrashmg, declared Ben,
· oined
'
"to make them hold their tongues."
J " ·
,.
.,
.
,,
Disappointed at not meeting Watson, Ma rion decided t o
,)"ez musht t mk ,<;>1 ~as b~g a pig as yerself.
. rest a short time before pushing on elsewhere.
. Yah, dot was ~o, said CaH, soberly, and the boys all broke
Meantime Dick set out to do a little scouting, leaving the
mto a la ugh agam .
Liberty Boys in camp.
:;For why ,Y?U was laff?" Carl asked.
.
,,
Ther e might be detached p arties of the enemy about, or
Shure a~ 1t wi;td take too long to tell yez, Cookysp1ller, there might be mischief-making Tories abroad, and he was on
roared t he Jolly Irish boy.
the lookout for both .
;:For why ?ot.,wasJ"
.
He had gone about a mile and was riding along at a modSh~r~ an 01 ll mver t~H yez, but 01 say, do yez want to erate pace when his quick ears caught the sound of men's
go..fishm wid me ~e da,z ·
1
voires a little distance ahead of him .
.,Yah,. ~ went mi t you.
,
,
.
,,
He quickly reined in Maior and listened attentively.
All 101ght, come a~ead, an. we 11 get ~ome fish f?r dmner.
Dick ~later had an excellent memory for voices.
9 ff t hey starte? fo1 t he fishmg hole Wlth hooks, Imes, poles,
If he heard a voice once he would know it again, even if he
ba it and. everythmg t hey wanted.
did not hear it for a long t ime.
Reachm g the place, Carl sat on a log on the bank and began
He at once recognized two of the voices as those of J ed
to fish.
Monk and Bud Slicer.
"Phwat'll yez give me av Oi catch dhe foirst fish, Cooky"What ue those rascals doing in t his part of the country,
spiller?" asked P atsy.
when they belong to the Kingstree district?" he said to him" l don'd gave you nodings."
self.
"Shure dhin Oi'll give yez something av yez catch it."
Dismounting, he left Ma jor under a tree a little back of the
"What you was gave me ?"
road and went forwa r d cautiously.
"Something foine."
He presently ca ught sight of the two men and a dozen more
"Well, I was caughted it anyhow, off you gave somedings sitting in a little hollow just back from the road.
und
off
you
nodings."
D'1ck
· d some f th
· b een "tl J d
"Yez will was
not. gave
Oi'll me
catch
it mesilf."
recogmze
o
e par t y as h avmg
w1 1
e
Monk at the time they had surp rised him before.
Carl said nothing, but went on fishing.
"I reckon we c'n do et ef we git er bigger lot," Jed Monk
It was some time befor e either of them g-ot even a bite.
was saying.
Either it wa s too cold or the fish were shy or they were
"Them Liber ty Boys kin shoot too pesk}" straight fur er
n ot in a good pl!lce.
feller t.er
foolin' r ound 'em too purm1scuous,'' drawled
Then Patsy got up.
Slicer.
"Shure a n' Oi don't think dhere do be anny fish in dhe
"Ef we get ernuff an' 'tack 'em et'll be all right."
r iver," he said.
"But Gin'ral Marion air around an' he kin shoot ter kiU.
He looked. at Carl sitting on the lo~ and smiled.
Ther Liberty Boys ain't so p~uey reckless as he b"
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"We don' wanter tech Marion, et's ther Liberty Boys 'at '"Dick, "I think that all that is necessary is_ to . show these
snea_ks tha~ we are prepared_ for the_m and dnv~ them off." •
.
.
. .
we wanter git holt on."
Dick's wiser counsel prevailed, as it usually did.
"Er course, but if there's enny shootmg, Gm'ral Marion
Just before dark Marion sent for Dick and said:
air ergoin' ter see what et'lf all erbout an' mebby do some on
"I am going over into the Kingstree district, Captain
et hisself."
Slater. Lee has been recalled by Greene, and I shall act inde"Ye're erskeered, Bud!" sneei·ed Monk.
"I ben't erskeered nuther, but I ain't ersettin' er m'self up pendently for a time until we can combine our forces once
ez er targit fur no sharp-shooters ef I know et, an' yu ain't, more."
"When do you start, General?"
nuther, Jed."
"In a short time."
"Ther ain't no reason fur none er us ter do et," said anDick then told Marion what he had learned from the
other. "We c'n raise er false erlarm, git ther Liberty Boys
out, shoot Dick Slater an' er dozen more an' then git erway Tories.
"H'm! and you want to put the boot on the other leg?"
erfore Gin'ral Marion comes."
"Yes."
"Thet's all right," muttered another. "We don't want
"Well, it "\Von't take long. When you've given these neaks
nuthin' ter do with Gin'ral Marion. We sp'iled his plans
ergin Watson an' now we wanter git even with ther Liberty their lesson, come on after us. You know the country pretty
thoroughly, I think."
Boys."
"Yes," said Dick, and then he went back to the camp.
"Thet's all right, an' ef there's more skeery fellers like
on after sunset it
There was but a short twilight and
·
Bud, they'd better stay ter hum, 'cos when we gi_t--"
was dark.
"' "Ain't no more skeery'n yer be, Jed Monk!" with a snarl.
The tents were all t~ken down and packed, ready to be
"I thought we had all brave men ermongst us, but I see I
air mistaken, so we'd better sift out ther skeery ones er- taken away at short notice.
Fires were lighted, however, and a number of huts hastily
fore-"
"Yer ain't takin' no more chanst er gittin' killed 'n I b'e, erected to give the appearance of a camp.
~everal lo~s were placed near to the fire, wrapped in greatJed Monk,_" angrily. ..._
coats and with cocked hats placed upon them.
"! hain't said nuthin' erbout backin' out, have I?"
Then _some dummy figures were placed 0!1 the e~ge of the
"Ye're ergoin' tei:,. take 'em by surprise, shoot 'em when
they ben't erlookin' an' then run away. Yer hain't took no camp with muskets and grea~coats to look hk? ~entmels.
The greater part of the Liberty Boys were m the deepest
more chanst ':n I have, not er bit."
"Mr. Slicer has reason on his side for once," chu~bd· Dick. I shadow at one side of the mock camp.
In about an hour Jacx, Ben, Sam and one or two others
"Ah stop yer quar'lin', yer two fellers," said Ike Spratt.
"Et's ~11 riiht. We'll surprise 'em jest as we said an' git ther who had been post.ed a~ advance guards, reported that the
enemy was commg m quite large numbers.
best on 'em"
The fires had burned down somewhat and there was just
,,
·
"
light enough to mak!! the deception all the more perfect.
"Yer ~!1ow ther camp?
Steadily footsteps were heard approaching.
. ?"
"Yuss-,
All was still in the camp, and everything seemed ~ promise
,,
,
"What 11 be ther best ti~e ·
for a complete surprise.
success
_
bi
r
nt
sleep.
te;,
v;ent
all
i.e
t1;,ey
when
.. Arte; dark,
All at once a chorus of yells arose and then nearly one
g
The~ ll do fust rate, said Jed Monk, but we wa e
•
.
.
.
ger party "
7vil-lookmg men burst mto the supposed camp and
hundred
. eered Bud · "Ye're er- began
"Y aas, ·gi•t erb ou t five h un d re d"
firmg
, an
Over went the dummy figures, the supposed sleeping boys
goin' ter do er brave ~~', an' yer don't wanter ru~ no resks.
were riddled with bullets and the enemy looked for the sur.
.
,,
T~~r more ther better.
prised Liberty Boys to come rushing out
Yu shet yer mouth, Bud! snarled Jed Monk angrily.
Instead of that, there was a sudden ru~tle and at a signal a
"A!;i't ergoin' ter. I got ez much right ter talk ez yu
.
volley.
have.
"Again!" cried Dick, and now a rattling- pistol volley fol"Yer don't wanter go lettin' out hints er~n me, I tell yer."
"I guess l got ez much call ter send out hmts ez yer. have." lowed.
The Tories were take~completely by surprise and at once
"S~et up, thei: both er yer, an' settle onter ther time ter
broke and fled in the gr test confusion
surprise 'em," cned Ike.
.
·
·
"Yuss, we don't wanter git ter quar'l'in' ermongst ourselves."
"Jed begun et," ~owled Bud.
"Shet up, we're sick an' tired er ther hull biz'ness."
CHAPTER VI.
"I jist let ver know, Bud, thet I ain't goin' ter have no hints
throwed--1'
AT THE RECRUITING STATION.
"Shet up I" roared a dozen of the party.
Dick now crept away without having been discovered.
A ringing cheer greeted the ears of the discomfited Tories
"There's a chance that they will get to fighting among as they broke for cover.
themselves and upset the whole plan," said Dick to himself.
Then Fatsy was heard shouting in a high ke :
However, it was best to be prepared for an at tack, and this
"Good-night to yez, me bowld hayroes. Come an' surproise
Dick determined to do.
us ag'in some ither noight!"
He went back to where he had left Major, mounted and
A burst of laughter greeted ,this sally from the Liberty
attention.
rode away without attracting any
Boys' ''Wild Irishman,'' as he was often called. ·
dishad
Reaching the camp, he told Bob and Mark what he
The Tories did not return, however.
covered, and said:
They had been taken by surprise themselves and the recep"We will turn the surprise against these villains :md show tion that had been given them made them very shy of any
them that we are thoroughly wide-awake.
more of the same sort.
"A dozen or so of the crowd ought to be taken out and
For some time their retreating footsteps could be heard, but
hanged," said Bob, energetically.
•
at last they died out.
"It's too good for them," added Mark. "A good, sound
The fires were left to go down of themselves and Dick gave
thrashing is what cowards and bullies like that ne!!d."
the word for tf>r> m<i.1·ch to begin.
"I say shoot 'em!" said J ack. "They would not hesitate to
Dick Slater knew the country intimately and set off after
fire on us in the dark and behind our backs, and I say if they Marion with such despatch that, they overtook him in the
attack us that we ought to shoot them down unmercifully. early morning.
.
That's all they deserve and we are only acting in self-deAfter a short rest they set out for the Kingstree district.
fence."
Reaching the Black River, they halted to learn news of
"I think that if we drive them off and show them that we Watson.
Scouts had reported that he was coming with a large force
are not to be taken by surprise, it will be enough, Jack," reto destroy Mar:on's brigade.
plied Dick quietly.
The wily general wished to surprise the Briton if he could
"Jack is right," mutter ed Bob. "This f ellow Monk fired at
you from ambush once before and does not deserve the least and scouts \'·ere sent out to locate him and report at once.
There were a number of Tory camps and recruiting stations
consideration."
·
"All the same, since we know of this intended attack," said in the neighborhood, it was known.
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These were to be broken up, and Dick Slater at once under- bay mare the other time. Now some other fellow has a
chance."
· ·
took to do it.
Mark saw that there was little use in trying to tease Jack
Taking Bob, Mark, Jack, Ben, Sam and half a dozen
Warren and gave it up.
ot:ti,ers, he set off to look for the recruiting stations.
Then the boys cut a sapling, and three or four of them
Passing John Smith's shop, he pausecl for a minute to have
slung the bear upon it by his legs and carried it back to the
a word or two with the genial smith.
"Gla d to see you again in the ·deestrict, Cap'n Slater," said camp.
"Patsy can exercise his arts upon him," said Mark, "and
the smith.
we'll have plenty to eat."
"Siill busy, I see," said Dick.
"Yes, and he is never more delighted, unless when he is
"¥uss, we're still hammerin'. Them broadswords has been
delivered to Colonel Harry an' I reckon he'll be sawin' away fighting redcoats, than when he has plenty to cook and can
exercise his talents," added Jack.
at the redcoats wit h 'em afore long."
Mary was escorted home, her horse being found on the
"Colonel Harry is a man after General Marion's own
I road half-a mile away, and the boys returned to t he camp,
heart," said Dick.
"I r eckon a f ew like him wouldn't be amiss in this here 1 while Dick and Bob rode on to reconnoit er.
They had ridden three or four miles when they came to a
deestr ict."
little cabin by the roadside where they saw a number of men,
"Tor ies bothering you?"
"Some. F ellers like Jed Monk an' Bud Slicer an' such. among them a British recruiting officer.
They're talki n' o' startin' a Tory camp up ther river a pi:!ce." . "Hello, they are trying to get r ecru its, are they ?" said
·
"Why, we met those rascals between here and the Santee Dick.
"We'll have to stop that," said Bob impetuously.
and gave them a lesson," said Dick, "not very long ago."
Then they rode up to the cabin, the men dividing right and
" Well, they 're back again. Reckon you must have started
them ter runnin' an' they never stopped till they got back to left as they halted.
"I hope none of you fellows have been forgetting yourKingstreet."
"We'd better sta rt them to running again then," laughed selves and listened to this officer," Dick sa id. "I should be
very sorry to see any native Carolinian so far forget himself
·
Ben, "just to keep their j oints oiled."
Dick rode on with Bob at his side and Mark and Jack close as to enlist among the enemies of his country."
"Mind your business, you rebel," said the officer shar ply.
·
a
.
behind.
Ben, Sam and the other s followed at a short distance, on "These men know where their interests lie. They k now that
you rebels are bound to lose and tha t t hey will br prctectecr
the watch for parties in the rear.
Since Dick's advent ure with Jed Monk and his cronies he if they declare themselves loyal subjects and fight for t he
was cautious when approachingiall possible places of ambush, king."
"The patriot.ii are not going to lose and the traitors you
and generally beat them up in lively fashion.
All of a sudden Dick and Bob heard screams and dashed make will suffer after you invadars are driven out."
"Don't listen to this fellow, my men," said Bob. "You will
ahead.
/ "More girls in distress," said Jack, following. "That only regret it.':
"Let's not give them a chance to listen, Bob," said D;.ck.
sounds.like Mary Allen's voice.''
"No, we won't."
"Have you got it down as pat as that already, Jack?"
"See here sergeant" Dick went on "you a1·e not wanted
laughed Mark. "This looks serious.''
'.'Why, you teasing fell.ow," said Jack,d'I always rei;,iember here. I will' give you ~ couple of minu'tes to leave.''
"And if I refuse?' 1 retortect t he redcoat a ngrily. "Suppose
voic ~s , and so do you. Dick Slater has taught us that.
_Dick and Bob had gone ahead and now Mark and Jack were I summon the troops and make prisoners of you meddlers?"
Dick whipped out his pistols.
.
.
with them.
"You have a horse, I see," he said. " If you don't mount
Mary Allen had been m a patch of woods alongside the
instantly and leave this section, not to retm·n, you will be ca r.
road.
ried out of it feet foremost.''
She had left her horse at the roadside.
"Arey~ ~oing to submit to this, men?" asked the officer,
Then a bear had come out and the horse, smelling him, had
appealing to the bystander s, most of t hem backwoodsmen.
.
.
run away.
"Yes, they are," said Bob, his pistols leveled at the fo rel\'f~ry h!ld attempted to run and had caught her foo~ m a
most of the men.
.
trailmg vme and been thrown.
"Go," said Dick, "and go nqw. If one of these men interShe arose, but her ankle had been stramed and she was
feres, ·he does it to his cost.
..
.
.
unable to V:alk.
The. bea1 was advancmg towa:rd her upon his hmd legs, "!'he sergeant was convinced that Dick was in earnest and
quickly mounted his horse and rode away .
.
.
.
growling.
"You can· have this shack for firewood ," said Dick to the
.M~ry had .screamed, and it was this which had attracted
onlookers. "It will not be used as a r ecruiting station again.''
Dicks attention.
1 "Come on, boys; let's help our selves," cried three or four
.
In a few moments ~e was on the SCElne.
He had tau~ht MaJor not to fear ~ears and other animals, of the party.
Then they began tearing down t he cabin, and in a few minand .the magnificent creature stood still.
utes scarcely a vestige of it was left as Dick an.d Bob rode on
Dick and Bob leaped to the gro~nd and dashed f~rward.
?'he snow had now gone, except m the deepest pa1ts of the in search of a Tory camp.
.
woods.
Leaping forward, Dick drew his pistols.
·Bob was at his side in a moment and snatched Mary out of
harm's way.
CHAPTER VIL
Then Dick fired twice in rapid succession.
Mark and Jack were now close to him, and they also fired.
BREAKING UP THE TORY CAMPS.
The bear fell dead at Dick's feet and then the other boys
came dashing up.
Dick and Bob had proceeded only about a mile when they
"Have you hurt yourself very badly?" asked Bob, who had
saw Jed Monk, Bud Slicer and two others coming toward
carried Mary to the roadside.
"No, but that foolish horse of mine has run away, and I them on horseback.
They at once drew their pist ols and halted.
can't run all the way home after him."
"Git out er here, yer rebels," muttered Monk, who had a
Then one of the Liberty Boys offered to let her have his
musket across his saddle.
horse until she found her own.
"It's you that will get out," in a decided tone from Dick.
"Wbere were you, Jack?" chuckled Mark. "Why didn'r'you
One of the Tories attempted to raise his musket.
offer her that fine bay mare of yours?"
"Stop that!" cried Bob. "If you raise your weapon, I'll fir~.
"'Tom offered her his horse," said Jack quietly.
Perhaps you know what sort of a shot I am, you Tory scoun- •
"And you let him cut you out?" teasingly.
drel."
"Why didn't you step up yourself, Mark?" asked Jack.
"I understand that you fellows are forming a camp in the
"Oh, but my girl wouldn't like it, you know, my boy.''
neighborhood?" continued Dick.
"How do you know that mine would?"
"Yus, we air, an' we air ergo.in' ter smoke yer r ebels out."
"Have you got one? I didn't know that?"
"About as 1ou did on the Santee?" scornfully.
"Do you know it now?" chuckled Jack. "I let Mary use my
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The Liberty Boys were upon them before they were awar e.
"We didn't have anybody with us· thet time or we'd er did
They fired a shot or two, and then ran pellmell within their
it," replied J ed.
"You miserable Tory liar !" cried Bob. " You had a hundred lines.
The brave boys dashed right on top of th em with a r ush
or more, but we got the best of you."
Monk glared savagely at the outspoken Liberty Boy, and and a roar.
The Tories tried to rally and drive back the intruders.
Dick went on:
Their efforts were in vain, most of them being panic"Break up that camp of yours, or we will do it for you.
We have started getting rid of the r ecruiting stations and stricken.
Right through the camp dashed the gallant youths, driving
t his is right in our line."
"And there is nothing that we like better,'' with a laugh everything before them.
Horses stampeded a nd men broke and fled in all directions.
from Bob.
Tents were torn down, hut s were demolished and baggage
"Now take yourselves off," Dick 'commanded, "and if we
find any of your camps we will break them up and hang you scattered right and left.
Jed, Monk and Bud Slicer were the first to decamp.
1
in t he bargain."
The Tories outnumbered the boys, but they had a whole- 1 A few of the crowd fired a shot or tw o, but they did no
.
.
.
some fear of _Dick Slater 's pistols and made no demonstration damage.
The Liberty Boys fa1rly drove the Tones out of th eir camp.
.
beyond scowlmg and sn arhng.
Over the sandhills, down the road and into the woods and
"Be off with you, I say !" ordered Dick, raising his pistols.
Bob did the same, and the Tories quickly wheeled their swamps they ran, seeking hiding places.
It was a complete triumph for t he Liberty Boys.
horses and rode away like the wind.
Not one of the Tories remained behind after t hat wild
"They have gone to fetch reinforcements," muttered Bob.
sweep through their camp.
" There are more of them in the section."
"Shure an' dhey rin loike a flock av sheep, so dhey did,"
" Very likely, and we are only two."
roared Patsy. ·
"But they must have a camp not far off?"
"Yah, dot was been ein vunny t 'ing t o saw,'' laughed Carl.
" I believe so, and we will return later and break it up if
"Dey was went lige two flock of sheeps, dey was gone so fast
they have not already done so."
The boys then set off on the return, having learned as much alretty."
"Shure an' two flocks don't go anl).y f asther dhan wan,
as they could at the time.
·
They had not gone far before they heard the tramp of Cookyspiller."
"For course dey was . Off one off dose was run fast, t wo off
mounted men behind them.
dem was run a gouple off dimes mor e faster as dot, ain't it?"
Looking- back, Dick saw quite a par ty coming after them.
"Well annyhow, dhey rin so fasht dhat dhere wor no
In the lead were l\Ionk, Sl.icer and half a dozen more, the
shtoppir{' dhim Dootchy," laughed P atsy.
.
very worst of the Tories.
The Liber ty' Boys rode back t o their own camp in high
"Lead them, Bob." said Dick. "Don't keep· too far ahead.
·
spirits.
I think we are likely to have reinforcements before long."
"They'll rei;iember the stampede we gave t hem for many a
::The ,-:nen we left pulling the shack to piece;;?"
long day " said Bob.
Yes.
" Yes, ~nd th ey won't ~e in any ~ur;cy,,to f orm another camp
The bOJ'.S rodeo~ at a modera.t e pace, the Tories hauling up
in the neighborhood while we are m it , a dded Mark .
on them little by little.
ch glory in it,'' declared Jack , "though
"There was not
Then they began to yell and t o fire at the boys, but neither
there was· plenty of fun."
shouts nor shots did · any damag-e.
When General Marion heard of how th e LibE'rty ~oys had
Dick presently quicken?d his pace somewhat, not desiring
driven out the Tories, he was greatly pleased and said:
·
the Tones to come too close just then.
"These Tories will understand by and bv that they are not
Before long, however, he came in sight of the ruined rewanted and I think Monk and his cr owd have already taken
cruiting station.
the hint."
The men were still around it.
"If they have not, they must be very dull of comprehen.
Dick dashed forward, halte~ and said:
.
•
.
"Sol'I!e of your beloved neighbor s are coi;nmg, Jed Monk, sion,'' said Dick with a laugh.
That afternoon t he Libert y Boys set off m another d1recBud Sheer, Ike Spratt, Moser, Jones, and that crowd. Won't
tion broke up another camp of Tor ies and cleared out two or
you be glad to see them?"
thr~e recruiting stations.
"Where be ther skunks?" asked one of th e i
The Tories in camp had evidently heard of the other ex.
"Just behind."
"Coi;:e on, boys, let's give 'em ~r lickin' ter pay up fur ole ploit of the. Libei:ty Boys, f?r upo~ theil' appearance th ey
.
took to flight, leavmg everythi?g beJ:imd_the~ .
.
scores.
"A few more lively dashes hke this will n d the region of a
The entne party then dashed .off t o meet Monk and his
.
.
lot of unwelcome neighbors," declared Bob.
.
.
.
gang.
"If we could only drive out t he redcoats as easily, it would
"Let them fight it out,'' said Dick. "They !14e about equally
be worth while,'' added Dick.
matched."
News of ·w atson's approach was now received and Marion
"Ther fellows don't seem to be overfond of Monk and the
.
determined to go down the river and meet him.
r est."
Dick Slater and the Liberty Boy s were to accompany him,
" N o, there is no love lost between them, evidently."
There was no desperate conflict between the two parties of course.
This was good news for all of them, and when at last the
when they met.
A few shots were exchang~d and. t here was a lot of talk, word was given, off they set in the ):iighest of spirits, ready to
do valorous deeds in defence of t heir country. .
but no damage was done on either side.
Dick waited a few minutes to see what the outcome would
be and then set out with Bob for the camp.
Reaching the camp, he got t he Liberty Boys together at
once and started back for t he Tory headqparters.
CHAPTER VIII.
Along the r oad they dashed at f ull speed, flags waving and
bugles blowing.
A RUN N I NG F IGHT.
" Now, then, my brave boys, we will teach these rascals a
lesson that they are greatly in need of," said Dick.
Marion met Watson unexpectedly t he next day a nd a
T he Liberty Boys answered with a cheer and rode on at full
.
.
speed.
skirmish ensued at once.
The British colonel had the advant a ge m havmg several
The Tories had gone back t o their camp when the Liber ty
field-pieces and a larger force.
Boys reached the wrecked r ecr uiting station.
The plucky little general would not give up without a
N ews of their coming flew far and wide.
I t was not very long- before men came flocking to their stru~gle, however.
Dick and the Liberty Boys gave him valuable assistance
standard from all directions.
Dick could have got a long without them, but he did not re- and fought like heroes.
They dashed here and there, alterndely a ttacking and reject their assistance.
treating and greatly harassing the enemy.
On they went; horse and foo t, toward the Tory quarters.
Dick's voice was heard cheering on his bi:ave boys, now
• '
The Tories had ver y few senti·ies posted.

'
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h er~, now there, and wherever they went there was a fierce
"Dot was yourselluf what was been hot."
fight.
"Shure, an' Oi won't moind, me bhy. It's bether to be
At last, however, Wat son having received a large number hot dhan cowld."
of reinforcements, Ma r ion was obliged to fall back.
"Maybe you was got it too hot alretty, Batsy."
The Liberty Boys went with him, going in the direction of
"Shure, an' how will Oi kn ow av it's hot or cowld phwin
Williamsburg.
Oi do be dead, ye foolish fe ller?"
Reaching a bridge over the Black River, Dick said :
"Mein gollies, dot was too much dl'oubles been to oxblaine
"We can check the enemy, general, by destroying the do~ e dings by you," muttered Carl in disgust.
bridge."
Patsy only laughed an d went on with his cooking.
"Very true, Captain Slater," was Marion's i·eply.
The Liberty Boys kept their pickets out during the night,
"Then, if you will entru st me with the task, we will burn .the same as usual.
·
it ."
There was a river between them and the enemy, to be
"Very good, captain."
sur e, but it was as well to be. cautious.
When they were a ll safely acr oss, Dick took two-score of
Ther e might be fords which would give the enemy a chance
the Liberty Boys and set fire t o the br idge in many places.
to cross and att ack them, and so they kept their eyes open.
The others were to protect them in case t he enemy apThey could see the redcoats plainly and any movement on
peared.
their pa r t would have been at once detected.
Watson soon appeared an d attempted t o cross the bridge.
In the mor ning t he enemy we.re still in camp on the opThe reserves of the Liberty Boys at once qpened fir e upon posite side of the r iver and Marion and his men and Di<;k
the redcoats.
and the Liberty Boys remained where they were and rested.
They were supported by Mal'ion's men, who poured a deadly
"I suppose we can wait here as long as they can wait over
fi re upon the enemy.
there," r emarked Bob.
Meanwhile the flames were bursting forth in many places
"Yes,'' said Dick , "and as long as Watson remafns over
and extending rapidly.
there, he is not doing any mischief elsewhe1·e."
Fire then enveloped th e structure from shore to shore, and
"But if he should move?"
there was no crossing.
"Then we will do the same, no doubt."
If any had attempted it they would have been met by a
"But Marion isn't going to simply wait, is he, Dick?"
rain of bullets from the opposite shore.
"No, you will fi nd him annoying Watson all he can beThen, having accomplished h is task, Dick drew off hi;:; gal- fore long."
lant bo¥S, and, spreading along t he bank, opened fi r e.
"Well, that will please me, for we will have a part in it,
Down went the burning br idge at length with a crash, the of course."
water of the river splashing up and falling in showers as the
During t he morning Dick set off on foot along the river
timbers plunged into them.
to see if the enemy were making any moveme:it.
Watson, determined not to be beaten, kept on down the
He went up the r iver, as it might be that a party had
river, continuing to fire upon his plucky enemies.
crossed above t hem and was working down on their side.
The fire was returned from the other side of the river with
P roceeding fo r some little distance without having seen
a will.
anything, Dick sat on a log near the bank to rest for a few
Rifles and pistols answered the field pieces, anfl many gaps minutes.
•
were made in the enemy's ranks.
In a short time he heard voices and crept behind a bush
"Let dhim have it, me bowld bhys!" roared Patsy. "Shure, to watch and l:sten.
an' we do be havin' a lot av f un, aven av dhe river do be
There were men a ppr oaching, but whether they were friends
bechune us."
or enemies he could not tell as .yet.
"For why you don'd went ofer der e mit ein boat and
Presently, however, he recognized J ed Monk's voice among
foughted dem more closer alr etty?" asked Carl. "You was the rest as the party came nearer.
lige dot, I bet me."
"So Monk found it too hot for him and has changed his
"Av yez mintion such a t 'ing as a boat to me ag 'in, Cooky- quarters, has he ?" was Dick's thought.
spiller, Oi'll give yez a bat on dhe hid wid me musket," anIn a f ew moments the party halted, as Dick could tell by
s·wered the Irish boy.
the sound.
"All righd, Batsy, den I don'd was said it. I t'ought
Peering through the bushes, he made out a dozen or so of
maybe you was lige dot."
the party a shor t distance off, sitting or standing in a little
"Go floy away wid yez ; yer know very well Oi don't."
glade on the river ba nk.
Down the river on opposite sides went the t wo armies, exThere was a hollow at that point and there might be more
changing volleys as they r ode.
of the party whom he could not see.
Mile after mile was passed, and still the ba t tle was kept up.
Wishing to ascer tain just how many there were and what
It was a running fight and a gallant one.
were their intentions, Dick crept cautiou sly forward.
Marion's men and t he Liberty Boys kept well together and
Creeping forward, now on his hands a nd kne'.'!s and now
sent in many a hot volley upon Watson's force.
' flat on his stomach, now shielded by rocks. or trees and now
F or ten miles the fi~ht was kept up.
having only sparse bushes to hide him, Dick grad ually apWatson was determmed not to let Marion escape.
proached the p art y of Tories.
Both the plucky little general and Dick Slater and his
Jed and others changed their position anJ Dick was engallant Liberty Boys were equa lly determined to give Wat- abled to approach to the edge of a little ba ~ in and saw a
son shot for shot and show him thei r quality.
party of about thirty Torie.3, most of them armed.
At last darkness put an end to the fight and both parties
They had no camp equipage with them and seemed to be
went into camp .
merely stragglers, but they could do mischief, nevertheless,
The Liberty Boys lighted their fires and Patsy was soon and Dick wished to lea rn what were their intentions.
busy over his pots and pans, getting supper ready for the
Jed Monk and Bud Slicer seemed to 'be the recognized
t ired boys.
leaders, for all the men addressed them and appeared to look
"Well, we've had foine fun dhe day," hE!I said as he worked to them for information . ·
away, "an' it'll be foine appetoites dhe f>hys'll have afther
"I reckon if we wai t here till we can get more men," said
it, an' so it's a foine supper Oi musht give dhim, Cooky- Monk, "that we ca n help t her British by--"
spiller."
At that momen t there came a startling interruption.
"Yah, dot was so, I bet you. What you was had for subThe bush behind which Dick crouched suddenly gave way,
ber, Batsy?"
with a lot of the earth in which it grew, and precipitated
"Shure, Oi do have cowld soup an' hot pitatoes, corn bread the young spy down the bank and right at the feet of some
an' molasses an' bea r steaks."
of the Tories.
"What for you was ha d cold soup alr etty?"
"Well, it's cowld now, but av yez wait long enuff it'll be
CHAPTER IX.
h ot."
" I bet me you was got it hot one off dose days afder you
WORRYIN G THE REDCOATS .
was dieded."
"Shur e, an ' Oi won't have anny need for soup, hot or
As Dick Slater went rolling down the bank the Tories
cowld, afther Oi'm dead."
leaped to their feet.
" Dot won't be dot soup what was hot, I bet me."
Some of them fled, fearing that t he enemy was upon them.
"An' phwat was it, dhin ?"
Jed Monk started to run, when he recognized Dick.
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. "Hello, it's ther pesky rebel, Dick Slater!" he cried.
Before Dick could get upon his feet and draw his pistols
he was sei~d.
.
'
"Tie ther rascal ter a tree till we c'n settle what's ter be
did with 'im," muttered Monk.
Dick was bound firmly to a tree, his pistols being taken
from him.
He was bound hand and foot, besides being tied to the tree,
so that there seemed to be little chance of his escaping.
"Where's ther rest er ther Liberty Boys?" asked Monk.
"Not very far off."
"Where's Gin'ral Marion?"
"Quite near to this place."
"Wher e are ther British?"
"Keeping out of our way."
"What yer goin' ter do next?"
"I couldn't tell you."
"Waal, we've got holt of yer, ennyhow, an' yer ain't goin'
ter git erway, I kin tell yer thet."
Dick did not think it necessary to make any i:eply.
"Yer've be'n makin' er lot er trouble fur us, yer have,"
continued Jed Monk.
"Yes, and we are likely to make more if you remain in
this neighborhood," with a determined look.
"No, yer won't!" wit h a snarl, "'cos we're er-goin' ter settle yer case pooty quick."
"What yer goin' ter do ter him, Jed?" asked Bud.
"Hang him, that's what."
"Thet's too easy an' over too quick. He won't know nothin'
erbout et in erbout tew shakes."
"What yer want ter do with 'im, enny better'n hangin',
Bud?"
"Oh, ther e's Jots er things."
One mode of torture after another was suggested.
"Them's all tew much trouble," muttered Jed., "I say yer
better hang him an' have done with et."
"\Ve hain 't got no rope long ernuff."
"'.V ell, go an' git one."
"Go yerself. Ye've got longer legs 'n I have."
There was a general laugh at this, and J ed snarled:
"Yuss, an' I got er bigger fist 'n yures, an' yer'll feel et ef
yer don't shet up."
"Stop yer quar'Jin', yew t"ew," said another. "Hitch er lot
er br idles t er gether an' thet'll do all right."
This was agreed to, and the men began knotting their
hitchi ng straps and bridles together with which to ma~e a
noose.
Dick had been left tied to a tree at the edge of the basin.
Thev were all busily engap-ed in m:::king the noose and
paid little or no a ttentlon to him.
The very idea of hiq escaping szemed so absurd that they
did not.eve: cons ider it.
"What's er good trPe ter hang him t er?" asked one.
"Waal, I reckon ther one he's tied ter is all right," answered Jed.
Then they t urned about to look at Dick and untie him.
They could scai:cely believe t heir eyes.
The prisoner was gone !
A numbe1· of severed cords lay at the foot of the tree, but
thh:: was the only evidence that he had been there.
""Wher e's he went ? Who's be'n an' onhitched him?"
"There ha in't nobody onhitched him; ther ropes. has . be'n
cut!"
''Waal, who cut 'em?" snarled Jed. "There's er traitor in
ther camp, thet's what."
"Waal, ef yer know so much,'' with a snarl, "who done
et?"
"I only wisht I knowed."
"There· a in 't no u se er talkir.' like thet, Jed," said another.
"We hain't none on us sot him free."
"\Vaal, who ha s, then?"
"Some er ther Liber t y Boys has come up behind ther tree
an' cut ther cords while we're all been ertalkin' an' not
takin' no notice, t het's what's be'n d!d, yer may be sure."
"Then I reckon we gotter git outer here mighty quick er
we'll have ther hull crowd down onto us afore--"
"By gum! Here, t here they come now!" cried Bud.
Then a shout was heard and at once the Tories stampeded,
falling over each other in their haste to escape.
A party of twenty or thirty Liberty' Boys was coming, but
the Tor'es fled as if there had been a hundred.
The Tories had seen what the boys could do and did not
want any more of it.
They fl ed in the gc·cutest hast e, aa d wh:m the boys reached
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the glade there was not one of the scoundrels to be seen
or heard.
The explanation of Dick's escape from the Tories was a
very simple one.
Jack Warren, out on a scouting expedition, 'had heard the
Tories discussing Dick's fate and had crept up until he had
seen Dick.
So busy were the rascals that they neither saw nor heard
him.
It was a matter of a few moments only for Jack to whip
out his knife and cut all the cords which bound Dick.
Then all that Dick had to do was to walk away hurriedly
with Jack, reach the road and hasten on.
Then they came l.\POn a party of the 'Liberty Boys led by
Mark Morrison, and at once they retumed to drive away
the Tories.
"So the Tories want to help Watson, do they?" muttered
Mary dryly. "He may need it."
Jack gave up his fine bay mare to Dick and rode double
with Mark on the way back to camp.
The redcoats were still on the opposite side of the river.
Marion did not propose to let them remain in quiet possession of it for very long, however.
He put many of his most expert r.'larksmen in trees along
the river bank and had them pick off the redcoats whenever
one appeared in good range.
From time to time volleys were fired whenever any number of the enemy came in sight ar.d thus more were picked
of!'.

Finding his position in sight of the Americans not a safe
one, Watson drew farther back, where his men could not be
picked off so readily.
Not a single redcoat could approach the river for any purpose withont being exposed to the riflemen opposite.
Then In<lian tactics were adopted to fu r ther annoy the
enemy.
Floating rafts of logs crowned with bushes, behind which
the marksmen swam, were sent out, the men firing from
behind. them.
.
The men being in the water and concealed by the bushes,
it was almost impossible to get a shot at them.
Then the Liberty Boys found a ford a short distance bellow and Dick took them over i1o1 a bo<ly and made a sudden
attack on the redcoats.
They were resting in fancied secu:rity, when all of a sudden they heard the battle cry of the brave boys.
"Liberty forever, down with the redcoats!" went ringing
through the woods.
Rattle-rattle-bang I
Crack-crack--crack!
Muskets rattling, pistols cracking, bullets whistling and
brave boys cheel'ing, on they dashed.
The 'redcoats rallied, but the attack had been so sudden
that many of their number had fallen, and for some little
time there had been great confusion.
Before they could gather in any numbers and attack the
Liberty Boys, there had been much damage done.
They brought up their field pieces and sent a strong force
to punish Dick and his gallant lads for their audacity.
. Then the Liberty Boys made a hasty retreat, dashed away
to the river, plunged in, and, firing a last volley, were out
of danger.
The ford was watched so that the enemy might not repeat Dick Slater's trick.
No attempt to do so was made, however.
Thus day after day passed and every day something was
done to annoy the enemy anct show them that the patriots
were on the alert and very wide-awake.
Watson, at last seeing that he must either submit to
destruction in detail by remaining or fight his way boldly to
Georgetown, decided to retreat.
He complained bitterly that Marion would neither "fight
like a Christian nor a gentleman," and beat a hasty ret1·eat.
Dick Slater, reconnoitering along the river at midnight,
heard the sounds of retreat and quickly communicated the
news to General Marion.
'
A pursuit was at once instituted.
The camps were hastily broken up, the baggage was
packed, horses were saddled and Marion and his men and
Dick and the Liberty Boys began one of those rapid movements for which they both were famous.
The cry was, "After the redcoats," and then off they
dasl.cd, l'C$O:Ycd to l.a:c.ss the enemy at every opportunity.
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Then he turned to Jack and said:
"Hurry back, Jack, and send Bob and the rest here and
then ride with all haste to the camp and bring up the
WITH THE "CAROLINA GAMECOCK."
others."
Jack was off like a shot.
It was "after . the redcoats" in very truth.
"We've got to give these fellows a scare, Mark," said
Dick Slater and his Liberty Boys, forming an advance Dick.
guard, came upon them in the morning at Sampit Bridge,
"Anything you say, Dick,'' with a quiet smile.
near Georgetown.
'"1'here may be more or this may be the entire party.•
They o~ened fire upon them at once.
"Small or iarge, we don't want them," dryly.
Watson s men were worn out and could only retreat, ha~- ·
"No, and I'm going to give them a fright. It may work
ing no heart for a fight.
.
and it may not."
Marion quickly came up and joined Dick and the Liberty
"You never know till you try, Dick."
Boys.
Meantime the redcoats were steadily approaching.
Watson made his escape to Georgetown and the pursuers
Some were mounted, but the greater part of them were
gave up the chase and rested for a short time.
on foot.
Then they moved rapidly up the Santee.. looking for a
Dick looked back, listened and then said:
junction with Greene and Sumter.
·
"Bob is coming up. Now then, follow me.•
Word /resently came to Marion that the redcoats had
With that, Dick dashed out into the road, galloped on till
destroye his camp at Snow's Island, and he set out post- he was in full sight tf the enemy, suddenly halted
and
haste to punish the marauders.
shouted:
1
Finding that the enemy were a day's march ahead of him
"Here they are, my boys! Farewell I Down With the redand had destroyed all their heavy baggage, Marion wheeled coats!"
and started off to once more confront Watson, who had
'Then he fired a shot and waved his sword a8 if calling to
now the advantage of fresh troops.
his company to follow.
"Shure an' we do be havin' dhe loively toimes dhese
"Forward!" shouted Mark, dashing up ,to Dick and haltdays,'' said Patsy to Carl one night in camp.
ing.
"Y ah, we was chump abouid choost lige eferydings, I bet
Bob had heard the shot and now he hurried forward with
me." •
his party.
.
"Well, yez hadn't ought to complain av dhat,'' laughed
The enemy had halted, irresolute, when they beheld Dick
Patsy. "It do be takin' off yer fat foine."
and Mark.
"I don'd nefer was been fat, I was a goot pig-veller been,
There were some among them who had reason to know
dot was all, Batsy."
Dick Slater and they recognized him.
"Go'n wid yez, yez are fat, an' yez can't denoy it."
When Bob came dashing up and Dick led the charge
"No, siree, sir, I don'd was fat, I toldt you. I was choost against them, they quickly turned and fell back.
ein liddle bit.stouid alretty."
They had no doubt whatever that the whole company of
"Just a little bit shtoud, is it?" laughed Patsy. "Go'n Liberty Boys were present, and not a mere handful.
wid yez, yez do be as fat as a pig, an' ivery wan av dhe
Away they went, and after them raced Dick and his
bhys will tell yez dhe same."
twenty Libe rty Boys, fil'ing a volley and causing a number
"What I was cared what dey was said," muttered Carl. of the r edcoats to waver in their saddles.
"I was knowed what I was meinselluf, don't I?"
Dick did not intend to pursue them too far, however.
"Shure an' yez can't see yersilf, Cookyspiller," roared the
There might be a larger par ty behind this one.
jolly Irish boy.
The redcoats had got it into tfteir heads, however, thnt
"For why I don'd ?"
not only all the Liberty Boys, but all of Sumter's brigade
"Becos we do be havin' no luckin' glass big ehough,'' and besides, were pursuing them.
Patsy roared again.
Dick halted for the rest of the Liberty Boys to come up.
"Gone ouid mit you," muttered Carl. "You was been
When they did so he continued the chase.
chealous dot you don'd been so fine loogking lige me, dot
The redcoats he was pursuing were half of a division gowas what was der madder."
ing toward Camden.
Patsy laughed again, and this time all the boys around
The other half was a mile or two in the rea1·.
laughed with him.
When Dick came dashing along making a lot of du!i't and
Marion made another of his sudden moves and was shortly a J?reat deal of noise, the two divisions had just unitf>d.
·
within five miles of Watson, on Catfish Creek.
The noise and the clatter and the volleys the brave
He was joined here by Lee, and Watson bf)coming alarmed sent whistling after them caused them to abandon the boys
idea
by this alliance, fled in haste, destroying his heavy baggage of making a stand.
and throwing his field pieces into the creek.
Both divisions took the back track and debauched over
Disappointed at not meeting Watson, Marion and Lee toward Georgetown, putting their steeds to their utmost
now hurried off toward the Santee and joined Sumter, who speed, while the foo,t soldiers fairly flew.
was now aiding Greene by watching Watson.
Dick at length halted and allowed the redcoats to escape.
The Liberty Boys were glad to meet the "Carolina game"If we can keep them away that is a ll we care about," he
cock" once more, as there was promise of fighting.
said. "We don't want prisoners and there is little u se of
It" was only the day after Dick and his boys joined General killing them so long as we can keep them away, and we are
Sumter that they had an opportunity to do something.
in no great danger ourselves."
The Liberty Boys were encamped in a swamp difficult of
They saw no more of the redcoats and the rout was comaccess except to those thoroughly acquainted with it.
plete.
Dick set off with a party of twenty of the Liberty Boys,
Then they returned to their camp in the swamp and Dick
including Bob, Mark, Jack, Ben, the two Harrys, Patsy and reported to General Sumter what he h ad done.
Carl.
"Very i;ood, captain," said the general. "These redcoats
Reaching the road leading to Camden, along which the 'Yere probably going to Cruirer's a id, and it was the thing
enemy were expected •to approach, if anywhere, Dick dashed to do, your keeping them back."
along, keeping his eyes and ears open for anything sus"Well, we don't want the enemy to receive either aid, inpicious.
telligence or supplies," laugh ed Dick.
"That's right, captain," with a smile, "and the more you
He presently heard the sound of a steady tramp, as of a
keep these things away from them the better it is for our
body of men approaching.
"Come with me, Mark and Jack,'' he said, halting the cause."
boys. "If this is any large company approaching, there
When Dick got back to his camn. Patsy said to him:
are too few of us to attack it."
"It wor all very well to hunt dhe ridcoats, captain dear,
Then he rode ahead cautiously with the two Liberty Boys but Oi wish we had capthered dhim, be dhe same token."
at his side.
"What for, Patsy? We don't want prisoners."
In a short time, halting at the side of the road and peer"Oh, well," chuckled the Irish boy, "yez cud let dhim 11;0
ing through the trees, he saw a party of at least a hundred ag'in. It wor not so much dhim dhat Oi wor afther wantin'
l'edcoats and Hessians approaching.
as dhe supploies dhey moight have wid dhim, somethin' to
"This may be an advance guard," be muttered. "We must ' ate in partic'lar."
not let them pass."
"Oh, I see," said Dick.
CHAPTER X.
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uYis, but yez don't see dhat we have nothin' to ate but
shwate pitaties, an' n ot very manny av dhim aither.''
"Wh y, that's all that General Marion often has," laughed
Dick, "so you o\j.ght not to complain.''
"Shure it 's not complainin' Oi am, but dhere don't be
manny ways to cook shwate pitaties, an' Oi was afeered yez
moight get toired av dhe lack a v variety."
"Well, perhaps th e next t ime we meet a lot of redcoat
we can get hold of their provisions, as well as drive them
out ."
"Shure an' av yez do dhat, sor, Oi won't say a worrud, so
Oi won't.''
CHAPTER XI.
THE EN EMY SURPRISED.

It was only the next day that General Sumter sent for
Dick and said:
"Captain Slater, I have information that a detachment of
the enemy is approaching from the di rection of Georgetown
with supplies intended for either Rawdon 01· Cruger."
"And you do not want t hem to reach their intended destination ?"
"Precisely."
"I will see that they do not.''
"My scouts tell me that there is another detachment, presumabl y Watson's, from another direction , and it will be
'
necessary to keep these back as well."
"And as you can't be fn two places at once, not being a
bird, as Patsy says," laughed Dick, "you cannot at tend to
both at once."
"Precisely."
"Then I will look aD;er the commissary depa rtment," said
Dick.
With that, he bowed himself out and buri;ed back to the
camp.
Calling his two lieutenants, Bob Estabrook and Mark
Morrison, Dick informed them of the mission the Liberty
Bor,s were about to undertake.
'If we were all like Patsy," l"aid Bob, "we would prefer
to go where there was the most chance of fighting."
"There is likely to be plenty of it in either case, I fancy,"
added Mark.
"Yes, but there's more glory in driving off a reinforcing
party than in capturing a baggage t rain," declared Bob.
"There's glory in doing conscientiously what we are told
to do, Bob," with a smile from Dick, "and every check th:i.t
we give the enemy only helps our own cause the more."
"Even if it's only capturing a baggage train," laughed
.
Mark.
"Very true," agreed Dick with a smile.
Dick Slater was no martinet and fre ely di scussed his
plans with the Liberty Boys, not scorning to receive advice
even from the humblest member of the t roop.
It was this that gave him such a hold upon them and encleared him to them all, fro m Bob, Ma rk, Jack Warren and
others clown to the rawest recruit in the company.
"\Veil , as Mark says,'' added Bob, "we are likely to ha\·p
fighting in any ,case, so there is nothing t o complain about."
The Liberty Boys, with Dick at their head, lPf t t hPi r
swamp camp and proceeded with rnme caution along the
roacl upon which the enemy were supposed to be approachi
d
ng.
to Jbs;~n .id not want the redcoats to know of thei r presence
It might cause them to retreat or take some other road
!
and this was just what Dick wished t o prevent.
The Liberty Boys proceeded as quietl y as possible, therefore.
At such points where the road was visible for any distance they kept along the side in the shade of the trees
and marched compactly so as to seem to be f ewer in number than they were ·should they be seen.
In order to keep his eye on the road and to be advised
as early as possible of the coining of the enemy, Dick went
ahead with Mark, Jack, Ben, Sam and one or two others
'
Bob leading the main body of the Liberty Boys.
A t length Dick reached a point on the road where a surprise could be m~de t o t he very best advantage.
There was a t hick growth of tall, moss-hung trees at one
side and rolling sand hills crowned with brush on the other.

There a very large number could lie in ambush and no
one be the wiser, even on a near appr oach.
"This is the very place from which to spring out upon
the enemy," said Dick.
"It's a pity they are not nearer, then," declared Mar k.
"Let me go ahead, Dick," suggest ed Jack , and see just
how near they are, while some one remains here to tell
Bob when he comes up."
"A good idea, Jack," said Dick. "Go ahead, but be cautious."
Then Jack flew off on his bay mare, while Dick and
Mark proceeded at a less rapid pace, Ben and Sam waiting
to advise Bob when he should ar rive.
In a few minutes Jack came riding back and said breathlessly:
"They're coming, Dick, right along this road."
"Are there many of them, Jack?"
"Not so many, but they are all mount~d."
"As many as the Liberty Boys?"
"Yes, but there are some Hessians among t hem and
some raw fellows, not at all the company you would suppose would be sent to guard a supply t rain."
"They don't consider that as fine as fighting, I suppose, and so they send a lot of camp followers to guard it."
"Well, we'll have to capture it just the same."
"But not mµch glory, eh, Jack?" laughed Dick.
"Oh, I am doing what I am sent to do ," with a smile,
.
"and it's all for the honor of our cause."
"That's right, Jack, and if we had only ditches to dig,
we'd do it if it helped on our cause."
"So we would, Dick."
They then hurried back to the place where they h ad lef t
the others.
Bob had arrived with the main party of the Liberty Boys
shortly before their arrival.
They were all so well hidden, however, that not one
was to be seen.
At a signal from Dick, however , they all popped up their
heads.
"Are dhey comin', Dick?" asked Patsy.
"Yes."
"An' have dhey somethin' to ate wid dhim ?"
"You'll have to ask Jack."
"An' do dhey, Jack? "
"Yes, and powder and ball and clothes and a lot of
things.''
"Dhin we must take dhim from dhe spalpeens."
"Down with you," said Dick. "I hear them coming.''
In a moment every Liberty Boy was out of sight .
Jack then found a place for himself and his horse near
Mark, while Dick took up a station at about the middle
of the line.
·where he was he could see the enemy a pproach without
being seen, the bushes concealing him.
Before long the tramp of t he horses and the heavy roll
of the wa gons could be plainly heard.
An advance gua rd r ode a little ahead of the rest.
These presently approached t he ambush, but not a n enemy was to be either seen or heard.
The advance guard passed without molestation; having
not the slightest suspicion of the presence of the Libert y
Boys.
'J. hen the main body came along, t he head of the line passing Dick's position before any demonstration ,w as made.
Then .a shrill whistle rang out, echoing among the sand
hills and from the t rees.
In an instant the banks fairl y bristled with muskets.
Out from the trees suddenl y came half a hundred· Liberty Boy,s, their trusty weapons aimed at the redcoats.
All along the line muskets bore upon the surprised Brit ons and Hessians.
"Surrender! " cried Dick. "Make a move a nd you are
dead men! "
Some of those in the rear quickly wheeled their horses
and fled posthaste.
Dick did not attempt to restrain them so long as t hey
did not take away an y of the supplies.
The commander of the train was taken completely by
surprise, but he was a plucky fellow and said:
"We'll never give up. Stand your ground, men. P resent--"
"Stop!" cried Dick. "Throw down your a r ms, every man
of you. We could slaughter your whole troop if we wished."
The pistol butts protruding from the Liberty Boys' belts
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showed that they could follow up the musket volley in an
instant.
Others in the rear began to slip from their horses and
make off, and there were few indeed who possessed the
spirit of their leader.
The latter saw that it was useless to resist with such
men behind him.
"If any more of you cowards want to run," said Dick,
"now is your time!"
A dozen or more quickly availed themselves of the opportunity, seeming to care nothing for the epithet bestowed
·
on them.
The rest were quickly disarmed, with the exception of
the leader, who was allowed to retain his sidearms.
The prisoners were quickly paroled as soon as they reached
the camp, for Marion never kept prisoners and Sumter
seldom did.
It was the supplies that they wanted, and these had
been captured.
The officer was greatly chagrined when he learned that
he was free without having had a chance to fight and having been oliliged to lose the stores as well.
"That's the fortune of war," said Dick.

CHAPTER XII.
NOT SUCH A FOOL AS HE LOOKED.
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- "Don't trust, any of tbose Tories. They will betray you
sooner than any one."
"Then you must have something which yow v.ish to keep
secret," was Dick's thought.
He rapidl y took in the genernl appearance of the man
addressed, and, shuffling across the room, sat down.
The men ceased their conversation at once, the one who
ha,d spoken looking greatly vexed.
"Mernin', neighbors," said Dick. "Pooty nice day, ain't
et? Yer live 'round yer? What sort er place is et?
Ennythin' fur ennybody ter do, 'sides sogerin'? I don't.
keer fur sogerin' myself."
"I don't know, " answered the one who had no t spoken.
1
"I am not well acfluainted-ask the landlord. "
"Reckon I will," said Dick, yawning and not appearing
to have noticed the first stran,ger's action.
He had put his foot on that of the other to cut off what
he was saying.
Then the landlord came in and Dick, yawning and stretching his arms, said drowsily:
"Gimme some bread an' ch<'cse an' er pot er beer. l\Iy
sakes, but this here trampin' tires er feller out. Wisht some
feller'd gimme er hoss, but they're all busy sogerin', an' yer
can't git one."
"Why don't you go to sojerin' yourself, then, and get a
hoss? Great life, that of a soldier. You're a good lo~·al
.
subject, of course?"
"Oh, l'm loya l ernuff," replied Dick, yawning again; "but
I ain't in no hurry ter go sojerin'. Yer don't 'spect I wanter
·
git shot, do yer?"
"But think of the glory of serving your king, think of the
fine clothes you will wea1· an.cl all that you c:Jn see riding
about the country 0n your horse."
"Do I git ther hoss fur nothin' ?"
"Of curse."
"Well, mebby I might," with a yawn, "cos ef I g-it tired I
c'n sell 'em to some other feller what wants ter be C'r soger."
"Why, you're a regular fool!" said the landlord witn a
snort.
"Waal, rnebby I be, but yer c'n bring ther bread an' cheese,
eenyhow."
Dick folded his arms, shut his eyes and when the landlord i·eturned was snoring.
"Why, the fool has gone to sleep," he muttered. "Wou}<l
you like anything else, gentlemen?"
"If you could give us a private room where we would
not be-- No, this \\ill do, nothing else for the present.
We will ring if we n eed anything."
"Very well, gentlemen," and, placing the supp01=;crl booby'is
order on the table in front of him, the host went out.
Dick continued to snore lustily.
"You must be careful, Hodge," said the fi.rst man in a
low tone. "That fellow will suspect now, and be listening."
"But he is a Joyal subject of the king, Foxham.'~
"He is whatever suits him best, like most of these Tories.
He would betray us in a moment if a pdce were offered."
Dick was still snoring.
"I wonder if that fool would not like some of this cold
fowl with his bread and cheese?" Foxham presently said in
a loud tone.
·
Dick snored on.
"I believe he is a rebel spy and 'no fool at all."
Dick made no sign to show that he had heard .
He had been tested in this manner before and had stood
the test.
"Perhaps he would take this message to General Greeno
for us," F 2xham continued.
Dick knew that this was another test and snored a~
loudly as ever.
"The landlord is listening at the door) open it," said
Foxham.
"Did you call, gentlemen?" asked the landlord, coming
.
in with a very red face.
"No, and you are a sneaking spy, the same as this fool
here at the table!" roared Foxham.
Dick only snored the louder and slid farther down in his
chair.

Whi1e Dick Slater and the Liberty Boys had been busy
capturmg the stores, Sumter had intercepted 1the troops
sent to Cruger's relief and had driven them off with great
·
loss.
There was great rejoicing in the camp that evening, therefore.
The next day Dick Slater f'et off alone on foot and in disguise fo_r the purpose of gaining information of the enemy.
Supplies . and men had been prevented from r eaching
them, but it was thought that messengers might be despatched to carry intelligence.
It was to learn whether any had been sent and also to
learn • something himself that Dick set out.
lie was a famous spy himself and had been employed by
qener.al Washington himself on more tha n one secret mission, m most of which he had been successful.
He had also acted as a spy for many of the American
generals and was greatly trusted by them.
When General Sumter sent him out to get information
and, if possible, intercept any messages meant for th~
enemy, he had a task just suited to his mind.
Arrayed in the ordinary clothes of the region, with coarse
hose, roug~ shoes, round hat and ill-fitting garments, there
were few mdeed who would recognize him as the dashing
Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys.
Only those would know him who had an intimate acquaintance with him.
It w.as un~ikely, however, that he would meet any such.
Makmg his way to a well-traveled road, Dick walked
along as if having no particular aim and yet keeping his
eyes and ears open constantly.
R_eachi~g a roadside taver.n frequented by patriots and
Tones alike. the landlord bemg whatever the occasion demanded, Dick noticed some horses outsid
He recognized one of these as belonging to Jed Monk.
" "What is Monk doin?" in these parts?" he asked himself.
No good, I am certain."
As Dick was going up to the door the Tory himself came
·
out in the company of two others.
Jed looked sharply at Dick, but did not recognize him
"Mernin', neighbor," drawled Dick. " 'Pears ter ~e I
never seen yer afore."
"Wull, yer missed er mighty good sight, ver fool thet's
'
·
all I kin say," laughed Jed.
"Huh, yer had him there, Jed," roared one of the Tory's
comrades.
"Don't look ez e~ he knowed much, ennyhow," laughed
the other.
CHAPTER XIII.
Dick passed on, leaving the others . still laughing, and
DICK AND THE MESSENGER.
entered the coffee l'OOm.
As he went in he noticed two men sitting at a table in a
"I l;>eg your pardon, gentlemen. I have not heard a word
corner.
you said," the landlord protested apolol"etically, rubbing
Their backs were toward him, and one was saying:
h1s hands and smiling.
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te to
Then he arose and hurried in the directio n opposi
g
.
"Well, then, prove that 'you are not a spy by keepil).
es.
Tori
two
the
by
taken
that
will
s them,"
yourse lf and servan ts away from this room. Then I
"They will work on any side, provide d it benefit
·
thieves· and murbut
know that I can trust you."
nothing
are
"They
ed.
mutter
he
I
any side they were on."
"Yes, gentlem en, certa.inly. I give you my word that
if he derers, and would be a disgrac e tohoofbe
ats coming toward
:pever saw this simple ton before in all my life, and
on, .he soon heard
ng
HuJryi
be a spy, l don't know it."
pace.
rapid
a
at
him
"Spy?" laughe d FoXham. "Indeed , he is not, he is si~ply
"That must be the messen ger," he mutter ed. · he waited .
be
a fool. That was said to test you, landlor d, and now
Then standin g just at a sharp turn in t4e road
off with you."
In a few momen ts a horse and ri<ler appem-ed.
out
"Yes, gentlem en, thank you," and the landlor d went
rider was Hodge, with despatc hes for the enemy.
The
and did not listen at the door again.
Dick spran~· out, pistol in .hand, and cried:
o:i.cc
At
"I
"You had better lose no time, Hodge, " said Foxham
deliver !"
and
"Stand
would not trust this fellow for long."
The horse rnared and nearly threw his rider. bridle.
"No, nor L"
Dick sprang forwar d and seized him by the
·
"You have the packet safe?" t
"Dismo unt!" he said in a top.e of determ ination .
lining."
a't
waistco
my
in
.
"Yes, sewed up
attemp ted to draw a pistol.
Hodge
once."
'
at
off
be
better
"Good. You had
down!" said Dick, "or you will do so -sooner than
"Get
room.
the
left
and
The two men arose
you think."
Dick remain ed as he was, suspec ting a trick.
The messen ger dismou nted.
In a few momen ts Foxham returne d to the room.
In an instant , Teleasi ng the horse, Dick was upon him,
said.
he
,"
certain
"It is just as well to make
had thrown him down.
and
asleep.
sound
ntly
appare
Dick was still snoring , and
do you-- want?" gasped the messen ger. '.'Do you
"What
the
fool,"
that
from
feared
"No, there is nothin g to be
to kill me?"
want
beTory mutter ed.
"No," and quickly thrusti ng the messen ger's handsdovm.
Dick heard
Then he left the room, and in a few momen ts
his chest so as to hold them
upon
knelt
Dick
him,
hind
•
road.
the
down
swiftJy
the sound of a horse gallopi ng
In an instant he had a knife in his hand, and had torn
He at once arose and looked out of the window cautiou sly, open . the messen ger's coat.
.
so as not to be seen himself .
"Would you kill me?" gasped the messen ger.
Hodge was dai:;hing along the road toward Camde n, and
"No, I tell you ." and in a momen t Dick was ripping
·
Foxham was just mounti ng.
,
the messen ger's waistco at.
open
"I'll catch him yet," mutter ed Dick..
w'ant mon.eu. I will pay
ycru
"If
Hodge.
said
"Stop!"
the
toward
and
·
Then he slipped out at .the back door
you whatev er you ask, but· don't take- -"
the road.
wood, keepin g the house betwee n himsel f and
taking a flat packet
Dick,
.
said
want,"
I
what
is
"'This
once
for
knew,
There were several turns in the road, he
river, from the lining of Hodge 's waistco at.
relieve d
it' avoided a swamp , and then it kept away from theover it.
Thrust ing it into his own pocket, he quickly
·
and again it went around a hill instead of going
•.
pistols.
of
pair
a
of
Hodge
:th'e
upOl,l
He knew a short-c ut which would bring him out
:.,,
Then he arose and said :
the
road ahead of Hodge if he made haste.
"This is all I want, Mr. Hodge. You had better go
There were swamp s and woods in his way, but that' ·/':was way you came, for there are two scound rels farther on,
nothing .
e to murde r you to get these papers ."
he could who would not hesitat
the messen ger. "Why, as I live,
He knew how to get throug h the swamp s, and them.
asked
you?"
are
"Who
keep a straigh t road i.n the woods as well as outatof which he you -are that stupid fellow whom we left asleep in the
'
Hodge might not keep up the same pace
Royal Arms back there."
had started .
and not asleep, " laughe d Dick. "I am
stupid
so
"Not
one,
any
by
d
observe
·
Leavin g the inn withou t having been
I?i~k Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys."
Dick hasten ed on.
rebel!"
A
full
at
on
pushed
and
you, and
He soon left the• inn behind him,
"A patriot !" proudly . "I have been looking for other
pa·~
to find you. Give me the
speed.
enough
te
fortuna
was
the
and
Monk
Jed
He did not know what had become of
sudden ly ~hrusting his pistol under Hodge 's nose.
pers!"
.
Tories, and cared little.
"I have no more!" gasped th,e man, springi ng back.
.
bearer
It might be that th.ey suspec ted Hodge of being the
believe you." laughe d Dick. "That was honest ly spoken
"I
and go back. It will not be safe to go
horse
your
of despatc hes, and meant to waylay him.
take
Now
Even if they reached the messen ger ahead of him, Dick on. Two of the bigges t rascals in the countr y are waitin g
you. This I know for a fact."
felt that he could .get the despatc hes.
did to ·waylayobli.ired to you, Mr. Slater, for the-- "
Such an event did not seem likely, howeve r, and he
"I am
not worry about it. .
"Capta in Slater, if you please. Make haste, for time
h woods, presses . If you don't go at once I shall be compelled to
.Keepin g steadil y on, across swamp s and throug
to fire."
Dick at last came out upon the road, and sat on a stump
the
The man jumped unon his horse, which now stood at
rest.
Then he listened , and presen tly heard the sound of horses side of the road nibblin g the grass.
·he
•
"I shall get the best of you yet for this, you rebel!"
approa ching.
t cried, as he rode off' like the wind.
though
I
t:P.at?
is
"How
ed.
mutter
he
them?"
of
"Two
he
'!I think not," laughe d Dick, and then he returne d as
that Foxham went back."
'
&
h~~m
ed:
mutter
and
ely·
Then "he li~tened attentiv
after
"Could those two rascall y Tories have gone ahead
'
•
all? It sounds like them at any ;rate."
CHAP TER XIV.
Then, droppin g behind tbe stump, Dick waited .
In a Short time Jed Monk and anothe r man came riding
READY FOR A FIGHT.
•
·
afong.
'° .-' \
"Hadn 't we better wait here fur him?" ·asked Monk.
tpe
The despatc hes wh~ch Dick haii obtaine d were of
"What 's ther use er goin' so fur?"
the other greate st value to the patriot s.
"Fudde r erlong there's er better ptace," said him
to
inter
They contain ed inform ation which the enemy wished
Tory, "where we c'n shoot his hoss an' tumble
know, and which Genera l GreeRe could use to great advanther ditch."
we tage.
"Then ef he's got enny papers , ez we suspec t he has,
When Genera l Sumte r read them he said to Dick!, aJ.J.d I
c'n get someth in' fur 'em from ther rebel gin'ral ."
ca-ptain
"These are of the highes t import ance, skill
"
money.
got
he's
w,
"Er course; an' ennyho
in securip.g
your braver y and
en
you
ment
?"
compli
furder
must
go
bette1•
we
'at
'low
·y'u
"That's right. Then
them."
here."
this
place'n
"Yuss, et's er better
l," said
"I am always at the service of my country , genera
"All right; we'll go there."
do, small or great, pleases you,
I
er
whatev
if
and
sight.
Dick,
of
out
setlfl.
were
and
on
Then the two men rode
I I am qui~e conten t."
"Hodge has not passed , then, arul I am in time, as·
"I must sead these te Ge:aeral Gi:een.e a t &Bee/' said
Dick.

though t I should be," •aid
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Sumter. "I cannot spare you at present, as I h ave n eed of
"Dhin it's more power to ye.z, an' Oi do be thinkin' we
you and your Liberty Boys, and so will despatch some other can come to ten11ms widout anny t hrouble."
messenger."
There was an amicable exchange, and then Patsy and
Dick then .returned to his own camp, a nd related his ad- Carl set out for the camp, but long after they had lost
ventu1~s to Bob, Mark, Jack, and a few others.
sight of the cabin they could hear the settler's hearty laugh
"It was a fine piece of work, Dick," said Bob, "and does ringing through the woods.
•
you credit."
The march was resumed in a short time, the objective
"That fellow Hodge must have f elt cheap enough," laughed roint being Monk's Corner.
Mark, "after calling Dick a fool no end of times, t o find
Here there was a strong force of five hundred infantry,
himself outwitted by him."
one hundred and fifty horse, and some pieces of artillery.
In a few days Sumter and , Marion received advices from
i iggin Church and a redoubt about a q u~rter of a mile
General Greene as to their movements against the enemy. distant, at Monk's Corner, formed the defenses of the garThey at once proceeded to carry ouf Greene's plans, Djck rison.
and the Liberty Boys accompanying them.
Sumter, Marion, and Lee halted at about sunset , intendThen Lee, "Light-Horse Harry," as he was called, joined ing to begin the attack on Colonel Coat es, the commander,
them, and the three, with Dick and the Liberty Boys, early in the morning.
marched against the enemy.
Coates became alarmed, however, a t the intelligence he r eThey were on the march and were resting for a short ceived from his scquts, and determined t o flee.
time when, late in the afternoon, just before sunset, Patsy
Dick Slater, out with Bob, and one or two others, on a
said to Carl:
reconnoitering expedition, Sf\W a lot of men moving about in
"Cookyspiller, will yez go wid me?"
a suspitjous manner near the church.
"Yah, where you was went?"
"Be qilick about it," Dick heard some one say, "becausB
"To get some salt. 1 It's none we have at all, at all."
we want to cheat these rebels and get away."
They set out, and shortly came upon a little cabin in a
"That's something t o know," said Dick.
clearing.
P a tsy was about to go to the door, which stood open,
when he stopped suddenly and whispered :
"Cookyspiller?"
CHAPTER XV.
"Yah, what was it?"
"Oi do see a ridcoat beyant."
• .ALMOST A VICTORY. '
"Where he was?"
"Just beyant, around dhe corner av dhe cabin."
[ The British set fire to Biggtn Church, so as t o destroy
"Vhell, what you doed ?"
stores which could not be ca rried away.
"Oi'm goin' to capther him."
Then they retreated rapidly, crossing the headwaters o:f
"Dot was all righd. I went mit you."
the Cooper River, and retreating toward Charleston.
"Come ahead, dhin."
The light of the bunting church aroused the Americans,
Then those two comical Liberty Boys crept to the corner! Dick having just com~ in and reported that the enemy were
of the cabin and looked out.
about to retreat.
A man was bending over a bucket placed on a stump,
Sumter at once called his troops to arms, and hotly purwashing himself.
sued the fugitives.
Patsy certainly thought he ha d a scarlet coat, and so did
The Libe1'ty Boys were soon in the saddle, and racing
Carl.
.
after the British.
,
_
"Now, dhin!" sa id P atsy, in a loud whisper.
Not far from the bridge over Quimby's C.reek, eighteen
Then both of them made a dash, and seized the man, up- m{les from Monk's Corner, the Liberty Boys overtook the
setting the bucket and causing him t o sputter and jump. rear guard.
"Surrinder, ye bowld Britisher, or Oi'll shoot dhe hid off
These were dismayed at the approach of the young .Contiyez," cried Patsy. 1
nentals, and knowing that Sumter, Marion, and Lee were close
The man struck out- in very lively fashi on, and in a mo- behind, threw down their arms.
ment Patsy and Carl were sitting on the' wet ground, feelCo?-tes had already crossed the bridge with the main body
ing very damp and looking exceedingly f oolish.
of his army.
·
"What's ther matter with yer?" asked the man. "I ain't
He was only waiting for the rear-guard to come up and
no redcoat."
get acr.oss before destroying the bridge.
Then Carl began to laugh .
The planks were alreacly loosened, in fact, and everything
"Patsy ?" h e said.
was in readiness for its dest111ctic.n.
"Phwat is it?"
Then the gallant Liberty Boys came up with a rush and
"Dot was a I"ed shirt he was h ad. Dot don'd was ein red a shout.
goat. "
Dick at once guessed what was taking place.
"Shure, an' Oi see it is now."
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" he cried. "We must hold the
Then the man himself saw t he h umor of the situation, bridge till the rest come up."
and burst into a roar.
Then he dashed ahead, the intrepid youths close at his
His wife and five or six child1·en came out to see what heels.
he was laughing at.
On they rushed, crossing the bridge and falling upon tlie
Bl'itish guard.
"-So yer took me f ur a redcoat, did yer ?" he guffawed.
These had a howitzer, posted for the defense of the
"Yis, Oi did, a xin' ye1· pardon."
bridge.
"Well, I ain't; I'm er patriot, t her same as y'u, ef I
'"Now!" shouted Dick, waving his sword. "Upon them,
haven't got er unif orm. What kin I do fur yer?"
Liberty Boys! Down with the redcoats!"
"Do yez use tobaccy in anny form, me man?"
"Liberty forever!" the daring fellows echoed, with a
"Yaas, when I ki n git it, but just now-·- "
cheer.
"Oi'll give yez all yez want, av yez'll let me 1\ave some
Then they swept down upon the enemy with the f orce
salt."
of a whitlwind.
"Shorely I will, an' welkum."
Muskets rattled, sabers whistled, pistols cracked, bulleLs
_"Oi be's dhe cook av dhe Liberty Bhys, an' yer woife sang-, and the plucky boys cheered.
w~ll be afther tellin' yez dhat yez can niver cook pitaties
Like a torna<lo they descended upon the British guard.
widout salt, an' it 's son-a a pinch av it Oi have." ·
The howitzer was seized and the redcoats driven ofl'.
'l'he man laughed a gain, a nd said heartily:
Then Dick, who was an expert gunner himself, wheeled
"Why, yer ki n have a sack of it, an' as fur ther ter- the cannon about and turned it upon the enemy.
backer, why - -"
Boom!
"Yez'll take ·it or it's not a pinch av salt Oi'll take. S}).ure,
The cannon roared, the brave boys cheered, and the redan' Oi owe yez an apology fo r taki n' yez for a ridcoat in coats were ploughed down by their own gun.
dhe fo rst pla ce."
Then the rest of the Americans came hurrying on to sup"That's all right ; thet was ther f unniest thing I · ever port Dick.
heerd• of. Why, I'm ther terr or of all ther Tories in t her
The enemy took up a position on a narrow causeway leaddeestrick," and the settler laughed again.
~ to the bri~e.
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Coates held his position, and the ,brave fellows who had
Here: they hoped to hold their own, if not to drive back
almost won a victory wete forced to admit a defeat in one
the ·persistent Continentals.
1
Sumter shouted -to the Liberty Boys to go forward, know- sense.
Then during the night a messenger arrived.
ing that the post of honor belonged to them for having
Lord Rawdon was approaching with a large force of
seized the bridge.
British and Hessians, some of them fresh troops just arDick accepted the responsibility gladly.
"N'ow, then, Liberty Boys, let us show them what we can rived.
Sumter at once determined to collect his immediate forces
do," he shouted.
and join Greene on the high hills of the Santee.
The daring young fellows answered with a roar.
Marion in the meantime would take up a position someThen they fairly hurled themselves upon· Coates and his
what lower on the river, and watch the movements· of the
•
m~
enemy.
At once the battle raged furiously.
Dick and the Liberty Boys would remain with Sumter
Dick, Bob, Mark, Jack, Ben, and eyery one of_ the brave
and join General Greene.
boys seemed utterly reckless.
"There >vill be plent~ to do, boys," said Dick to Bob,
Crack! Crack! Crack!
Musketry and pistols craeking and rattling, bullets sing- Mark and a few others when the order came to march,
ing and whistling, sabers flashing, banners waving, and gal- "and we may be victorious yet."
"At any rate, we have bothered the redcoats not a litlant boys cheering, the battle went on.
Up came Sumter, Marion, and Lee to support the daring tle," declared Jack; "we haven't lost one of our boys, although plenty of us have been hmt, and we are all in good
Liberty Boys.
spirits."
Dick had already cam1ed the enemy to waver.
"That's the main thing, cld man," said Mark. "Did you
"Now, then, once more, back with them!" his voice rang
ever see Dick Slate1· down-hearted, no matter how hard
out, shrill and clear in trumpet ton'5.
things were going with us?"
The daring boys were fairly electrified.
"I never did."
On they rushed with a cheer and a rattling volley, and
"And you won't. It's keeping up our spirits that wins
the enemy fl.ed before them.
Coates and some of his officers were left to fight alone, battles for us, Jack."
"Well, you never saw me lose mine, Mark," with a
·
defended- only by a wagon.
Some of the loosened r,Ianks had been thrown into the chuckle.
creek when a part of Lee s men crossed, and some of those
who followed were obliged to . leap the gap.
CHAPTER XVI.
Then more planks fell into the stream, and the gap was
now so wide that no mQre could get over.
OUT WITH GENERAL GREENE.
Lee tried to repair the brQak, but his efforts were inefl'ectual.
The Liberty Boys were now with General Gree;.e once
The creek was too deep to ford, and the ibanks too steep
more.
and muddy to climb if the horses had swum over.
Leaving the hills of the Santee, Greene was now making
The victory now seemed certain, and now the Liberty
Boys with a part of the army were on one side of the creek, his way toward Eutaw, where Colonel Stuart, Lord Rawdon's successor, was posted. There were lively times comwhile the rest were on the other side.
Sumter and Marion had ·c rossed, but Lee, Carrington, and ing, as some of the Liberty Boys had said.
It was only the next day that General Greene advanced
many of their men had been left on the other side by the
upon Stuart, who had no idea of the strength of his oppobreaking of the bridge.
Then Coates recaptured the howitzer from Dick, and tl.ed nents, and left his tents all standing.
Not far from the creek where the British had their camp
to a strong two-story house and some other buildings a
was a two-story brick house with servants' quarters about it.
·
short distance up the stream.
This was palisaded, as 'was the garden, extending to the
Hither many of Coates' men had fl ed at that first furicreek.
oua rush made by the Liberty Boys.
Th house was intended to be used as a citadel in case
After a short rest Sumter determined to renew the atthe British line was forced back, and was fated to be the
,
tack at the house.
A victory might yet be gained for the Americans, and scene of some very lively fighting.
The Americans were advancing, and were within four
all were eager to renew the fight.
Dick was disappointed at not having done more, but he miles of Eutaw when the advance guard came unexpectedly
had accomplished much, and Sta!Tter himself gave him· the uvan a foraging party of four hundred, ·led by one . Captain
Coffin.
heartiest praise.
Dick Slater and his Liberty Boys were . with the advance
"You did nobly, Captain Slater," he said, "and 'j, is noguard, and Coffin, having no idea of the close proximity of
ody's fault that we did not Win the fight."
Greene's army, at once attacked them.
''Perhaps we will yet," said Dick.
"Give it to them, boys !" shouted Dick. "Drive back the
"Let us hope so, but if we do not )Ye know that we have
redcoats, away 'w ith them."
'
all done our best and no more can be said."
"Down with the redcoats, liberty forever!" echoed the
Late in the afternobn Sumter and M:i. rion began an atgallant lacis. "Now we go!"
tack on the house where Coates had posted himself.
Then they hurled themselves upon the enemy with the
"We almost had him before," said Bob, "and it was too
greatest impetuosity.
bad that all of our men could not cross the bridge."
Muskets rattled, pistols cracked, and th'ere were o:my
"Well, the Liberty Boys got over and gave Coates a good
gaps in the ranks of the enemy.
hot fight, at any rate," added Mark.
Then Coffin's detachment was attacked on the flail!< by
"Yes, we did; but we just missed a victory."
"Well, we can't always win, you know, Bob," with a Lee's cavalry, and the whole division fled in the greatest
laugh. "As Patsy .says, there'd be no fun at all in fighting alarm.
Within a mile of the British camp they encountered anif you always knew just how it was going to turn out."
"Very true, Mark, arid I . suppose we shall have to make other division of the enemy.
They had been sent by Stuart to aid Coffin.
the best of it, but I wish we had won, just the same, when
T11e enemy fell back a little, and General Greene promptly
we were so close to it."
"We're going to try to win this time, Bob, at any rate," prep?.red for battle.
The engagement began with great spirit.
was Mark's answer.
At first the enemy's cannon swept the road, but the
The Libert~· Boys had a good position j'hen the fighting
Americans extended their lines and swept on over the road
was renewed.
For three hou rs the battle u·aged, and Coates was not and fields.
Stuart was now convinced th.at Greene's entire army was
.
driven from his position.
Many of Mai ion's men were killed, but the loss of the opposed to him, and every portion of his line was brought
•
into action.
enemy was greater.
Only the first line of· Greene's army had been engaged,
Then darkness came on, and put an end to the fight.
The powder of the Americans had given out also, which so far, but as all of the enemy became engaged, the second
line was brought up.
wu another reason for discontinuing the battle.
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Colonel Campbell was killed, and Colonel Washington was
made a prisoner after having his horse shot under him,
and being bayoneted by the Hessians.
A British· officer interceded, took him prisoner, and thus
saved his life.
'.!'he loss was g reat on both sides, many patriot officers
bemg wounded, while a number of gallant Britons were
killed.
At length the whole Briti sh Jine began to retreat.
They abandoned their camp, destroyed their stores, and
fl ed along the Charleston road.
M.a ny rushed into the bric'k house near the springs, some
halting behind the palisades of the garden, and some taking
post in the road below to cover the left.
More than three hundred prisoners were captured, together with t wo cannon.
.
Many of the enemy had retreated, but the victor y was
still not complete.
Majoribanks was at the garden, Cruger's New Yorkers
were in the brick house, and Stuart was rallying the fugitives in force a little below on the Charleston road.
Many of the American soldiers seemed to think that the
battle was over, however, and could not be convinced to the
contrary by their officers.
Instead of dislodging Majoribanks, they stopped at the
camp1 and began to eat the provisions and drink the liquor
founa in tlie tents and among the stores.
Dick and some of the Liberty Boys cazne up and found a
number acting riotously.
They had been drinking liquor to excess, and glutting
thems,elves with food, and weie noisy and insubordinate.
"For shame!" cried Dick, seeing some of them breaking
open cases to get more liquor. The battle is not over. Go
back to your ranks."
"No militiaman or volunteer is going to order us," snarled
one.
"You scoundrel!" cried Dick. "Go back to your regiment.
You are the rawest kind of recruit. You haven't learned
to obey yet. Fall back, you pigs!"
.
This was strong language, but Dick would make n o compromise wit h insubordination.
.
He and the boys with him drove away a number who
were making gluttons of themselves, and tried to instil a
better spirit into others and rally them.
Some of the men listened to reason, but there were many
more who did not.
D ick quickly got _his Liberty Boys together, and, with
a party of Lee's legion who had been too good soldiers to
yield to their appetites, they now pursued the enemy who
were fleeing to the house.
'
So closely did they follow them that some of the fugit ives were shut out by their own comi·ades.
Dick leaped from his ho rse, seized one of these and
shoved him in front of him as a ::;hield.
'
Bob, Mark, Jack, and two or three others seized others
in the same way
The men in the ·house now began to fire from the windows.
"Back with you!" cried Dick. "Back a little and then fire."
Then, using his man as a shield, Dick backed away and
so escaped t he fire from the house.
Then Lee's legion and the Liberty Boys opened a hot fire
upon the house.
The enemy were advancing again, and two pieces of artillery in the house had forced the patriots to fall back
somewhat.
At every point now the battle seemed to be turning
against the. Americans, Stuart having united his f orces,
Majorib<inks advancing, and other s holding their posit ions.
Then Greene considered it more prudent to retreat than
t o sacrifice his army, and fell back to Burdell's plantation,
seven miles distant.
The British did not pur sue him and claimed a victory
but the advantage was really with the Americans.
.
'
The battle had lasted fo ur hours, and was one of the
most severely contested of the Revolution.
The n ext day Stuar t decamped in great haste, leaving
ma ny of his sick and wounded to be cared for 'b y the Americans.
H e also left behind him one thousand stand of arms,
being in too great a hurry to take them.
He was confident that he could not hold his position,
and so retreated in great haste.
Greene pursued him nearly to Monk's Corner, but as
Stuart was by that time greatly reinforced, the American
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did not attack him, but went back to his own camp
on the Santee.
Dick and the Liberty Boys were now despatched to work
with Marion in the lower counties.
.
Off started the gallant boys, therefore, with Dick at tlum
head, and before long· were in the Kingstree dist ric~ again.
Making their camp and waiting orders from Ma rlon, the
first news they heard was that Jed Monk and his Toriet
were again making trouble.
"We'll have to give them another lesson," said Dick.

CHAPTER XVII.
MAKING A BU LLY DANCE.

Dick set off at once with a score of the Liberty bo1i. to
beat up the Tory qua rters and drive them from the dist rict.
With him were Mark, Jack, Ben, Sam, Arthur, George,
the two Harrys, a nd a dozen more, all determined boys.
Dick divided his party into two or three, sending them ofl'
in different directions.
Mark, Jack, Ben,. arid a Liberty Boy named Martin Wy nna
were in one of the pa1-ties.
Dick took Sam, Arthur, the two Hanys and George Brewster with him.
The others went off in different directions to hunt up the
Tories.
Mark and Jack, who were great chums and generally
went toget.her, went off in the direction o~ Smith's forge,
Dick going off to the former Tory camp.
As Mark and Jack we re approaching the smithy they
heard ·a scream.
They at once dashed forward.
Then they saw Mary Allen strnggling with the Monk
boy, and trying to get a whip away from him.
Young Wynne, who had made Mary's acquaintance when
the Liberty Boys were in the di st rict before, now dashed
ahead of all the r est.
Leaping fro m his horse, he beg an to bang young Monk
abou.t the head in the liveliest fashion.
The bully, who was head and s houl d~ rs taller than Mart,
at once released Mary.
Then he turned his attention to Mart, who might have
suffered had it not been for Jack.
The latter leaped .from hi". hand~om e. bay mai:e, caugh t
Monk around the waist, and lifted him nght off his f eet.
Then, despite Monk's kicking and struggling, Jack carried him to the big cooling tub in front of the smithy.
Splash! ·
The Tory ,b ully was suddenly deposited in the tub with
a great splash.
"There! stay there and cool off," said Jack. "It will do
yoMu gokod."d B
h d h .,..
J k'
d .
ar an
en 1aug e
earcl 1y at ac s a vice.
;;Did h~ hurt you?'.' Ma~-t asked ¥,ary:
"
He tned to use his whip on. me, said Mary, b~cause
I wouldn't say 'God sa.ve the Kmg!' the sneak."
Mon~ slunk !l'";ay without a word, a nd Mark, Jack, and
Ben frurly shne](ed with laughter.
Mary, too, was very much amused.
"Are you Libe1ty Boys going to be in the district long ?"
asked Mary.
"She meant Mart when she says 'you Liberty Boys,' she
does not mean us at all," whispered Mark to Jack.
"Yes, any one can see that.'
"I don't know." said Mart, with a smile, f or he had
heard Mark's wh isper.
"But he'd like to," said Mark in Jack's ear.
Mark was as brave as a11y boy in the troop, but he liked
to tease, and was always at it.
"Of course, " said J ack.
"What a re you two boys whispering and chuck ling over,"
a sked Mary.
"Oh, Mark fintls that h" can't tease me, and so he's t r ying it on some one else," chuckled Jack.
"You'll catch it for that , Mr. Jack ," laughed Mark.
"All right, but I say, Mark, we are out on business."
"And are likely to have it," said Ben, "for here comes
J oe Monk, Slicer, Spratt, and a dozen of the ugliest, most
ill-tempered Tories in the district."
"Get on your horses, boys," said Mark. "Have your pf.a-.
tols ready. We may htwe a running fight of il"
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In a moment the four boys were in the saddle and facing
the angry Tories, their muskets in their hands and their
pistols ready to be seized at a moment's notice.
"See here, Monk," said · Mark, with determination, ,;we
know that you live in this section, but if you utter any
threats or are caught at any of your old tricks, out you go,
whether you live here or not."
Monk was clearly startled at being so firmly addressed
by a boy, and he muttered uneasily:
"You hain't seen me doin' on nothin', so what ye1· talkin'
erbout?"
"A nod is as good as a wink to a blind horse, Monk,"
said Mark. "You know what I am talking about."
"Come on, bpys, we hain't got no time ter talk ter these
young feHers," muttered Jed Monk.
The four boys took the side of the road, but kept their
eyes on the Tories as they passed.
Just then the boys heard the sound of rapid firing in the
direction Monk and the rest had taken.
"Come on, boys!" c1·ied Mark, and off they all dashed.

CHAPTER XVIII.
TOO MANY FOR THE TORIES.

Allen's house, where Mrs. Allen and all four girls gave
them the heartiest of welcomes.
"You've got four fine girls, ma'am," said Dick, "and I
trust that--well, you know what General Marion said, don't
you, Mary?"
Mary blushed and laughed, and then the other girls
wanted to know what it was.
"You can tell 'em, Captain Slater," Mary said.
"No, I think I'll let them ask General Marion," laughed
Dick.
"You're just as big a tease as Mark is," said Mary, "and
I am not going to tell 'em.\
'l'he boys left in a short time, and rode about the country for a: time, picking up the other parties one at a ti~e.
The next day there were none of the pronounced Tones
in the neighborhood, all having fled.
At last Dick and the Liberty Boys went o.ff with Marion,
and four of the Liberty Boys, including Mart Wynne, of
course, were very much missed by Mrs. .4.Uen's girls.
The prediction of the Tories that they would be old
maids was not realized.
Not very long after the close of the war the same four
Liberty Boys were married to the Allen girls, and -Mr.
Allen' and his sons were left to manage the farm. ·
There was one big wedding in the farmhouse, and some
of the Liberty Boys were present, but not all, as it was too
•
long a journey for many of them to take.
Jed Monk, Slicer, and Spratt continued their evil deeds,, •
and were hanged by General Marion a few weeks after the
Liberty Boys had left the district.
Dick and the Liberty Boys left Marion in a short time,
and pushed on into Virginia, taking part in the siege of
Yorktown, and being present at the Rurrender of Cornwallis.·
Even then the war was not over, for there was plenty of
fighting in the South and West after that, and the Liberty
Boys had their share of it, doing valiant deeds for the cause
of independence, and gaining fresh . laurels in the service of
their country.

Around the bend of the road flew the four Liberty Boys.
They presently came upon Dick Slater behind a sandbank, exchangij!-g shots with the Tories.
"Forward!" shout-ed Mark. "A dozen to one is too big
odds. Down with 'em, boys."
On they dashed, firing as they rode.
Jed Monk was the first to get away, the rest quickly following.
Jack fired a parting shot at Monk which carried away
his coonskin cap, and ploug"hed a furrow in his scalp besides.
Then away went the lot of them, and were soon out of
sight.
"It's a good thing you fellows came up," said Dick. "One
against a dozen is--"
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY iioYS
At that moment more shots were heard.
"Those scoundrels a re in trouble again, by the sound of AT SUNBURY; OR, A HARD BLOW TO BEAR."
things,'' said Mark, with a laugh.
In a short ti me Sam and the rest who had been with
Dick came up.
"Monk and a lot of Tory scoundrels came dashing upon
us just now,'' said Sam, "and we opened fire .on 'em. We
~SPECIAL NOTICE-.
heard shots before that, and were hurrying to come up with

yo~;e

Please give your newsdealer a standing order for
started them to running," laughed Ben. "They were
weekly copy of "THE LIBERTY BOYS OF
your
not looking fo.r you. They simply couldn't _help themselves."
"But how did you happen to be alone, Dick?" asked Jack.
'76." The War Industries Board has asked all pub"You went out ·with Sam and the rest."
"Yes, I know. and then I went off this way on my own
ac.:ount, and f ell in with that mob of ruffians, who at once lish.ers to save waste. Newsdealers must, therefore
'
•
.
•
.
opened ·fire ~pon me. I managed to get Major safe, and
thf.n got behmd a sand-bank,_ and exchanged fire with them." j be informed if yo\i mtend to get a copy of this week•
.
Well, we came none too soon. We had just driven them
off, and without firin g a shot, and I suppose they ""1anted . [y every week, so they will know how many copies to
to take revenge on you for it."
1
Then they all rode on to the smith's, and later to Mary order from us •
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The greatest detective storjes ever written are now being published in "MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
out semi-monthly. Don't fail to get a copy of this splendid publication, for besides the big feature d~
tective story, it also cuntains a large number of short stories ~d interesting articles, and all kinds
of other matter th~t would be of special interest to young and old. It is the only real detective story
magazine of its kind on the market. When you have read it, be sure to tell all your friends ab.1>ut it for
'
there are no detective stories that can equal the ones in this maa-azine.
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HELP YOUR COUNTRY!
A DAILY DUTY.
ext;a allowance will be given any housewife or baker
Each day every American soldier in France is Ifor this purpose.
confronted by a great duty. Our Army there has
This announcement was made by Dr. Harry Bara great task to perform for our country, for the nard Federal Food. Administrator for Indiana, inworld, for civilization, c:tnd for humanity. Our cide~t to the statement that judges on all food exsoldi_ers are doing their duty with a courage and hibits have been requested to judge every such disfidehty and efficiency that thrill every heart.
play with special reference to a strict conformity
Each day: every American citizen at home is con- to the Federal food regulations. Dr. Barnar~ saya
f~onted by a great duty, a duty as imperative upon that county food administrators have been urged to
him or her. as the .d uty of our soldiers is upon them. get in touch with fair officials with a view to preTh~ American people have a great task to perform. venting loss of any kind of food that may be bro'!g?t
It is to support to the limit of their ability our in for exhibit. It is the hope of the Food AdmmisAr~, our Navy, our country at war.
tration that there will be an absolute minimum wastTo w01·k with increased energy and efficiency so age of wheat flour and sugar through this medium
that our _nat~onal production may be increased; this year.
to economize m consumption so that more material
and labor and transportation may be left free for
CHICKEN FEET MAKE GOOD SOUP.
the _uses of the Government; and with the. resultaht
savmg~ to support the Government financially is
Some time ago the Butcher's Advocate dir~cted
th_e daily duty of every American. It is a duty that the attention of the trade to the food value of ch1~ken
will be met by every American whose heart is with feet. A recent clipping from an Illinois paper is of
our soldiers in France, who glories in their courage interest in this connection :
and fighting ability and their success.
"That chicken feet make wonderful soup is very
well known fo the. chefs serving our large hot~ls,
exclusive clubs, etc., but the average town and city
STOP THE GRUMBLING.
housewife is blissfully ignorant of the fact.
"Some dissatisfaction has been caused by the late
"Here is something which every dealer-whether
orders concerning the consumption of sugar," says in a large market or in a small town-can take up
the Omaha World-Herald, "but the discontented in an educational way by passing the word out
must remember that the Food Administration is not among his customers and asking them to tell others
to blame. They shoul.d . direct their criticism at the not to throw away chicken feet, but to clean them
German junkers and not at the administration. The properly and make soup. Almost any woman who
shortage of sugar has been caused largely by the has the suggestion ought to know ho~ to proceed ;
U-boats. There is plenty of sugar in the world, but if not, she may find out by ref errmg to a cook
but the lack of shipping and the sinking of sugar book.
cargoes have caused all the trouble."
A former student at an Eastern agricultural colThe writer then goes _on to say that the sacrifice lege tells of an episode concerning chicken feet a few
the people are called on to make is comparatively yea1·s ago.
.
small and that in a few months the likelihood is
"It seems that a French professor at a nearby umthat the need for it will pass.
versity who was getting fresh fowls from the school
"Meanwhile," he continues, "let the grumblers farm asked this student what became of the feet of
think of the boys who are giving all for their coun- the chickens being served at the professor's home.
try, who are enduring cheerfully the sum of all hard" 'Why, we throw them away, professor,' replied
ships and danger, and then look at himself in the the astonished young poulterer.
mirror when he complains of being deprived of the
"'Now, then, I wish you to save all the feet for
second spoonful of sugar for his coffee. One look
me in the future,' said the professor.
should be enough."
"Whereupon the student took a separate package
of feet with the next fowl, and the professor, upon
NO EXTRA SUGAR AND FLOUR ALLOTMENTS looking over the collection, kept the feet and let the
FOR FAIRS.
student take the fowl to someone else. That opened
Displays of pies and cakes at county and State a new source of revenue for the young man-marfairs this year will of necessity be prepared from keting for actual money what would otherwise be
the individual allotments of sugar and flour; no wasted.~'
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OR

THE ~TART LING ADVENTURES OF A BOY REPORTER
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER IX (Continued).
"Stop pee! Stoppee !'' he moaned. ''I tellee now
The two sailors retreated to the ladder and closed so you no gimme up pleece."
the trapdoor.
"The police have nothing to do with this business. I'm my own judge, -jury and executioner into
Vista Hoon stood silent and motionless.
the bargain, you blamed Chink."
·•Coolie," cried the captain, "l know all."
"Well, me tellee."
"Huh!"
The captain threw aside his whip.
. "I tell you I know all. Luzon robbed this boy of
·•Out with it," he cried.
his gems. You knew it. You followed Luzon till
"Mlister Luzon he killee old man."
you saw your chance. Last night you stabbed the
"First lie I Beware I"
ID:an to whom he tried to sell the gem; you stabbed
''l strike at him, he lun troo door. He gettee
him. You got all the gems except the few that the
old man could grab. What did you do with them? gems. Yair, it is so."
Tell me or you die!"
"Second lie l"
The captain seized the whip again.
"No," replied the Chinaman, sullenly. "You
"Hol' on! Hol' on!"
tellee muchee Ties; me no killee noblody; me no getteP
"Well, are you go:i;ng to tell the truth?'' ,
gems."
"Mlister Luzon, he stickee ole man. I glette
"Right!" cried the captain.
yair,.dlat tlue."
gems;
. He seized Fen Wa.h by the pigtail which was hang"A~d where q.re they now, since they can't be
mg down and gave it an unmerciful yank.
in your clothes?"
found
"Tell!"
''Me Josee dem up Chinatown."
"No! No!"
"How did you come to lose them?"
"Tell!"
"You know Wing Dock?" 1
Another yank.
assistant?"
"Your
The Chinaman howled with pain.
"Yair."
"Tell, or I'll lay this whip on again."
"Well?"
"Me no tellee. It allee big lie."
"He lob me; dlat am true.''
"Lay the whip on him, Sam French, while I
"I believe Wing Dock would rob his own mother,
pull the scalp off him," cried the captain.
I don't believe you."
but
"No," said Sam.
Wah began to cry.
Fen
"What in thunder--"
am tlue !" he whimpered. "Claptain, you
".Dlat
like
I'd
style.
my
"Can't do it, Cap. That's not
to see you succeed, but I shall have to be educated can knockee de stuffin' out of me, I c1an't tell you no
more. Wing Dock, he dlug me, he lob me, he gettee
up to your way of doing business, that's all."
de gems."
all
'·Then take your first lesson!" cried the captain,
"Lies!"
and, seizing the whip from the table, he began beat"No, no! You gettee wise woman, she tellee you
ing the Chinaman over the heard and arms whensame dlat tlue; you gettee wise woman with
ailee
time,
same
ever he could get in a blow and, at the
keep out of the way of Fen Wah's arms, whi~h were cards, p'laps, she go sleep, plaps. Den mebbe you
catchee Wing Dock."
going like the sails of .a windmill
Sam turned away, sick with the brutality of it all. "By jove, he means a fortune teller!" muttered the
"You've got to tell!" cried the captain. "l shall captain. "I believe he is telling the truth and that
beat you to death if you don't. You know me, Fen is just what I'll do!" .
"I think the Chink is giving it out straight," said
Wah. You haven't sailed two voyages with me for
"You won't get him to admit the murder, of
Sam.
tell."
to
go
just
have
nothing. You
1
course."
Evidently the. Chinaman began to think so himThen for the first time Vista Hoon spoke.
·
self.
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and many a time. As for your ordinary cheap New
York clairvoyant, they are all frauds."
"I suppose that's so," replied Sam. " What do
propose to do?"
you
SHEARS.
CAPTAIN
ON
THE TABLES TURNED
,"Well, I'd take the Chink and get to Chinatown
*Fen Wah, did Mr. Luzon really rob me?'' ,he right now if I wasn't afraid of getting into trouble
with him on the street."
asked.
he
" You'd have to set him free."
but
interfere,
captain
the
Sam expected to see
"Sure, and he would never stay by .us after the
·
ilidoo~
punishment I gave him down in that there brig."
" Yes, he did," groaned Fen Wah.
"He would be likely to put a knife into you."'
" How?"
"Not in the street, with the risk of getting cau gh ~.
" He dlug you. "
1
Chinks don't do business that way, but he would take
" Who gave him the drug-you?"
to his heels, surest thing. "
Fen Wah grunted.
I "You might wait till dark, and take him in a car
" Did you know he had robbed me?"
riage."
"Yait. Me know."
" That's what I was thinking. But, say, it woul
"Charley" drew away and said no more, but his
be too risky. It wouldn't do to go into.none of theL.
•
'
face looked unutterable things.
"Come, I don't want that fellow for an enemy," Chinee places along with him. Man, we'd never g""
out alive."
thought Sam.
"And the boy?"
Captain Shear s now put further questions to Fen
"Yes."
Wah, but the Chinaman stuck to his story.
"If he was aboard ship I'd blame soon know what
He had been drugged and robbed of the gems, and
do with him. Mabbe I do as it is. "
to
it.
about
was
there
all
was
that
The look upo'n Captain Shears' face was enough.
If the "claptin" was t_o kill him he could not say
"He's a terrible man," thought Sam. " He means
more.
kill Charley. What on earth shall I do?"
to
wise
were
There
As for advice, he had given it.
" Look here, son, " cried the captain suddenly. " I've
men in Chinatown who could tell what had become
of lost property, and wise women out of it if one got an idea in my noddle; see if you can help me
work it out. "
did not care to deal with Chinese.
" All right, cap," replied Sam, with assumed cheerIf it was his case he would consult one of these,
I will if I can, you bet. "
fulness.
as he had intended to do on his own account that
a reporter ought to know something about
as
"You
very night.
Captain Shears now called to one of his sailors Chinatown."
" Unfortunately I don't. I never had an assignin the kitchen, ordering him to come down and look
ther e; but I know a man on our paper who is
ment
after his prisoners.
among the Chinese."
acquainted
well
Then he climbed the ladder and ordered Sam to
to lug anybody else into this busi'want
't
don
"I
follow him.
many in it as it is. "
too
are
There
ness.
Sam held back for the fraction of a minute-long
to lug him into it. I can ask
need
no
is
"There
enough to whisper:
a Chinese fortune-teller if you
to
next
us
put
to
him
" Brace up, Charley ! I shall get you out of this. "
good. We need not tell him
any
do
will
it
think
The Burmese boy nodded, but made no reply.
"
why.
When Sam passed through the kitchen he noticed
"That's an idea. When could you see him?"
the other sailor sitting py the stove smoking.
"He will be around the office this afternoon. "
The man looked particularly dull and heavy.
"I don't like to wait that long. "
It seemed to Sam that he was half asleep, but this
"Then I tell you what we can do. We can get over
Captain Shears did not appear to observe.
to Chinatown now. My reporter's badge will carry
He took Sam back into the room where their first weight with the ward man ; for a trifle he would put
interview haq taken place, and carefully closed the us next. These ward men know all about China- ·
door.
town."
'What did you say, lad?" he exclaimed. "Do you
" There's something in that. I wish now I had
believe what the Chink told us?"
treated that nigger boy different."
" I do, " r eplied Sam. " The man to my mind evi"Why?"
dently spoke the truth."
" Because the fortune-teller will need him. "
"Need him for what?"
The captain pulled out a huge plug of tobacco, and
" Oh well, he is the real owner of the gems ; he
bit off a piece which would have choked an ordinary
h~ndled them. Unless we can bring somebody
had
man.
us who has actually handled them I don't bewith
" I am inclined to think so meself," he remarked.
it would amount to anything. "
lieve
know
to
happen
I
fortune-tellers,
" As for his Chink
" l don't know anything about such business." they are wrnderful people, and can do wonderful
(To be continued.)
things, for I've seem 'em done in the Far East many
CHAPTER

X.
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CLTRRENT NEWS
•
PLACES STARVING SHEEP.
Frank Stevens, of Grand Rapids, has placed 600
half starved sheep, brought from a region in New
Mexico where no rain has fallen for two years, on
his farm east of Albion, Mich.
WOMEN AND CHILDREN EARN GOOD MONEY
J. Ragsdale, who operates a digitalis dryer on
the Alsea River, Oregon, recently said there has
been a big demand fo:r...his product, but is experiencing difficulty in filling orders on account of the scarcity of pickers. Mr. Ragsdale uses a hop dryer and
has exploded the idea that the leaves of digitalis
must be dried slowly in the shade.
The whole coast region is covered with the herb
and in the Alsea region women and children are making from $31 to $5 per day. One woman recently
earned $3.45 in three and one-half hours gathering
the leaves.

•

to render them immune to hay fever has been undertaken, serums prepared from black walnut pollen
heing the ones most used. Professor Hall suggests
investigation of the relation of black walnut to hay
fever in the Eastern States.

WOMEN KNIT IN JAIL.
Knitting for the soldiers and sailors of the country has been adopted as a pastime by women prisoners of the county jail at San Diego, Cal. So proficient have the women become in this that the sweaters, socks and helmets turned in to the Re'I Cross
by them are said to be the most perfectly knitted
of any of the garments received by the San Diego
and Coronado chapters.
Under the patient tutelage of Mother Chambers,
the matron of the jail, the women of the ward have
taken so enthusiastical ly to this work that now
when the Red Cross chapt~rs have rush orders it
is frequently this little band of knitters who save
the day with the required number of articles propST. PATRICK'S BIRTHPLAC E.
erly made. Recently when the Coronado chapter
There is no other great saint in the Catholic had a rush order for 200 trench caps the women of
hagiology about whom so much uncertainty exists. the jail made thirty-four in record time and made it
It is not even known whether March 17 is the date possible for the order to be filled.
of his death or of his birth, though it is sometimes
said'to be both. The year and the place of his nativity are matters of dispute. Indeed, so many conVANADIUM AND THE LONG RANGE
flicting legends have been woven into his story that
GERMAN GUNS.
it is now generally assumed there were two or more
An analysis of fragments of the shells fired at
St. Patricks who have been rolled into one.
Paris by the German long-range guns has shown that
According to the best authorities this Patrick was the walls of the projectiles contain a considerable
born about A.D. 386 in the village of Nemphthur, proportion of vanadium, and speculatio11 has been
just outside of Glastonbury, England. His father aroused as to the source from which Germany obwas a decurion, or town councilor. The favorite tains this metal. Some vanadium is produced in
legend, however, makes him a native of Tours. in Sweden, but it was thought that any importations
France, and a nephew of St. Martin. From the Con- from that country were consumed in the m~nufac
fession itself we learn that in his sixteenth year he t•re of steel for submarines. It is estimated that the
was carried away by pirates and taken to the north Peruvian mines supplied more than three-quarters
of Ireland, where he was sold as a slave.
of the metal which reached the world's markets before the war, and none of this is known to have
reached Germany by direct shipment since the comWALNUT POLLEN CA USES HAY FEVER.
mencement of the rigid blockade.
According to Prof. H. M. Hall, of the University
American steelmakers think that when preparing
of California, "the prevalent assumption that the for the war Germany laid in large stocks of vanatree pollens play only a minor role, if any, as causa- dium. The point which interests them particularly
tive factors in hay fever must now be abandoned, is the ability of the German shellmakers to make use
since one species alone has been demonstrated to be of the alloy for a special purpose after nearly four
the cause of hundreds if not indeed thousands of years of war. Either the accumulated stock was
cases in California." The tree in question is the much greater than was believed in 1914, or imports
California black walnut, much used as a shade tree by secret channels have kept the supply abreast of
in certain towns of the Sacramento valley. Hay the heavy demand. When the submarine "Deutschfever of the spring type is very prevalent in this re- land" left New York on her second trip home it was
gion and coincides in time of occurrence with the rumored that a large consignment of vanadium was
sifting down of .abundant pollen from the black wal- aboard, and that 1in both trips the undersea cargonut. The treatment of numerous hay-fever subjects carrier took back ~5,000 pounds of the metal.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
•
BABOON GUARDS AUTO.
· biept. Harry Mellon, called to a downtown corner
in Pittsburgh, . Pa., to take possession ·of an automobile thought abandoned, encountered a large baldheaded baboon that was chained to the car and came
out a loser.
With a wild sweep of his long arms the animal
scratched the policeman and tore his clothes. Mellon saving himself from further injury by jumping.
An auto patrol was called and the Car, with the
baboon was hauled to the station house. Later the
owner appeared and explained that he chained his
pet baboon in the car as protection against auto
thieves. Mellon is certain nobody will steal the car.

A shell is fitted out so that after it has travelled
a certain distance of its flight four strands of piano
wires are thrown out, at the ends of which are
weights and bombs. As the whole contraption was
given a whirling motion by the rifling of the cannon and was travelling spinning, these four arms
will constitute a rapidly revolving system, and if
they ever come into contact with an aeroplane it.
will be an aeroplane less in the sky.
This ide.a, as stated, is on the principle of the
South American bola, whieh consists of two leaden
balls on the ends of a rope, which when .thrown
swing around rapidly and tangle up around the legs
of any creature in the vicinity. Of the same sort
was the chain shot of old naval days, two cannon
"TUCKAHOE" MAINTAINS HER RECORD.
balls attached to a chain. When discharged they
A new fast pace for coastwise commerce has been would go whirling into the rigging of a ship and
set by the speed ship "Tuckahoe." The famous col- play general havoc.
lier, which was built in the record 1preaking time of
37 days, in the first mon.th of her active service ending on Friday, June 21, has taken four cargoes of coal
IMPROVING OPTICAL GLASS.
from Norfolk and Baltimore to Boston. These four
As an example of the attention that is now being
cargoes have totalled approximately 19,000 tons. given in this country to the improvement of optical
Two round trips a month have been the average per- glass, it may be stated that more than
two-thirds of
formances of steamers engaged in the ·New England the scientific staff of the Carnegie Geophysical Labcoal carrying trade. The fastest round trip of the oratory, in Washington, are now at work in various
"Tuckahoe" has been seven days, as against the aver- well known glass factories in different
age time of 141/2 days. The slowest round trip of the country. The Bureau of Standard has parts of the
also been in"Tuckahoe" has been 12 days, and this was due to a vestigating optical glass and has recently
erected a
change of her crew in Boston, delaying her four days new kiln house with eight melting furnaces and suitin port.
able molding and testing equipment. A well-known
chemieal authority has recently declared that not
STEALING EGGS.
only a better but a greater variety of optical glass
Four hundred and fifty dozen eggs were stolen is now made in this country, after about ten months
from a building at the home of Harry C. Harner, a of experiments, than is made in Germany, which
huskster, near Emmitsburg, Md. A chest contain- formerly monopolized the industry.
ing 100 pounds of but er and several coops of chickens and ducks were overlooked. The eggs were
hauled away in an automobile truck. When Mr.
ARMY FOND OF PRUNES.
Harne1· went to ship his eggs he found the lock on
The prune has a most important place on the
the door broken and all the crates were missing. Army bill of fare, says a War Department announceFootprints of different size about the building indi- ment. This place has been won by Jnerit, for it has
cated that several persons committed the robbery. been proven that the prune has food value, fr 15t
Wh~el prints of the truck were traced to the State
value, tonic value, and value as a confection. It has
road leading to Gettysburg.
,
the high approval of the food experts in the subThis is the fourth egg robbery that has occurred sistence division of the Quartermaster Corps, and
in that locality. Thieves made three visits to the what is more, it has been recommended by the Surworkhouse of the Blue Ribbon Company and stole geon-General of the Amy.
150 dozen the first time, 750 dozen the second time
Out of the 1917 crop the Army used 20,000,000
and 360 dozen the last time, all within two years.
pohnd of prunes. Based on size 55, this amounted to
1,100,000,000 prunes. In order that the Army may
A NEW WEAPON.
have its prune supply the requirements for a year
The use of the South American bolas in a highly. are figured out in advance prior to the time the new
up-to-date form for the purpose' of bringing down crop is ready for harvest. This avoids delay in
enemy aircraft is suggested by H. Gernsback in the making shipments and assures the Army of getting
Electrical Experimenter.
the size of prunes most suitable for its use.

-
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FROM ALL POINTS
DEAD RATTLER ·FOR COLLEGE.
A large rattlesnake killed within one-half mile of
the town of Brownsville, Linn County, Oregon, has
been presented to the science department of the
University of Oregon by 0. V. White, superintendent
of the Brownsville schools. Mr. White killed the
snake last month. He was walking with a boy
when he found the reptile sunning itself on a small
hill. The s~ake is forty-two inc~es in length and
about three mches through the thickest part of the
body.
THE DEEPEST LAKE.
A lake known as the Great Sunken Lake is reported to be the deepest lake in this country, and
perhaps in the whole world:
Located in the valley of the Cascade Mountains,
about seventy miles north of Jacksonville, Ore., this
lake, which is about fifteen miles long and four miles
wide, is so deep that its depth cannot be measured.
It is situated so far below the crest of the mountains that winds cannot reach it and its surface is
like a sheet of glass. It is sometimes called the
"Lake of My\:sery."

...-

FINDING BONES EXPLAINED .
The caves on the Maricopa Indian Reservation
twenty miles from Phoenix, Ariz., in which a score
of well-clothed skeletons were found recently, were
declared by a coroner's jury to-day to be the burial
places of Papago Indians who had died on the reservation many years ago.
The finding was reported after Coroner Charles
D. Wheeler had interrogated some of the older Maricopas, who said that the Papagoans came from
Southern Arizona and Northern Mexico many ye:ars
ago to work and the bodies of those who died were
placed in the caves. The clothing on the skeletons
bore the marks of Philadelphia and Chicago manufacturers.
OVERALLS FOR GIRLS.
Wearing of overalls on the streets of Bloomington,
Ind., by working girls has been indorsed by the City
Council at a meeting attended by several hundred
citizens and working girls.
Some time ago a number of the members of the
local br.a nch of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union started an agitation to stop the girls wearing
overalls on the streets and they asked the City Council to pass and ordinance against the girls going to
and from thefr work in men's clothes.
Most of the girls who wear the overalls are employed at the Showers Brothers' Furniture Com-

pany factory. Speeches were made by W. E. Showers, general manager, and Charles Sears, superi~
tendent of the concern, and by Miss Hazel Grey m
behalf of the uniform for working girls.
MAN . WHO TORPEDOED LUSITANIA IS
DEAD.
Lieutenant Commander Schwieger, who commantled the submarine which sank the Lusitania, is
dead. His death occurred in September, 1917, but
has only been admitted by the German Admiralty,
according to reports received in London.
Last September Schwieger, in command of the
U-88, was in the Bight of Heligoland with another
submarine. Both U-boats submerged, and the ot her
commander felt a chain sweeping along the side of
his boat, and believed he had run into an unknown
British mine field. A terrific explosion under water
followed. The second boat rose rapidly, and signalled for the other. There was no reply. A vain
watch was kept for the U-88, and she has not been
heard from since. There is little doubt, the reports
say, that she sank.
TWELV.E ALASKA MINERS LIVED THREE
WEEKS ON MOSS.
Twelve mining men of the Goodnews Bay District
of Alaska, after living on reindeer moss for several
weeks on the bleak shore of Bering Sea, were rescued from starvation by officers of the power
schooner Bender Brothers, which has j ust completed
an eventful voyage to ice-bound northern waters.
The men were weak from lack of food and had been
driven from their camps in the interior, where the
winter was the most severe i twenty years.
Nearly one hundred natives of the Kuskokwim
River District have died of starvation, according to
officers of the Bender Brothers.
As a result of the long winter, which set in much
earlier than in previous years, the natives, especially
those near Apakok, died rapidly. They had laid in
only the usual amount of fish, which was exhausted
long before the ice in Kushokwim Bay began to move
eastward. When the Bender Brothers finally fought
her way through the great ice floes and was able to
discharge her supplies, consigned for the Goodnews
Bay District, supplies in that locality had been exhausted.
Officers of the vessel said that they heard that six
mining men died of starvation during the winter,
but were unable to confirm the rumor.
The Bender Brothers was two months making the
voyage from Seattle to Goodnews Bay and return.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
willing to fight for the United States even against
Queen Wilhemina, but I won't do that now."
Mr. Von Der Yacht has lived in the United States
.?-eventy-two years, coming to this country with his
father, Cornelius Von Der Yacht, in 1846.
•
-----THE SUGAR WASTE IN COFFEE AND TEA.
The following bulletin was among the most forceful and effective bits of conservat ion propagan da at
the New York Food Show last month. It was put
out by the National Sugar Refining Co. of New
Jersey.
PLANNE D TRIP IN TRUNK.
"Save the waste!
Private Fred Jones, 25, of Oklahoma, was turned
"100 million cqps coffee used daily in United
over the other day to the Camp Dix authoritie s by States.
the Trenton police as a deserter. He is said to have
"70 million cups tea used daily in United States.
escaped from the guard house at the cantonme nt and
"170 million cups tea and coffee.
to have planned to be shipped from Trenton to Phila"If even an average of half a teaspoonf ul of sugar
delphia in a trunk. The police say he made all
cup is left undissolved at the bottom of cups of
per
Olden
North
arrangem ents for his trunk tour at 1446
.tea and coffee, the waste would be 1,700,000 pounds
avenue, where they arrested him.
The police say J ones's wife is a German and ob- of sugar daily !
"Stir your sugar until it dissolves! It's estijects to her husband fighting against Germany. This
that one-third to one-half of all sugars used
mated
Dix.
Camp
from
was his second es.cape
in homes is used in tea and coffee. Think it overhow is it in your home? Isn't there a ·chance for
INDIAN WAR VICTIM.
saving?"
Arizonian to lose his life in France
native
The first
was an Indian, Matthew R. Rivers, better known
ABOUT THUGS.
in Phoenix, Ariz., as Matthew Juan, whc ~e.s killed.
1
there was a large and highly
time
a
upon
Once
a
in
enlisted
He was a native Pima Indian and
assassinTexas unit. He was known in Californi a as "Lucky organized community in India who lived by it from
to
educated
were
They
robbery.
Slim," where he was a baseball pitcher of more than ation and
, and
local reputation . He was educated at the Sherman their infancy; they followed it as a profession
Thugs.
called
were
They
religion.
their
also
was
it
of
survivor
a
was
and
Institute at Riverside, Cal.,
Their method was to disguisB themselve s as pilgrims
the Tuscania sinking en route to France.
Many native Arizona Indians have enlisted iri the or travelers or merchant s and to join with pa1:ties
'a bout
army and navy here. A majority expressed pref- of pilgrims, travelers and merchant s moving
victims,
their
of
confidence
the
into
got
They
India.
had
them
of
many
erence for the navy, although
timelived all their lives on the desert and had never seen found out what they had on them, and.in duey killed
ance-the
acquaint
of
months
or
weeks
after
the ocean until they enlisted.
them by giving them poisoned foods, sweetmea ts for
choice, or by strangijn g them from behind, as they
sat over the fire of an evening, with a knotted towel
OLD MAN CITIZEN .
then
Peter Von Der Yacht, seventy-e ight years old, of or a specially prepared piece of rope. They
a
down
it
threw
,
valuables
all
of
corpse
the
stripped
of
veteran
No. 400 Bates Avenue, St. Paul, Minn., a
job.
next
the
to
on
went
and
it,
buried
or
well
a
made
was
Holland,
of
the Civil War and a native
At last things got so bad that the Government
citizen of the United States before Judge Kelly the
of India had to interfere. Like all governments, it
other day in District Court.
an
of
created a departm ent-the Departme nt of Thugstrength
the
He asked for naturaliz ation on
deal with the situation. Unlike most. degee-to
Army,
States
United
the
from
'
honorable discharge
obtained after serving with the Twelfth United partments ,' this departme nt worked well, and after
the
States Infantry through the Civil War. His appli- many years of tracking down and hanging up
and
spies
their
ng
imprisoni
and
s,
murderer
actual
Kelly.
cation was granted by Judge
of
"If it was not for the color of your hair," said the confederates, it put an end to the whole business
court, "I would ask you whether you would be Thuggee. ·

HAWAII AN LEPERS INVEST $12,000 WITH
UNCLE SAM.
Inmates of the leper settlemen t at Kalaupa!Ja,
Molokai, ~urchased approxim ately $12,000 worth of
War Savmgs and Thrift Stamps during July, or
about $17 per capita. The cash sales for the Hawaiian Islands during the month, the returns from
the Island of Kauai incomplete, amounted to $386,882.67. Sales .from January 1 to July 1 totalled
$436, 762.61, making the grand total to August 1
$823,645.28.
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GOOD CURRENT .NEWS ARTICLES

GRINS AND CHUCKLES
A clergymap was recently telling a marvelo~s
story, when llis little girl said: "Now, pa, is that
really true, or is it just preaching?"
Arthur-Come, now, Gwennie; are you goin?" to
marry me, or to make a fool of me? O-wenmeProbably both, my dear Arthur.

While digging a grave the other afternoon in a
Rybolt-What do you call good weather, anyway?
cemetery at Nazareth, Pa., Bernard Unger slipped, Tightwad-The kind that makes a man's wife prefer
fell into it and broke a leg. He is in the Easton Hos- her own home to-a trip downtown.
pital.
"Can I have a piece of pie, mother?" "Say 'may
Mrs. S. A. Snyder, Findlay, Ohio, has received a I,' Johnny, not 'can I.'". "Well, mother, may I have
letter from her son, Francis, who is with the Rain- a piece of pie?" "No, Johnny, you can't."
bow Division in France, that he has been wounded,
not seriously. According to the letter, Snyder was
"I don't know whether I killed Cholly or not."
carrying a horeshoe when a hand grenade exploded, "What do you mean?" "He proposed to me a little
killing two of his comrades and four Huns, after while ago and said he couldn't live without me-and
glancing off his nose.
I refused him."
Jacob Von Vain, a farmer, is in a serious condition at his home near Montgomery City, Mo., as a
result of being attacked by an angry bull. When
the enraged animal rushed at him, Von Vain did not
- have time to escape. He seized an iron ring in the
bull's nose and clung to it while the animal attempted
to shake him off and stamp and gore him. The farmer's hold finally was broken just as help arrived, but
he had been bruised severely.

Cholly-Yaas, if any girl should wefuse me, it
would bweak me all up. Miss Sharpe-But, then,
you're so simple it would be easy to put you together
again.

Miss Ethel Kellogg, fifteen years old, of Ephata,
Wash., was bitten on the face and. arms by a mad
coyote. The animal was running through the barnyard after chickens. When t;he girl attempted to
drive him away the coyote immediately gave up the
chase and turned on her, and before her father could
come to her rescue had inflicted several serious
wounds on her face and arms. · She as taken to
Seattle, where she could receive Paste treatment.

Mrs. Lazenbee-Here's the man come to fix our
clock. Go upstairs and get 't for him, won't you?
Mr. Lazenbee-Certainly. Where did you think it
was? Mrs. Lazenbee-I thought it had run down.

"Shorry I'm sho late, m' dear," began Tippels,
apologetically, "but shome fresh jokers stopped me
an' wouldn't lemme go--;" "Indeed?" interrupted
his wife. "Why didn't you take the brick ou.t of
your hat and hit them with it?"

•

Bobby looked askance at the piece of cake given
him at supper. "What is it, son?" asked his father.
"'Tain't fair,': said Bobby, "for grandma to cut my
slice, 'cause everything looks bigger through her
The Marine Corps has begun the enrollment of spectacles."
women for clerical duty. They.. will be placed on
the Reserve list and will be called as needed to reJ okeley-I see our friend Woodby Riter is the
lieve the enlisted men who have been performing author of something really interesting at last. Cokethis class of work. It is expected that several hun- ley-Indeed? I haven't seen it. Jokeley-Of course
dred women qualified as stenographers, accountants not; it only arrived last night; but I b_elieve the docand typewriters will be accepted and they will be tor says it's one of the finest boys he ever saw.
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THE FALLING MINE.
By Paul Braddon

Below the croppings of the Gould and Curry Mine
a great cave occurred in 1877.
Luckily, ample warning had been given by the settling of the ground within the mine and the snapping and splintering of timbers; therefore no lives
·
were lost in the cave.
News of the great crash in the mine spread rapidly
through the town, a'nd all what heard of the accident gave a sigh of relief when told tlUlf all of the
miners escaped uninjured.
·The full extent oft~ cave, and the damage done
thereby in the interior of the mine, were not knOWI\
for some time, but from the cavity formed on the
surface were judged to be very great. I called upon
.Superintendent Bonner to learn the particulars.
"I have not been in the mine for three or four
hours, and therefore am .unable to give an exact account of the present condition of the caved portions.
However, if you will.-venture with me," said 1 Mr.
Bonner, "we will go in as far as possible, an,d see
how things look.".
Having agreed to Mr. Bonner's proposition, two
lanterns were procured, and we soon found ourselves
on the level where the greatest damage had been
c
done.
Nowhel'e was to be seen the friendly twinkle of
either lamp or candle; all was dark as· the caves of
the Cimmeri, save where the light of our lanterrts
fell upon the walls of the tunnel along which we
were advancing, or where the rays streamed far
ahead and were reflected back by points of polished
pyrites or bright quartz crystals.
At .first, too, all was silent as the tomb, but as we
moved forward the sharp snap of falling timbers or
the dull boom of a heavy fall of earth reached our
ears.
These sounds constantly grew more distinct.
· Soon was heard a sort of running fire of short little snaps from the bent and splintering timbers, with
ever and anon a startling musket-like report, as some
arge timber was broken in twain or was rent
asunder.
Wc were now fast nearing the scene of the cave.
As yet the ground above us was sound, and all the
timbers stood intact in their places.
Our advance was slow and cautiously made.
At times some unusual commotion caused us to
halt and listen half a minute, with bodies inclined
forward and eyes strained, to penetrate beyond the
light thrown by our lanterns. Few words passed
between us.
"Wait a bit," or "Now let us move on," from ·Mr.
Bonner, were about all that was said.
Presently we came to a drift leading from the
tunnel we had been traversing.
' Jrhe snapping and grinding sounds were now more
distinctly heard.
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"It is in this direction," said Mr. Bonner, leading the way into the drift.
We had not proceeded far before.we came to where
the timbers of the drift were badly bent and displaced. We were in a spot where the ground was
settling. A kind of ticking noise came from th.e logging overhead and along the sides of the drift, and
dirt sifted .down on our hats.
Soon we reached a place where the posts on the
sides of the .drift were bent like bows.
The backs of these bows projected into the .drift,
and were full of splinters, some of which formedsnapped out-before our eyes. Shortly we came
upon two posts bent out from opposite sides of the
drift till their backs were not more than a foot apart.
"This looks bad," said Bonner.
"Very. Let us go back."
"It cannot be far to the edge of the cave. We want
to see that. Suppose we venture? Timbers are still
strong when they snap."
"Then move on," said I, but our legs wanted to
go the other way.
In passing between the two bent posts it was necessary to turn our bodies edgewise. All about us
the timbers were working and groaning, but still
stood some distance apart.
At the end of the drift we came into a large open
space, what seemed a long and broad chamber," and,
turning westward across this, we were soon as near
the edge of the cave as it was thought prudent to
venture.
Holding our lanterns above our heads, we saw beforP us a black and yawning pit or chasm. The light
of the lanterns failed to show us either the top or
the bottotn of this pit, nor could we see across to
the further side. It seemed to have neither top nor
bottom-seemed but a shapeless, boundless region
of darl.fhess.
In this frightful pit there fell every half minute,
from somewhere in the darkness high above, great
masses of earth and rock.
At times, judging from the thunderous sounds,
hundreds of tons tumbled at once from the roof and
sides of the chasm.
Smaller masses were almost constantly dropping
in some direction, while the splintering, snapping,
and groaning of timbers in all directions were some.
thing frightful.
iuddenly, as we stood quaking in the midst of the
tremendous commotion, a great mass of rock and
earth fell from some place high up on the wall on
our side of the shoreless sea of darkness, almost
grazing the brink of the chasm before us.
With the fall of the mass came a rush of wind that
nearly extinguished the candles in our lanterns.
Elevating his light and grazing upward, Mr. Bonner
cried: "Fall back, fall back! the roof is giving.way."
Almost as he spoke a mass of several tons fell from
the roof of our chamber not ten feet in front of us,
and, in falling, too:k·a large bit out of the edge of our
fl.oor.
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"Quick, quick, this way! We must get out of Artillery Training Center at Fayetteville, N. C., is
this!" cried Bonner.
one of the new camps intended to be a permanent
We ran back to the dr ift by which we had entered. station. The new Infantry School of Arms, which
The two posts between which we had squeezed had will be located at Columbus, Ga., is expected to pro·
close(l together.
vide quarters for about 25,000 men.
know
I
way.
"This
Bonner.
cried
" Back, back!"
Camp Hancock, Ga., is to be a machine gun center
a dr ift. Quick, we may reach it!"
and will be enlarged to accommodate between 55,000
Back along the drift we darted, amid sounds never and 60,000 men. The Officer s' Training School now
to be forgotten, and such as have seldom stunned housed in tents at this point will be provided for in
mortal ears. All about us was in motion-all rapid- barracks and quarters similar to those already
.
ly sinking.
erected at other cantonments. The impr ovements
cora
In
chamber.
the
across
way
for this purpose will cost about $2,000,000. This
the
Jed
Bonner
ner, on the east side, the light of his lantern showed figure does not cover the increased cost for other conthe mouth of a drift, toward which he was hasten- struction tliat will be necessary to care for the ining.
cr€ased number of men to be located at this camp.
Scarcely was there time to observe this before he It has been decided to rnake Camp Grant an Infantry
held up his lantern, crying, " Back, back! " and -with Replacement Camp to accommodate bet ween 55,000
a rumbling crash the mouth of the drift closed and and 60,000 men. The present capacity of this camp
fa about 42,.000. The alterations and additions made
the ground before and about begah to disappear.
" Quick!" cried Bonner, grasping our arms and necessary by this change will be made after the
hurrying us along. " To the drift again. It is our division now located there is moved. The three
only chance to escape."
Field Artillery firing centers are to be located at
Into the drift we once more darted. Squeezing West Point, Ky.; Camp Jackson, S. C., and Fayetteour way through the cracked posts, we reached the ville, N. C. It is planned to locate six brigades at
place where we had before been stopped. Though Fayetteville, six at West Point and four at Jackcrushed together in the middle, there was still a son. It has also been decided to erect permanent
smal! open space between the posts at the bottom. buildings for the Officers' Training Schools at presThrowing himself flat on the floor of the drift, ent housed in tents at Camps Lee, Gordon and Pike.
Bonner pushed his lantern through the opening, These schools have a capacity of about 6,000 men.
then, by a mighty effort, pushed through after it. 'rhe estimated cost of erecting barracks and quarters
He seemed an hour in passing, though he probably and doing other construction work at each of these
wriggled through in less than ten seconds. Our fear schools is about $2,000,000. Some of the contracts
for these improvements have been let and the addithat he would stick fast was agonizing.
"Quick! Give me your hands! Leave your lan- tions are under way. The others will be pushed
tern! " shouted Bonner, the moment he was through. ahead with the characteristic speed hich has t ypiInstantly we were down, and had both hands fied the construction work on the former cantonthrough the opening. In about two seconds we were ments, and before the winter season arrives there
hauled through as a hunter pulls a squirrel out of its will be ample living quarters as well as hospital
skin. A short dash took us to the main tunnel and facilities for the men brought together under the
as we gained it Bonner fervently exclaimed: ' · new draft and assigned to these cantonments.
"Look! Look! There she goes!" and, as he spoke,
down went the shattered portion of the drift, breaking away to within fifteen feet of where we were
OUR FIRST POWDER MILL.
standing.
The first important gunpowder factory in America
was established on the Brandywine River, near Wilmington, Del., in 1802, by Eleuther e. Irene du Pont
INCREASJ!::D CAMP FACILITIES.
ns
de Nemours, a Frenchman, who was born in Paris
accommodatio
for
made
being
are
Preparations
to take care of approximately 200,000 additional 147 years ago. As a boy he was placed in the r oyal
men in a number of the larger camps and candm- mines of Essonnes to acquire a practical knowledge
ments. The facilities that the five Infantry Replace- of the manufacture of gunpowder. He remained
ment Camp~, the two Field Artillery Replacement there until the outbreak of the French Revolution.
Camps, and the Machine Gun Training Camp and He came to America in 1799, and, discovering that
Replacement Base, as well as housing facilities at only the poorest quality or gunpowder was made in
the three Field Artillery Training Centers, are to be the United States, he decided to enter the industry
materially enlarged. Permanent hospitals and store- on this side of the Atlantic. In 1801 he revisited
houses will be erected at each of the camps, while at the 'Essonnes mills to procure plans, models and ma
some of them tents wilt be provided for the added chinery, and with these he opened his first powder
increment of troops. The added facilities at the works on the Brandywine. His infant industry was
training camps will be utilized to a large extent to the beginning of a great one, and ever since that
accommodate the Officers' Trainfog Schools, which time the Dupont family has ooen prominent in the
will be continuously conducted at the camps. The explosives industry in the United States.
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P U ZZLE.

The pu zzle is to sepa rate
tbe one sta r from the
star and crescen t
without using force. Price,
10 Cf nts; 3 for %5 cents,
by mall, postpaid.
!111 ketl

FRA N K bflll T H , 383 Lenox Ave ., New Yo r k.

CHART

POCKET SIGNAL

Internatio nal Morse Code on one side
and Semaphor e Code o.n t he
other, issued with booklet,
" SIGNALI NG INSTRUC TIONS"
1 1&

&CCOl'd-

ance w I t b
ARlllY
AND
NA V Y
S YSTEMS,
1918.

THE

WA.B FOUNTAIN PEN.

A very han dsome touutai n pen case
to w hich is a t tached a pock et 4 older
n ~n tl y made of metal a nti highly
nickel-pla ted. When your trlend desit-es tlie u se or yo u r pen and e ets it
he is very much astouished when h~
removes the ca p by t he s udden a nd
loud n oise of the exp losion that occurs, and yet a U~de pa per cap does
It a ll. Price S5c, by mail, oosfpald.
H. F. LANO , 1815 Ce n t r e St., B •kJ.rn, N. Y.

THf

KAZOO.

Made i n the exact shape of a su b·
W ith tbls comica l li ttle
marine.
Instrument you can giYe a bride
and g room one of t he fines t seren·
ades they ever r eceived. Or, if you
wish to use It as a Yen trlloq uis t,
you will so com p letely change yo u r
voice that yo ur best friend wlll not
Price 12c, IJy mall,
recognize It.
postpaid.
WOLFF N O VELTY CO ., 168 W. 23d S t., N. Y.
T HE E L K HEAD PCZZLE.

J ust o u t and one ot t he
on
most fas cinating puzzld
the mark e t . 'l'he stunt ls to
sep arate the antlers a n d rej oin them. It looks easy, b ut
try i t and you will admit t hat
1L ls without exception the best p uzzle you
have erer seen . You can ' t leave it alon e.
Made of silver ed metal. Price 12c ; S t or
soc, sent by mall, postpa id .
FRANK S lliT H , 383 J.euox Ave ., Ne w Yor".
THE R UBBE R

~~~~t a~:b~iit ~; tb~ bialills ~n!
0

of rubber, It can do no inj u ry. Price
16c, by mall, p ostpaid.

al d~a

ot

Chart.
B y U1e use of t his Chun with Its revolv·
In g wheel the Colics a re q ui ct.;.ly learned.
After a brief stutly ol the Chart, siguals are
r ell d and ve t·ltlccl iuunc u iatdy. Can bt! oper - /
ated with one lmnd whlle tbc other w r ites.
'!.'hi~ Is the Cunrt in use IJ .v Boy Scouts.
Gir l Scouts. Lon" Scouts and s i milar organiza ti ons. Doys' nud Girls' Clubs, Schools.
and is also good to send to friends i n our
cou n t ry's fiervice.
The bookl l't is .i:lven FREE with t.he Chart.
Send ' 15 Cents and we w111 s end you the
Clin rt and ~ooklet , by mail, postp a id.
WOLF 1'' NO \' l!:L'l' Y CO., 168 W . 23d St., N . Y.

$

•J.J.&KB flOUJ CO., Jlox 85. 1.,. ltoT
THREE-CA RD

FRAN K SMITH, S83 Leno x A.Te ,, New l' ork.

I

.A circular met&I bol
la ·
with a e laH top.
1lc111 11 a tiny o111 r11"a
llxed at one side au.i a
Ill ll•
tr1t vellnir
.loose

l>' ord. It re11ult-va au e .Lpert to iret the 1wll t 17
movln&' 1tuto IDtu ti.a
irarn&'e. 'l'hla on~ g r .. ua
rour Inte rest, h old• it,
a nd atmo• t m a li.e• 7uu
tl'lld 11•1.Jeu you dnd a f ter re peated trlal1
bow h itru It la to do ti.la trick. l:'rlce ue,
br mall, 1,1 u1tpald .
W OL .F.i' 1'0\"Ji:LT Y CO ., 168 \\. ~3d St .,.N. r.

-

R O UGH R I D .ll:R DI SC PIS TOL.

Made of nicely col·
ored wood 5\1, lnd1e1
lone . The -powet· 1,
furnished by rubl>er
band s. T en discs of
cardboard with ea ch
p istol. P r ice 6c, each.
by mall. postpaid.

H . F., L A N G, 1815 Centr e S t., B ' kl y n, X. Y,
T R ICK C UP .

Made of natural whit e w ood t u rned . with
l wo compart ments; a r oun d , black ba ll flh
on .t hose c9mpar t me nts · the other Is a stationary ball. By a lit tle p r actice y ou m111<o
the black ball vanish i.. n g reat tri ck n ovelt y
i mmen se sell~ r. !'r ice, toe, postpaid .
a
LFF NOV E LTY CO., 168 W. 23d St., .N. J .
\
GOOD LUCK BAN K S .

fj
•

H . 1''. LA.NG, 1815 Centre St., B 'klyn, N. Y.

••

JITN EY B U B OA.11£.

TOKIO <l.&BD TRICK.

You place Ave cards In a
R emove one of them
hat.
and then ask your aud11<nce
how many r emain. Upon ex amination the remaln lnir f our
ha ve vanished . A very clever
l'i-ice, 10, by m ail,
t rick .
postpaid. with dlrectlona.

1"

AIONTE.

Exceedtnel y myatlfytne . At
thou&'h the ace, d euce and
trey are ahown plainly, i t 1,.
u tterly Impossible for aur
one to pick 'out the ace. Prk e,
IOc, by mall. postpaid, wttll
di r ecti ons.
WOLF F N O VEL1.' Y CO., 168 W . %3d 8t., N . Y.

D AGGER.

On account of tbe war we h ave
substituted this novelty tor the
Mai;lc l>agger. It Is eight inches In
length, made to look exactly like a
s teel weapon and would deceive a l-

Pict ure
shows
B ooklet
a nd
b ot h

OLD COINS WANTBD

$2 t o '500 DACH pai d tor Hnadre41 et
Coin • d ate« before 1.1115. Keep ALL olil
1'foney . You m.ay have Coln1 werth a
La r ge P remium.. Send •toe. fqr New
Ill us trat ed Coln Value Book. •lie 4xl.
G~ t P <>•ted at Once.

F RAN K

Orna men tal as 11·e11 a l usef ul. Ma de of hfhly n ickeled
br ass. I t holds us t One Dollar . When 1llle It o pens It·
Rema i n s locked until
sel f.
reftl,led . Can ne u sea as a
wa tchcllarm. Money r efun ded if not sa tisfi ed. Price, J~c.
by m a il.
SMITH, 883 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

Picture Stor ies"
''MY STERY MAGAZINE'' "MovinU
Magazine Devoted to Photoplay s and Players
PUBLISH ED SEMI-MO NTHLY. 10 CE NTS A COPY
Han<lsom e Color e<l Covers-4 8 Pages of Reading- -Great
Authors- Famous Artists-F ine Presswor k
It contains exciting and mysteriou s detective stories,
sketches, novelettes , serials and a large amount of other
interestin g matter. Or der a copy from this list.
- -LATES'l' ISSUES- -

No.
9 M R. B A C H E L L 0 R 'S
APAR 'rMEl\l'S, by William
Hamilton Os borne.
10 THE Il\:"i E lt \YHEEL, by
Octa1·i t:s R oy Cullen.
11 THB \'Ol CE QI;' 'l' HE VAL·
LI;;Y, l>y Hobert Carlton
lll'O\\ 11.

12 'rHE SIGN OF 'l'HE SE\'E)i
Chus. .b'.
by
io\lU.1tKS,
Oursle r.
13 LNDl£1t A l\1A8K , l>y Crit·
teuden i\larriott.
A Detective
14 CASE 4,H4 .
Story by Bhu1ys Hall.
DeLION-A
15 AFTER A i\HJ,
tective Story, by Police
Captain Howard.
FRANK TO USEY, Publisher,

l\o.
16 SHADOWI NG 'J' H E B LUE
Charles
Dy
'l'R IANGLE,
1''ulton Oursler.
CAPTAIN
01··
17 THE CASB
F O RTESQCE, b y • Jicdfleld
Ingalls.
18 TH E B IR b -H EADE D
SPHINX, by Edith Sessions
Tupp er.
19 A l>UUBLE MYSTERY , by
Dr. Harry Entou.
20 nrn '.IL\.GICIAN DETEC·
'l'l VE. by Cliarles Fulton
Oursler.
21 KING COBRA MYSTER 'Y,
b.v Georgl! Gilbert.
92 '!.'HE HAUNTED CORRI DORS, by William H a milton
Os borne.
168 W . 2Sd St., New York CU;y.

A Weekly

PRICE

SIX

CENTS

PER · COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. Magnifice nt Colored Cover Portraits
of Prominen t Performe rs. Out E very Friday.
Each n umber contains Five Sto r ies of
Scr eens- Elegan t Half-tone Scenes f rom
Articles Abou t Prominet\t People In
Actors and Actresses In t lie S t udios aud
Lessons In Scer.ario Writing.

t he Best Fil m s on t he
the Plays-I n t er esting
the lf il ms-Doln gs of
\\' bile •Picture-ni ak lng-

L ITTI"E l\IAGAZINE GIV ES YO U )lORE FOR
M ONEY T H AN AN Y OTHE R S IMIL AR P UB·
Ll CATI ON O N THE iUAUK E 'l'!

YOUR

It s authors are the very best that mon ey can p rocure;
fuse !llustratron s are exqu isi te. and Its special a r ticles
the greatest exper ts In their particular· line.
B u y a copy Now f r om you r newsdealer , or sen d u s 6
money or postage sta mps, a nd we w111 mall y ou any
y ou desire.

Its pr oare b y

THI S

cen ts i n
num be r

HARR"i' E. WOLF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., New York City.

DRINK
ilABIT

For the good ot those who are victims,
direl!tly or indirectl;y, of the drink habit, I
ban written and published a very interesting Uluatrated book which describes how l
'!I'll ~eed com,Pletely from t he orav1ng and
1
for aeTeral
I
not had liny aeslre
to touch a roP of have
any thing alcoholk My
boqli eont
informatio n by tollowing
which thou1
ot drinkers have admittedly
bejip 1aTed.
Man;v men wbo do 11ot want to be treed
of drink eu,1111 have been 1ecret1T 111nd by
wlv411, mother• or sist ers. 'fhet (l.id n ot
rl!allze what was happenln&' until they
found all de,lre had left them-they cou ldn't
drink any more whisky or beer-then they
reiolced at hannir been saved. My book
hi, bel)n proven many times worth Its
weight in irold to a multit u de of famlllel .
PrAl•ed bt physicians, jud&'ea
eflttQrs,
clergymen apd legions of others. Don' lofe
thls notice; it may not appear a gain. B lnp 7
write : Jijclw J. \Voode. W N-103, Stat ion F,
New York, N. Y., and you will soon recelv!!
the FREE book of valuable Information ta
pla.in wi:11-pper, and happlnc11 IQ,ay soon be
yours. Correapondence confidentia l.

:§:8

Send for my book

Strong

~

1\!ilitatY. ·

and
Shoulders

i . t.:!.t.. colll or stam;pe.
I~ with twent;r tuU-paae
ha
out.. showlna e:airclae1
th~
411ick17 donlop, ba&lf·

•tr•1

ut; •114 .1!-ln cre•t
1our 1bou1110re,
•rmt lfd
111

1,n

!Jdsl

.~ l~~· u"a'lf t.=·1. atreu~'1.
i\tusci:E iuiq>ij lt
A •t.o•I sprlns 1:erclHI l,lld. ~
•rallder
with • O®lp)ato co ·
o twent;,.-i ; W eeted ear
tor d_••,lop aU th; la~ti
th• bo<\1.
t II ea~ lb "'It
ts.oo ~:J\llrcl1tr. Hy Ptlt1 tw ·
ahorJ l!Jil• 01111 $1.0Q.

PR01. AtrrHONY BARKER

1781 Barker E1ulldln11

U1 W. 4lld St., New_ York

Why Be Fat?
Become

Slfm

This

Summer

FREE SHORTHAND LESSON

This i. wonderful nelfL It 11 ab1olutelf.
tr~e that you C!Ql lr:;rn the co~plete K. .
•herthand 1yJ1t11JD
a few houn: then
ae!Quite BJ>~~ 1D
i~ down dictation,
speeches, phopa meuasea. etc., en~ when
a person spea:t;a rapidly. To ~ron 1Jt. se11d
ritr ~ee lell,on to KlnJ Ins tote .t!IA-108.
IJt,.Uon F, New 'fork, N. Y.
o•'ll utonl.ah
aqO delight /our11111.t by lmprovJng ;your
ei;nciency an
earning power. Liiinl In
1pare momenta at home or while i:idina in

ear. Tr111.bur expeue;

~

_..,

OONI ETO THE

~~MOVIE
At My House- To-nigh t

50,00 0 Boys Made Happ y
Read These Letter s
From Happy Boys:

llho- Dleu Plctu-•
l have been very slow In send-

~ ~.;'v~~~~e ~1~~~~~
tel, weeks aao and I think It Is
tur:~r.:""an~ •:.i:,mu~i18 1 'it
''tild. I am very proud or It.

!nJ>"f'
J;. ~1:3rr., '¥!~~ t,~~ I
gave p enttrtalnmen t two
0

1

days after I aot It. Leopold
Lamontasme, l.i-' Sum.mer Ave.,
Central Fall>, R. L

Sold Iii• fal' $10.IJO
and Ord•-d Anothel'

md gftamoneveryof

Some time a&o I
1our Machin""

~u:'i.:\Pl~~r "~ul~mo!{g'f
10Yd It ~or 110.~ to a friend ot

mine. He baa it and ~ntert•lna
Illa rsmlly n1Jht17.
h11vo 11ow
d~~edm~bt!.,~o er ,JP.~{
I:hereth, M11<1dan. N . Dat.

Ji

Would Not Give Aw._,,,

to,.

•2s.oo

la ~ri~o~~~'.~~t~~~~h!~t
1lve It away !or $26.00. It's
tnMhlne I ever had ..nd

the=;

I w

everybody could have
ddte Bruky, Jeanesvllle,
PL llot H.

one.

8etlel' J:.han a $12.00
...aohl-

I am'.1low about turn~ln my
thanks to you, but my ovlng
Picture llfaohlne la all &ht. I
b&Vo had It • Ions time and It

t:!e =n ~iY2.~nf~c h~~~· bu~

I~~~~ i~e~r~. ~~e for

~.~~b~~':,'.lo~. 'W,'re.

It.

AIDS TO EFFICIENCY

M ~~~. Y.'ltiucl!.n~E~~~n~~I BJ~:T~~nd~ewwir~~~~P'/l:?.i:~
manship and Etftciency course helped 25,000 last year
to better tbelr positions. It will help you. Write
to-day. Knox School of Salesmanehlp and Business
Emoiency, Engineers Bldg., Cleveland, O.
BOYS, Organize local m1l1tary companies. Train \<>
Be a leader
drill marcti, parade· army tac tics.
among' your companions: None too youn1. Great fun.
Send 25 ct.a. for treatise. R. S. Crosley, Military
Instructor, 824 Wabash Ave. , Terte Haute. Ind.

BOO KS ~ND P ERi OD I CALS

HELP WANTED
u.o.~. G~~~~.~~~Jo~a~~~:lBn, ~~us!'ri'J::"'!Pio~n~~

ments. $100 month. .Easy clerical work. Short hours.
Vacations witb paJ. Common e~ucatlon sulllclent. Write
lmmedi~teb" for llat and description ot poettions. Franklin Institute, Dept. P-108, B'ocbeater, N. Y.
TlfOUSANOS MEN·WOMEN, 18 o• over, wanted lrnmedtately, U. S. Government war poattloQ.s, $1~0
month. lta.sy clerical work: Write im.medla.tely for
free list of :positions open. Franklin ~ Inatitute, Dept.
P US5, Rochester, N. Y.

"'F"'"'1!:.;~::;nM'=-~="1 ~::;..'=:.:;~:,;~::l~~rK'°•d-:EM'"'P::;E0""'~t-.e-rs=~-:-\=~=o-:-~=~=E"'"'~.-::~~~,-·.-,"'!~""'4::--:;b'$.=~~

QUESTIONS ANSWERED In
J.Iahln's Advertisinc Data Book. Fits veet pocket, 260
fundamental taste to apply to
J>•ces. Contains
ad or letter which represent.a you. Sent on ~ dayil" tree
!rial. John Lee Mahin, 1 E. 39th St., N. Y. City,
TH E OOLOGIST IS THE ONLY PUBLICATION In

881 ll1. Buteau, E. St.
Exporlenoe unneceosar:r.
Louis, Jll.
·$~5.""o"o~A-;f-'':;D"'Ac;Y..-:G;;-A::-T=H-::E'"'R"l°"N"G;-;E"'v'"E=R"G'"R:;E:;E"N"s'.-roo=-::ta:-:•::-:;nd
herbs. Ginsenl'. $1.& lb., Belladonna Seed, $61 lb., or
Book and war pr!cea tree. Borrow lt yourself.
tanlcal, 66, New Haven, Conn.
FIREMEN. BRAKEMEN, BAGGAGEMEN, $140-$200.

r;;!~~~.~~1:1~~~'J'srio~! o~~.!a~~a. ~~~~~.~~~

MUSICAL

100,000 ADVERTISING

•••TY

5

le~~io~ ~:~~te~ ~.:g~ l~:r~~~n"fb~J':.• 'ft~~u:~;
1
are filled with advertisements from varties desirin~ to ~ ~!:1a~tr'::ter~,81 bky.ra~~~!~. ~:~{w~:,reiou~~Pifl~nce
0

0

CY SEYMOUR AUTO CO.
De~ 73 Batnia. lllinoia

Scout aeea In his tramps aud -camps in the WOO<IS. WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We writs mU1lc
nd gua ant e publisher'• acceptance. Submit poOJll~
Snb1crlptton j;O cts. per year. Sample copy tree, Ad·
ona wa.r. 1ive ~r any subject. Ohester Mm1c Comp&qy.
dress Oologist, L&eon. IJJ.
100,000 BOOl<S, lncludine man.v r~re, cur!OJ18, fascl· 688 So .. Dearborn St .. Suite 249, C))lcago, Illinois.

1~:·s1r., ·it dO~-

it:~:J'.~nct~tt,;'~··Fr:~::ic::;nr;~c

\

W::

PERSONAL

O. P., Grange, Elks; clal:ivoya.noy, hypuot!am, aex, YOUR LIFE-STORY IN THE $TAR~· Send blrth
date and d®e tor trial ~orul\11¥, " Yiu ll b• delighted.
•clenoe, unexpurgated classic•, etc. Catalog, 10 eta.
McCarthy's B!g Book Emporium 219 Bo. Dearborq ~.Address , Janus, 112 Fount•!u Plue, Kan'"s City, ~lo .

G~ai~:Rr~.1.~DA,,!;~.:,uagt:-r~~~~~r~~f:t:ir.~~l~~·l.
llJAMY; Many lllob. P&rttoulars for ~t•rnP. Mrs.
$2 10 guri~ar~soo .~H~~s, ll~•~o gpt1P~~d~gfug ow~fr.~ Morrison, ao~~ w. Holden. Seattle, Wu!\.

St., CblCaJO.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
3

drilling. • Dividends euaranteed by National HANDSOME FRENCH LADY, 21, 'forth fl25,000.
.Anxious to marry honorable gentleman. L. Bry&nt.
Certificate of Depa.sit. .Agents wanted. Money
2216¥.. Temple St.. Los Angeles. Cal.
Co., 713 Foster Bldg., Denver, Colo.
Oil
Back
STAMMERING
Investigate
relerences.
ba.nk
our
Get
IT.
DOES
$1
ue-tbat's all we ask, $1 few months gets Warrancy ST-STU-T-T-TERING &nd stammering cured at home.
Instructive booltlet tree, Walter McDonnell. 15 Poto ...
Deed to land; interest in co-operative well; var~ct..
~:ti~r~ !~~fhtv~ubdj~~~.n :e~~7s. es~hb~~Y f:c~ inao Bank Building, Wat1ltington, D. c.
WANTED TO BUY
Ir••- Address Sourlake Texas Oil Co., 811 De Menll.
WANTED TO BUY cypewriters, any ma1(e. GI•• de·
St. Louis, Mo.
scrlptlon. M. M. Soldo. 142 E . 32d St .. New York.
COINS AND STAMPS
WE BUY' old gold, diamond•, watches, platinum, sllv~r.
S~•."~.: it.,1.~~ jewe)ry. We will pay up to $33 per set for d!scarde~
s~:o~PI>~~t~~).mlf"~;!: l'.iia~iJ~~~~o~o.

Others

~t.nk

":lt'

FREE-8 dl!f'erent Canada War Stamps to approval ap-

pllcants.

R , F. Roblnson. Winnipeg, Canada.

1
:;o:~:a-e~? ~!·ar::W~~1iiq!~l.la, c~~~i~ f~~~~os. cg~:~~!s

Exch.ange, D•nt. 13, 1586 Willington St.. Philadelphia.
STAMPS-~8 all dill'eront, Transva~I, ';Curkef. Brull,
Peru, Cuba. Mexico, Oeylon, Java, etc., and Album
10 cents; 1.000 finely mixed, 80 cents; 65 dllrerent U. ll .•
2r. cents: 1,000 binges. 8 conts. Agts. wt<f. ~0%. Barcaln
Jtst free; I also buy stamus; send what Jou ban~
C. Stegman, 594.2 Cote Brillia.nte Ave., 'St . ... Louis, Mo.
FREE-5 uuased French Colony stamps to approTi.1
appJ!cants. Edwin H. Balley, (S.S.) Farmtngdale, N. Y.
100 ALL O.I FF., Incl. Cu.ba, Peru, Egypt, Greece; perforated gauge, album. Only 10 eta. Oll'er always good.
C. M . Glbbo, S-8922 Juniper St.. Los Angeles, Cal.

CORRESPONPEN2E TUITION

STUDY JOURNALISM. 20 Complete Le1son1 onll $1.
Ottior courses. Wri~• El)lclency Library. Now E11YPt. N. 1,
DETECTIVES MAl<E BIG MONEY! Travel jl.nd ••e
the co11ntry. We Instruct you at nomlual c1»t. Either
1e:r, Write for free booklet. American School of Crlm.tno1ogy, Dept. M, Detroit, Mich.

FOR THE HEAL TH

REDUCE WEIGHT HAPPILY. If you are tM fat,
seod for !nterestlnr boolc j.elllng tile )>est way to
become s}jlnder, healthier and beautiful. Sent ln plain
envelope. Koreio Company, NB-601. Sta. F. New York.
TOBACCO llEART. If smoking 1S atrectlng your h.eart
or ft it is weakening your eyes, conquer tobacco ha.bit
now anrl avoid early death or blindness, & fate tba.t
has be!aUen many others. Quit without drugs and
lmpro•• h.ealth \Vonderlully. JlfacLevy'a method Is highly
If cured YOll pay us only Sh If not cured,
pra!~d.
Write for lt to-day. Albro
co~te you not a cent.
Society, AA-601. Station F , New York.
MORPHINE ANO LIQUOR habits successfully cured
at home. Send !tamp for liooklet of information.
Dr. Qu11yle's San1tadum, :Mad!son. Ohio.
SEX PH I LO SOP HY. Ten reasons for sexual trouble
ln in.en and how to relleve f.n 48 hours; sent sealed
for stam~. Betailers Co., Toledo, Dl.

h~\sJ

i"t,th l~b~°a~~n ari~ ~~~~~oo~83~ ~ri~t e~~e~~g~~~

ta refused. '"Certltlcat:IJ rranted l!!I from State of Wls·
consln. Absolute!7 responsible, liberal and reliable. Ad:~"M,' BlfN~~~dp~~~to;,. s~_:1:.~~iw':~:;:: ~f~: 401 Gold-

,

-

MISCELLANEOUS

PRESIDENTIAL PUZZLE. Moat fascinating, Instructbe · and interesting; complete in neat box, 25 cents,
oosti>ald. 0. S. Jlflchet. Box 298, NewarJc, N. J .
SELL "PERSHING IN FRANCE." Great war plcture.
Big> patriotic hit. Make ;10 dally. Regular 25 cente.
Sample only 10 cents, prepaid . Bend now. Address :
Publ(~her School News, New Egypt. N. l.
WHEN DO FISH · BITE BEST? Tbe Old ~lsherman'a
Go on the fight days. Send
Ca~endar tella •hon.
25 cpi, to-day tol 0. F. Calendar, Box 946 H, Sta.
,
SorlnJf).eIJI, Jlfas1.

GVJ3t.. df'.i:bl~e(ij};t.o ~~!Jl!~~~~
Manu(a<ltUrlnK Co.. Dept. J , Indianapolis. Jnd.

Y~~ ~!~ ~:ll~~-

Br,os.
POWERINE 18 EQUAL TO GASOLINE AT 5 cts. a
r&llon.· Salesmen and agents \'ff.mted. Exclusho ter·
rito17 l?&nted. PolJ'erlne je ~uarante.ed to b~ harmless,
to remove and prevent carbon, cioublin' the lite of all
gasoline m9tors, s~vli>lr reoalrs. addlnf snap, apeed and
power. An amount eQ.U&l to 20 ca.Hons of gasoline will
be 1ent to any addrelf In the U. S., charges oropald,
for $1. W. Porter Barnes. Dept. 10. S•~t• Rosa. Cal.
DEN PICTURES. Real photos from llf•. Fasclnatln11
Art Models"' poses. Simple "Bathing 01r1" 1nd cataln¢. 10 c•nta. Fl!mJ)!!on Co .. Wheelln<. W. Va.
ELECTRICAL TATTOOING MAGHINES $1.M. Hand
oµtflt.s 50 cents. Catalogue F'TM. Prof. J. H. Temke,
ff17 Central A.ve.. Clnc!nn•t!. OhiQ.
100 BEAUTIFUL POSTCARDS and 1>!otureoi lac. Taylor Co., 8820 Llneoln .lve.. East St. Lot1ls. lll.
TWENTY PRJ;:TTY POS'l'CARDS and 'for cataloe- lOc.
Durso. D~nt. 89. 25 Mnlbe.rr~. N. Y. City.
MYSTERIOUS PENCIL. \Vrlte_s measage; answers your
Sample free.
Private <r.uesUona, Brfug,a havntn~s1.
Dr. Martin, 411 West Ferry. Butr•lo. N . Y.
BIG MAIL. Want to reoe!ve it! Se~d onlv 6 cts.
'ltampa. Astonfshfne. A. A. Henry, Loue-tta.. Tex.

FREE

TO

ASTHMA SUFFERERS
A

New Home Cme That Anyone Can UH
Without Discomfori or Loss of Time.

We have ~New Method th-at cures Astpma,
and we want you to try it at our eXJ)ense.
No matter whether your case is ot longstauding or i·ecent development, whether it
ia present as Hay Fever or chronk Asthma,
you should .send for a tree tnal ot our
No matter In what climate you
method.
Uve, no matter what your age or occupation, i1' you are troubled with asthma, our
method ·should relieve you promptly.
We espe<;ially want to send it to those
apparently hopeless cases, where all forms
or inhalers douche&, opium preparations,
fumes, "patent smokes," etc.. have failed.
We want to show everyone at our own expense that this n ew method is designed to
end ah difficult brenthing, all wheezing, aud
all those ten·!ble paroxysms at once and for

al!i_,~,',!'eiree offer is too important to .I!eglect
a single day. Write today and begm the
method at once. Send no money. Simply
mail coupon below. Do It Today.
FREE ASTHMA COUPON
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO.,
Room 684 T.
Niagara and Hudson Sts ..
Buffalo, N. Y.
Send free tnlal of your method to:

·························
········\
.....
..........................
I

•
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To ,Men who WPNDERFUL ,PHONOGRAPH OFFER
are BaId . Ore f.
are L Osln
Plays Any Disc Record
The-••~ ua·1r
1I4ro f1 our New Style E. D. L. Phonograph- the latest improvement
--Without ~e horn. The lightest, most durable and compact practk&!
bonogralli> ever produced. It Is beautifully finished, tone arm block
Jap,_nned; ilickel windini crank, accurately coustructed, smooth runniag
'1lflng motor, which olays la to 3 records at one winding, speed regule.tor, stop lover and felt..:overed turn table. New ic,provcd sound box
with mka diaphragm, which make perfect reproductions of all kbds of
music-band plcces, talking Pieces, instrumental, orchestra, vocal, etc.

,

'Up to 7 lnche11, and play• them properly. T bi• machine
Is aimplY wonderful-not to be compared wi:h any

othor of~ kind. Will give you more entertainment
Let me tell you of my own case.
anything you ever owned. Strong and durable.
l was almost completely bald, and as than
Small and compact with no parts to get out of order.
I had tried many tonics, lotions, e~., Every Machine Regulated and Tested
without benefit, I expected to remam
before it leaves the factory
bald for the rest of my life.
and guaranteed bi every way. A real pbonograph, not a
But instead of baldness, I now have a toy, yet small an.d light enough to be carried to camps,
complete growth of hair upon my head. excursions, etc. Gives a clearness and volume of tone
Thi.a is all the more remarkable because not 1urpaased by most high-priced instruments.
I am 66 years old.
.
Free to You-Send No Money
The way that I obtained a perfect Just your name and WO will send rou 24 of Out Art
hair growth was as simple as it was l>ictures to dispose of on specia offer r.t 25c each •
• Send us the $6 you collect and for your trouble we
astonishing to me.
will oend this new improved E . D. L. Phonograph
While traveling I met an old Cherokee 1 and a &election of 6 rec;ords, free for your trouble.
You CIL!l dispose of pictures and earn this great
Indian who gave me a pomade or oint-- machine
and the records in a few hours' time.
ment to use upon my scalp. Although
E. D. LIF£, 337 W. Madise1 St., 8T46 Chicago
my confidence was meager, I used this
compound. He to! d me it contained se- I-p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;===;;
lected components from the Three Kingdoms of Nature.
After several applications my loo~
ing-glass revealed a slight fuzz. This
developed from day to day to a healthy
irowth of hair. Imagine my satisfaction in being able actually to brush the
hair where there had been a bare scalp!
Yet it was true. Soon I was able to
comb it-and l have been able to do so
ever since.
I traded with the old Indian savant,
obtaining the recipe. It was cru?e and
the ointment was almost nauseatmg. So
I had it moderni;zed, by a practical
chemist, holding to the original •,,
ple, and now from the recipe a c--J~. .'ltic
pomade is prepared. Men and women
have used it-and many are now doing
so. In numerous cases remarkable results are being reported.
This ointment contains no alcohol nor
·anything else that has a tendency to
dry the hair, the scalp or the roots.
The way for you to prove what _it
will do for you is to try it. I will mail
you the recipe f~ee of charge. ~ o~r
own physician Wlll tell you that 1t .1s
safe and you may obt ain a supply from
the druggist. Or you may get it from
me. It is called Kotalko. A proof box
Folding DOUBLE X·RAY
will be mailed, with the recipe, if you
to
,.du
under
our
eae7
cond!IIona.
No
extra
send 25 cents, silver or stamps, to cbarirel for f&Do7 1t1losl belfloops, 11olf bot•
John Hart Brittain, 150 East Thirty- tome, - 1 buttODI •• FRICIE. Before iou
second St., BE-103, New York, N. Y. bay a ault or pants, b;iore 7ou take 0anot er
With this Doable
.X-RAY you can app• ·
'
This ·is a genuine announcement de- :~"!ii~ °::j ~:;.:-fi:!:"1:!~t'! :::~.k
for ti>• blr, new different\ tallorina deal. Coote
arently
ll!G
thru
elotb or wood, See bones In the
void of the lavish phraseology of the l!Otbinir, Write toda1. Addrnl
body, makes the flesh look transparent. A optical
usual advertisements, but it means ex- KNICKERBOCKER TAILORING CO
Wualon. B7 mall 10 eta!. three for 25 cto. Postpaid
Dept ~1 Chlcaso, ILL.
Arde":' Co. Bot. U7 Stamford Co-.
1ctly what it says, and I , being a business man of good reputation, stand
ready to prove it to you.
How
Tobacco

Y 0 U H AV E A BE A U T J F U L

$1~!.~~~!~o:~~~!o

___T_O_O-·F_A_T.?

STRICTURE \~~~!:i~:l

If sufferlngwithStricture, enlarged prostate,
difllcul ty to retain or pass waler, you can get
immediate, entire, permanent relief by using
_ _.,..,

SK.EEN'S PAINLESS REMEDY,
NO CUTTING, DILATING

or DRUCCINCl

tJae Treatment 60 da,... If not aatlsfied, will return YOW' moner.
Nochancetolo&eapeDDJ'. Oarbooklot.•'AN HONEST TALK,"
with CfUARANTEE,uat FREEi will open 7our e1H aiul con'f'lnu.

The D.A.SKEEH CO •• Dept. :?2 P.O. Box 356, ctnclnnatl,O

REDUCE YOUR BUST
or other fat 2 to 4 Inches ln three weeks ·
witb 1 jar of COSI Obesity Cream; external,
harmless ; no massage. For men and women,
e.ample, 10 cents. Address
WUU: l CURRIE, 2911 An. G, 0.,L D,
BiOOll.Yll, N. l

f

He Quit

FACE

THE LIBERTY
lJoyst Girl Allie s: or , Tbe P atriot S!sters of '76.
Tbe Liberty Boys' Ho\ .Rall y ; or , Chan ging Defeat I n t o Vic·
t or y .
, 899 'Jbe Uherty Boys and Rochambeau ; or, Flgbtlng witb French
·
·
A.Wes.
.
9i6 Tile Liberty Bop Djsappolnted : or, Ro u ted b the ltl!d coa ts.
1 ~ Tbe Llbei;ty Boys At Staten Islan d: or, Spying Upon tbe
917 The Liberty Bo-Y?': Narrow Escape; or tpe ttlng Ou t of New
Brl.Uall.
·
Yor·k.
901 "I'he LlD!!rty Boys With Putnam :.. or, Gpod Work Tn tbe Nut·
918 The Liberty Boys a t Sag Harbor; or• . The Liveliest Day On
· . >•
met ·state.
•
Record.
902 Tbe Uber~ Boys• Revenge; or, Pun)s 't og tbe Tories.
919 Tbe Liberty Boys In Danger; or, W arned In the Nick of
903 The Liberty Boys at Dunderberk'; or, Tbe Fall of tbe High· '
.
Tlmlo.
'
·.
land Forts.
920 Tbe Liberty Boys' Failure; or , Trying To Catch a Traitor.
904 The Liberty Boys With Wayne: or, Daring Deeds At Stony.'
921 The Liberty Boys at Fort Herkimer; or, Out Against the RedPoint.
skins.
905 The Liberty Bo.,rs As Cavalry Scouts; or, Tbe Charge of
922 The Liberty Boys' Dark Day: or. In tbe Face of Defeat.
Washington's nrlgade.
Liberty Boys at Qu11ker Hill ; or, Lively Times In Little
T!1P
923
906 The T,lberty Boys On Island 6; or, The Patriot Girl ot the
.
Rhode Island.
Delaware.
!l2• The T.lbertv Roys' FIPr<'P Charge; or, Drtv1r,ig Ont the Tnrlp•
!Jll7 Tbe Liberty Boys' Gallant Stand: or, Rounding Up the Red92::1 The Liberty Boys' Hidden Foe; or, WorklnJ? In the Dark.
coats.
926 ThP Llhertv Boys' Ruu of Luck; or, Making the Best of
!lOR '!'be Liberty Boys OuttlankPd: or, The Battle of Fort Jlflfftln.
•
Everything.
909 Tbe Liberty Boys' Hot Fight: or. Cutting 'J.'belr Way To
92'1 The i.·lherty Boys' Combination; or, Out With Three Great
Freedom.
Generals.
928 Tbe Liberty Boys at Sunbury; or, A Hard Blow to Bear.
910 '£he Liberty Boys' Night Attack: or, Fighting the Johnson
Greens.
911 The Liberty Boys and Brave Jane M'Crea; or, After ·~Jle Spy
ot Hubbardton.
912 The Liberty Boy s at Wetzell's Mill: or, Cheatep h:v thp 'British.
913 The Liberty Boys Wltb Daniel Boonf?; or, The Battle of
Blue Licks..
F'or sale by all newsdealers, or will be 11ent to any address on receipt of price. 6 cents, per copy in money or postage stamps. h•

-LATEST ISSUES-

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you b-y retuni
mall. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SA~ AS MONEY.

OUR

if EN-CENT.

HAND

BOOKS

N•. 14. JIOW TO MA][E CANDY.- A com- • 1'1'0 . 31. HOW TC> IJECO)IE A SPEAKNo 1 NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
F,1t.-C11ntalning fourteen Illustrations. givllREAlli nooK.-Con talning tbe great oracle plete lland - tfook for mak!Rg all kinds o!
ing" ·t1ae different poslt!11ns requisite to be·
ice- cream, syrups, essences, etc. , etc.
candy,
of
of huallll destiny · also the true meaning
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL. corue a ,.;ood s peaker, reader a12d elocutionist.
a!Rlost any kllld 'ot dres rus, together with
valual>l&
containing •em~ from all the popular
most
Also
and
brightest
the
ot
cbnrnui, cereaonies, and curious games of - One
auUi.ors of prose nd poetry .
little b ooks ever given to tbe world. Everycards.
beautlbecome
to
bow
know
to
wlJJbes
ody
b
great
Tbe
Ne 2 HOW TO DO TRlCKS.Ne, 82. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.book. of magic and ca rd tricks, containing ful, both male and female. Tlle secret is
Containillg Instructions for beginaers, choice
full 111.structlon on all the leading card tricks sim)lle, and nlmcist costless.
a machine, hl• ts on training, etc. A
of
No. 20. HOW TO ENTElt1:AIN A N EVEof the day a lso tbe most popular magical
complete book. Full of practical jllustralrlus ions as' performe4 by our lending magi- NING .l'; \- R 'l.' Y.-A complete c"mpendlum of
tions.
inn s. eTery boy should obtain. a copy of games, s ports, card dlversion1, comic recitaNo. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A comtlons, etc., s 11!table for parlor "r dra w1ng.ls book
plete an.d useful little b oek con talnlng tbG
room enlertainme11.t. It cciatalns more for
No s 'now TO FLIRT.-TAe arilb .
and regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
rules
published .
wil es· oi illrtatlon are fully explained · v . >H ' tbe_ moBey than any b
backgammon, cre quet, dominoes, etc.
~D FISH.-Tbe
No. 21. fl'.O W TO H
little boek. Besides tlfo various Dlet J ..,. '""
d lllihlng guide
handkerc:l>.let, tan, gl ove, parawl, w 9· >W most complete hunt!
N e . 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRU111S
tull lnstruct1o
aat hat flirtation, It contains a full .r cit ever published. It ce n
-Containing all .the leading conundrums of
about guas, hunting de , t.ra ps, traJ1pia g
the laaguage and seatlment ot 11owHs.
day, amuslag- rlddle1, curleus catches
the
N o. 4,.; HOW TO DANCE is the tit!& et and 11shil!g, together With descri11t1on of
nn•l witty sayings.
this little book. It contains full 1.n.ibmctio11.s game and tlsh.
N"o . 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN
No. ~2. HOW T O l>O SECOND SIGKT.dancing etiquette in the ballin tl!.e ar
DOCTOB.-A " -onderful book, contalnlng
rooin and t parties, how t o dress, and full Heller• second sl3llt ex11laia e<t by bis foraa<l practical information la the treat,
Exillalniag
useful
Jr.
t.
!lua
Fred
assistant,
mer
pu:ar
po
all
In
oft
call1ng
f<>r
direct1ons
b ow the sec re~ dialogues w ere carried on be ment of ordinary diseaseE and ailments comnare dances
the
on
bgy
the
d
aa
mair1clan
the
eTery family. Aboundlnll\" In u~etul
to
tween
mon
comLOVE.-A
MA.XE
TO
N /$ HOW
9-ll ettect1ve recipes tor general compla!ntll.
plet~· g~itle t e love, courtship and marriage. stage ; also givmg all t ile ce des a ad signals.
.DREAMS
LAIN
P
EX
TO
HOW
28.
No.
to
etiquette
and
1v1Bg seuible a clnce rule1
e . 89. H OW TO R.U:SE D OGS, POUi.fe observed with many curious and interest - This little book &"Ives tbe exiila•atlon to all
TRY, PIGEONS AND RAJJBITS.- -.A. useful
kinds of dreams, to11:ether with lucky and
lng thlags' not generally Known.
llncl Instructive book. Handsomely Illustrat·
ed.
No. 6. HOW T O BECOME~ ATHLETE. U°J.~ck~ daiiow T6. WRITE LETTERS TO
--Giving: full hutructlon for tbe nse of GENTLEJl[Jl:N - Containing full lutructtons
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d umbbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horlt for writing to gentlem~n oa all subjects.
TRAPS.- Including hints on how to catch
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.
s ontal bars and various other m~t•ods 0
and
squirrels
rats.
otter.
weasels,
moles,
develeplng a goo<! , healthy muscle J contain- -Contaial.llg tu11 lnstru ct1;ins for all kinds
birds. Also how ~to cure skln.s. Copiously
of gymautlc sports and atl1Jetlc exercises.
Ing over s i xty Ill u s tratlons.
illustrated.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BffiDS.- Hand- Embracing t•lrty-Jl.ve Ulustrat1011s. Uy Pre Ne. U. THE BOl"S OF NEW YORK END
• omely Illustrated and coatalnlng full In- fessor w. Macdonald.
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Cont111ning a great
HOW TO ROW, SAIL A.ND
No. $0.
etru ctions for the mnnagemeat aad training
of the latest jokes used by the most
variety
Fqll
mu.atrated.
Fnl!l
BOAT.A
of the canary. m ockingb ird, bobolink, bU.,ck- BUILD
faJUous e nd men. No amateur minRtrels Is
1r little bo'*, t o ~nstnictlons are &"IT"Jl 111;
bird, pnroquH, parrot, etc.
without this wonderful little book.
complete
a.nd
No. 9• . HOW TO BECOlllE A VENTRILO- getber with instructions o swimming
NEW YORK
No. 42. THE IJOTS
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every lntelli- rldiag, compaa.lon sports to boath1.g.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE A.ND BOOK
gent bey reading thls b ook of Instructions
can master tbe art, and create any amount OF RECITATIONS - Coatalalng die m ost STUMP !l'P EA.KEB.-Ceatl. 1' Ka varied as sortment of stm11 11 s11eeches, t:Nj!gro, Dute
of fun for himself nnd friends . It Is tbe popular s elections hi. use, comprising Dute•
and IriRb. Also e•d • eil.'s joln!"s. Just th
dialect Frenc• dialect Yankee and Irish dlai;reatest book ever published.
thing for h"me amusement and amateur
_,, No 10. · HOW TO BOX.-Tbe art of self- Ject pieces, toget•er' with many standard
••ows.
al!fense made easy. Containing over t:l>.1rty r eadings.
N e . 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.
No. 28. HOW •TO TELL FORTUNES lllustrntioas of guards, blows, and the ditrer-Ce ntaialng tll o graRdest assortment of
ent position of a good boxer. E v ery bo;r Everyone Is 4eslrous of knowl11.g what Iii.II
m a gical 1Jlusleas eTer placed before tbe
•bould obtain one of these useful and In- future Jlfe will ltr1ng forth . whether liap 11ipublic. Also tricks with cards, incantation!\,
1tructlve h ooks, as It will teach you how to n<'S11 or mlser.r, wealth or poverty. You caa
etc.
tell by a glance at this little book. Buy ea e
J:
box without an Instructor.
No. 44. HOW TO WR~ IN AN ALHOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- and be cQnvl.nced .
No. 11
BUJ\1.-A grand collection o . Album Verse ~
N e . 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTEJ'tS .-A most complete little book, con taincaslon, embracsuitable for any time and
Ing full directions tor writing loTe.-Jetters, TO:R.-Every boy should know loow invenIng Lines et Love, AttectloB Sentiment. Hu nt;>d when to use tbem.... glvl. g specimen let- tle ns erlglnated. Tllls book explains the m
mor, Respect. and Condolen~, also Verse~
all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics,
ters for youBg and om.
"· u. HOW TO WRITE 'fETTERS TO magnetism, optics, paeu111atlcs, ~anics, Suitable fe;- Va lea tlnes and ' eddlngs.
tLADIES.-G1Tlag complete il:lstr1,1ctions for etc.
YORK 1\llN"Ne. 45. THE BOYS OF NE
N o. SO. HOW TO COOK.-One of • • e most
writing letters to ladles on all subjects; also
STltEL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.- Somelnstructiye books on ceoklnP.; eTer published.
letters of Introduction, notes .Jnd requests.
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should obtain this book, a~s contains full
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grand
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know
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man
one Uiat everv young
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a ll about. There's happiness In It.
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